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Written by the best known and most trusted name in the ColdFusion community, Ben Forta, The
ColdFusion Web Application Construction Kit is the best-selling ColdFusion series of all time.
Volume 3: Advanced Application Development, focuses on application security, scalability and
high-availability, and integration with other systems and technologies. The book starts with two
sections dedicated specifically to scalability and security, and then focused on extending
ColdFusion applications using web technologies, other languages and platforms, and
sophisticated integration techniques. Complete coverage of ColdFusion 9 is included in "Volume
1, Getting Started" (0-321-66034-X) and "Volume 2, Application Development" (0-321-67919-9).

"The Beautiful Edible Garden combines aesthetic sensibility and literally down-to-earth
pragmatism with insight and ingenuity. Who knew that a plot full of weeds and scrubby trees
could so readily be transformed into a garden of earthly delights just a few steps away from the
kitchen, and just a few more easy and thoughtful steps away from an arrangement for the dining
room? Whether your yard is big or small, out back or in front, or limited to a few containers on a
balcony, you can "pursue food production and beauty together" - Joanna Brichetto, Book
Pages "The Beautiful Edible Garden combines several different tactics for encouraging readers
to create gardens they can quite literally eat ... My favorite (and clearly dog-eared) discovery
were these persimmon trees.... Another tactic utilized by authors Bittner and Bennett is the
introduction of gorgeous flower arrangements and displays by Studio Choo. Full of (you guessed
it!) edible components, the arrangements are simply divine and inspired me to get outside,
break out the clippers and get to arranging again." -- Amy Renea, A Nest for All Seasons"A
newly published book by authors who live in the San Francisco Bay Area reminded me that
plenty of food-producing plants have beautiful, luxuriant foliage -- and flowers -- to contribute
beauty. If you don't have room to plant and grow a real crop, then why not plant a border of leaf
lettuces or curly parsley plants; place chard or mustard in the middle of an ornamental bed?" --
Dallas Morning News"Now, the best advice from this design duo has been folded into a book
that provides a good primer for making your vegetable garden as beautiful as it is productive.
The Beautiful Edible Garden focuses on how to implement simple principles of basic garden
design for success at both growing the food you want for your table and enjoying the aesthetic
pleasures of bringing it there." -- Cheryl Koehler, Edible East BayAbout the AuthorLESLIE
BENNETT and STEFANI BITTNER are co-founders of Star Apple Edible + Fine Gardening, a
San Francisco Bay Area landscape design firm focusing on aesthetic edible gardening. At Star
Apple, they bring together ecologically sound landscape design principles and small-scale
urban agriculture, working with both ornamental and edible plants to create integrated
landscapes. Visit www.StarAppleEdibleGardens.com. Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All



rights reserved.Introduction Welcome to the beautiful edible garden. This is a book about
edible garden design. It is also a heartfelt invitation to join us in the practice of gardening. For us,
gardening is a way to connect with the land, our community, and, perhaps most importantly,
ourselves. It is also an opportunity to create and to be inspired. When you pursue food
production and beauty together, you form meaningful spaces that have the power to both ground
and uplift. This book features ideas and projects that we have developed as Star Apple Edible
+ Fine Gardening, our San Francisco Bay Area–based edible landscape design service. Our
approach is to redefine the plant palette to utilize edible and ornamental plants throughout your
garden in a way that is both beautiful and productive. You can put this information to use in
creating a space that includes vegetables, fruits, herbs, flowers, and other ornamental plants.
We outline how to start, providing design principles and step-by-step guidance for a range of
spaces, from front yards and backyards to smaller areas like decks, porches, and side yards,
and even container gardens and window boxes. We recommend that you read the first two
chapters thoroughly and then refer back to them as needed as you work through your garden
design. If you want to start with designing a garden for the backyard or a narrow side yard
instead of the front yard, it’s fine to jump between chapters three, four, and five according to your
needs. Use chapter six as a reference in planting and maintaining your edible garden throughout
the year. For further inspiration, we’ve included photographs and sidebars throughout the
book from our book partners, Jill Rizzo, Alethea Harampolis, and David Fenton. Photographers
David and Jill capture the simple, intangible beauty of the garden and its harvests. At their floral
design business, Studio Choo, Jill and Alethea highlight the beauty of the natural world in
unexpected floral designs. Their sidebars include instructions for simple ways to utilize edible
and ornamental plants from your garden as creative arrangements in your home. This book is
meant to provide general concepts for designing a garden that incorporates edible plants, so we
do not include sowing times or specific vegetable- or fruit-planting guidelines because these
differ depending upon the climate zone you live in. Instead, we encourage you to use this book
along with a vegetable- and fruit-growing guide that covers those specifics. Where we can, we
offer multiple plant choices to fit most climate conditions and garden styles so that you can
select plants from our suggestions as well as search for other plants on your own. Once your
eyes are open to this new way of thinking about edible plants, you’ll start to see the potential for
beauty and food production everywhere you look. Most important, have fun and enjoy the
transformation that is about to take place in your garden.
—Stefani and Leslie Principle #1: Balance We are all searching for it, aren’t we? So it’s not
surprising that our gardens need balance, too. Balance is the first, and most important, design
principle that you should keep in mind when designing your garden. When people say a garden
has “a good flow” or “a good feel” about it, they are talking about the garden’s balance. Balance
is achieved by the grouping and repetition of like elements within a space. You can give your
own garden a balanced look by grouping plants and arranging hardscape materials so that
elements of structure, color, texture, and quantity are repeated in a purposeful manner



throughout your landscape. An annual-vegetable bed that is incorporated into an overall garden
design using these techniques will not look messy or out of place. Instead, there will be a
seamless transition between edible and ornamental areas of the garden and a sense that
everything belongs exactly where it is.Hardscape Materials An important element to be
balanced is your hardscaping materials, such as the natural stone or wood used for patios,
decks, paths, and steps, among other elements. Well-designed landscapes complement a
home’s architecture. When choosing hardscaping materials to use in your yard, look to your
home’s exterior and repeat a material used in its construction. You can choose another one or
two materials to repeat throughout your garden, but try not to use too many different materials;
adding more may result in a jumbled, imbalanced look. For example, if you are using metal
edging as a border for your planting beds, you could also use metal trellises or arbors within the
planting beds. Similarly, natural quarry stone–edged planting beds are wonderful combined with
similarly colored decomposed-granite pathways, as both share the same hues and stonelike
appearance. If you are building steps in this same garden, repeat the stone again for a cohesive
look.Height Hardscaping and plants can be used together to provide a sense of balance
through your garden. If you have an impressive tall tree on one side of your garden, it will look
best if you place a second, or even a third, vertical element, such as a tall vegetable trellis or
patio arbor, in another area of the garden. If all the tall elements are grouped together on one
side of the garden, that part of the garden will feel overloaded and heavy. Instead, distribute the
points of vertical interest across the landscape; they help keep the eye moving through the
garden and establish a sense of balance. Similarly, a solid wall in one part of your garden might
be echoed and balanced by a low hedge of dense, evergreen plant material; this helps distribute
visual weight throughout the entire area and avoids a feeling of imbalance.Color Color plays
such a big role in the look and feel of a garden that its importance cannot be overlooked. The
colors you use should enhance the design and balance of your garden—not throw it into chaos.
Choose your colors purposefully; you’ll be happier with the results if you choose just three or four
colors and stick to them. These colors should be repeated throughout the garden to establish a
cohesive look. Keep in mind that a plant’s color is not limited to its fruit or flower color. The leaf
color, also known as foliage, of both ornamental and edible plants can supply color to your
garden, too. Actually, more often than not, it is foliage color that makes the bigger visual impact
in a garden. The color burgundy, for example, can be found in the foliage of ornamental shrubs,
like burgundy loropetalum, Japanese maple, and purple smoke bush, and also in the flowers
and fruits of edible plants such as the pomegranate tree, the stems of ‘Ruby Red’ chard, or the
leaf color of ‘Bull’s Blood’ beets. In winter, the bare branches and trunks of the deciduous
blueberry and Japanese maple are both tinged with coral and red tones. But don’t forget shades
of green, especially plants with white-and-green-variegated or chartreuse-colored leaves, which
are great for lightening up a shady planting area. You can make almost any color combination
work well, as long as you stick to a few colors to establish your theme and use other colors
selectively. One combination of colors that’s versatile in a garden is a base of yellow, purple, and



gray, with dashes of red or orange as accent colors. You can use a mix of edibles and
ornamental plants such as ‘Moonshine’ yarrow, lavender, and pineapple guava to establish your
main theme. Then use the fruit and flowers of currants, salvia, red sunflowers, and pomegranate
for seasonal red accents. Similarly, white, green, burgundy, and silver make for a beautiful base;
choose any additional bright color as an accent. Used in this way, color helps create a
balanced and cohesive look among your planting beds. In an integrated edible, ornamental
garden that includes many different elements, color is an especially helpful tool for achieving
balance across your landscape.Texture and Shape Plant leaves can be big or small, lush or
fine, fuzzy or glossy, rounded or spiny. Mixing different leaf sizes, shapes, and textures helps add
subtle depth and visual interest to a garden. Repeating texture and shape in ornamental and
edible plants is also an excellent way to create balance throughout your landscape. A good
example is the long, narrow leaves of phormiums and leeks. The grassy fronds of each plant
reference and play off each other, and can establish a similar textural feel in two different parts of
a garden. Rhubarb, a perennial, adds great texture to any garden. Its large, rounded leaves
(which are poisonous and thus not edible; only the leaf stems are edible) not only contrast
wonderfully with narrow, spikier grasses, but they also repeat the rounded edges of the foliage of
many fruit trees, such as fig—but at a lower planting height. Dramatic gunnera or other large-
leafed subtropical foliage are ornamental plantings that mimic the shape of the rhubarb leaf and
bring in a contrasting texture for visual interest and balance. In linking ornamental and edible
parts of your garden, repeat textures from the landscape in your vegetable beds and in the
transitional planting beds that surround them. The broad, fuzzy leaves of ‘Berggarten’ sage,
planted among your edibles, can be mimicked elsewhere in your landscape with ornamental,
low-growing lamb’s ears.Quantity How you group your edible and ornamental plants is an
important design decision. As described above, plantings of a certain height, density, color, or
texture in one part of the garden should be paralleled or at least referenced by a similar planting
in another part of the garden. If you design a garden bed so that larger numbers of the same
plant are grouped with each other, they will have a stronger visual impact than if they are planted
separately. This technique is referred to as mass plantings. Grouped together en masse,
smaller, less substantial plants can become a real visual presence in the garden and can help
establish balance. For example, as long as the planting is massed enough, the grassy texture of
small garden chives can be balanced against a much larger ornamental grass placed in another
part of the garden. While one red lettuce would go unnoticed, a large clump of them is significant
enough to provide visual balance against a larger tree or shrub with burgundy foliage, like a red
Japanese maple. Unless you are highlighting a special focal-point plant (see page 54) or are
planting vegetables in your annual-vegetable planting bed, you should avoid planting a single
plant (often referred to by garden designers as a “onesie”) on its own. Too many single plants
placed on their own throughout the garden leads to a choppy look that feels haphazard and
unbalanced.Read more
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Adams, Charlie Arehart, Jeffrey Bouley, Ken Fricklas, Alan Rother, Sarge Sargent, and Matt
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Web page designer and want to create dynamic, data-driven Web pages, this book is for you. If
you are an experienced database administrator who wants to take advantage of the Web to
publish or collect data, this book is for you, too. If you are starting out creating your Web
presence, but know you want to serve more than just static information, this book will help get
you there. If you have used ColdFusion before and want to learn what’s new in ColdFusion 9, this
book is also for you. Even if you are an experienced ColdFusion user, this book provides you
with invaluable tips and tricks and also serves as the definitive ColdFusion developer’s
reference.This book teaches you how to create real-world applications that solve real-world
problems. Along the way, you acquire all the skills you need to design, implement, test, and roll
out world-class applications.How to Use This BookThis is the ninth edition of Adobe ColdFusion
Web Application Construction Kit, and what started as a single volume a decade ago has had to
grow to three volumes to adequately cover ColdFusion 9. The books are organized as follows:•
Volume 1— contains Chapters 1 through 21 and is targeted at beginning ColdFusion
developers.• Volume 2— contains Chapters 22 through 45 and covers the ColdFusion features
and language elements that are used by most ColdFusion developers most of the time.
(Chapters 43, 44, and 45 are online.)• Volume 3— contains Chapters 46 through 71 and covers
the more advanced ColdFusion functionality, including extensibility features, as well as security
and management features that will be of interest primarily to those responsible for larger and
more critical applications.These books are designed to serve two different, but complementary,
purposes.First, as the books used by most ColdFusion developers, they are a complete tutorial
covering everything you need to know to harness ColdFusion’s power. As such, the books are
divided into parts, or sections, and each section introduces new topics building on what has
been discussed in prior sections. Ideally, you will work through these sections in order, starting
with ColdFusion basics and then moving on to advanced topics. This is especially true for the
first two books.Second, the books are invaluable desktop references. The appendixes and
accompanying Web site contain reference chapters that will be of use to you while developing
ColdFusion applications. Those reference chapters are cross-referenced to the appropriate
tutorial sections, so that step-by-step information is always readily available to you.The following
describes the contents of Adobe ColdFusion 9 Web Application Construction Kit, Volume 3:
Advanced Application Development.Part IX: Creating High-Availability ApplicationsChapter 46,
“Understanding High Availability,” introduces the basics of high availability, including load
balancing, failover, quality of service (QoS), and clusters.To address scalability and high
availability, it is important to understand how to measure and gauge system performance.
Chapter 47, “Monitoring System Performance,” introduces the monitoring tools provided by the
underlying operating system as well as the powerful ColdFusion Server Monitor and the new
Server Manager tool.Chapter 48, “Scaling with ColdFusion,” analyzes and compares the various
hardware- and software-based scalability solutions available to you, emphasizing the
differences between them and any special issues that need to be addressed as a result.Chapter
49, “Scaling with J2EE,” explores Java 2 Enterprise Edition–based scalability, as well as the



benefits of running ColdFusion on top of this powerful platform.Because session-state
information is usually very server specific, creation of server clusters (or server farms) requires
you to rethink how you manage session information. Chapter 50, “Managing Session State in
Clusters,” teaches you how to manage sessions and session state across clusters when
necessary and how to use J2EE-based session-state management.Chapter 51, “Deploying
Applications,” rounds out Part IX by teaching application deployment techniques and
strategies.Part X: Ensuring SecurityChapter 52, “Understanding Security,” explains security risks
and introduces important security fundamentals, such as encryption, authentication,
authorization, and access control.ColdFusion is managed using the ColdFusion Administrator, a
Web application written in ColdFusion itself. This application must be carefully secured, and
Chapter 53, “Securing the ColdFusion Administrator,” discusses strategies to secure the
application while still ensuring access to those who need it.Chapter 54, “ColdFusion Security
Options,” introduces ColdFusion’s security framework and explains how (and why) to use the
underlying operating system’s security features.Sandboxes allow the creation of virtual security
entities to secure files, directories, data sources, and even CFML elements. Chapter 55,
“Creating Server Sandboxes,” explains in detail how to use the powerful sandbox
feature.Chapter 56, “Security in Shared and Hosted Environments,” tackles the security
concerns unique to shared and hosted servers. Server sandboxes are also explained, along with
databases, remote access, and other important issues.ColdFusion features an Administrator
API, which can be used to build custom ColdFusion Administrative consoles and applications.
Chapter 57, “Using the Administrator API,” introduces this powerful management tool.Part XI:
Extending ColdFusionChapter 58, “Using Server-Side HTTP and FTP,” teaches you how to use
these Internet protocols from within your own code. With the help of these protocols, you can
easily write applications that interact with other servers and services anywhere on the public
Internet and private intranets, and even implement syndication services of your own.ColdFusion
can both create and consume Web services, providing integration with all sorts of systems and
services. Chapter 59, “Creating and Consuming Web Services,” explains what Web services are
and why they are of so much interest.Another popular way to share data is via RSS and ATOM
data feeds. ColdFusion supports both, allowing easy feed creation and consumption. Chapter
60, “Working with Feeds,” explains how to use this functionality in your own applications.Chapter
61, “Interacting with the Operating System,” introduces the powerful and flexible ColdFusion
<cffile> and <cfdirectory> tags. You learn how to create, read, write, and append local files;
manipulate directories; and add file uploading features to your forms. You also learn how to
spawn external applications when necessary, and how to use the virtual file system.Chapter 62,
“Server-Side Printing,” introduces the <cfprint> tag and explains how you can use it to generate
printed output on the ColdFusion server.Chapter 63, “Interacting with Directory Services,” covers
directory services and Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and how to use both of
them simply and easily via the <cfldap> tag.Microsoft Exchange has become a critical tool for
many organizations. ColdFusion features sophisticated Exchange integration, which can be



used to provide calendaring, scheduling, and more within your applications. Chapter 64,
“Integrating with Microsoft Exchange,” explains how to use the ColdFusion Exchange tags to
access the power of Exchange programmatically.Chapter 65, “Integrating with SharePoint and
Portals,” continues the coverage of integration with Microsoft networking and productivity
software with information about how to create portlets with ColdFusion, how to integrate with
SharePoint single sign-on, and more.Chapter 66, “Integrating with .NET,” explains .NET basics
and teaches you how to interact with .NET objects and assemblies.Chapter 67, “Integrating with
Microsoft Office,” continues this discussion with detailed coverage of integration with Microsoft
Office, with special emphasis on spreadsheet file integration.ColdFusion is built on underlying
Java infrastructure. Chapter 68, “Extending ColdFusion with Java,” teaches you how to combine
the strengths of ColdFusion and its Java foundations to leverage the best of both worlds.
Included is coverage of servlets, Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs), and more.ColdFusion exposes
some core functionality via services that can be consumed by other servers and platforms.
Chapter 69, “Exposing ColdFusion Services,” introduces this new services infrastructure and
explains how to use it within your own applications.Although primarily used to power Web
applications, ColdFusion can interact with all sorts of systems and services via gateways. The
ColdFusion gateway engine provides access to sockets, JMS, asynchronous processing, and
more. Chapter 70, “Working with Gateways,” introduces gateway technology and explains how to
use gateways as well as how to create your own.Chapter 71, “Integrating with SMS and IM,”
continues this topic with coverage of three specific gateways: the Short Message Service (SMS)
gateway used to interact with SMS on devices, the Lotus Sametime gateway used to interact
with that instant messaging (IM) technology, and the Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP) gateway used to interact with IM via XMPP.The Web SiteThe book’s
accompanying Web site contains everything you need to start writing ColdFusion applications,
including:• Links to obtain ColdFusion 9• Links to obtain Adobe ColdFusion Builder• Source
code and databases for all the examples in this book• Electronic versions of some chapters• An
errata sheet, should one be required• An online discussion forumThe book Web page is at .And
with that, turn the page and start reading. In no time, you’ll be creating powerful applications
powered by ColdFusion 9.Part 9. Creating High-Availability Applications46 Understanding High
Availability47 Monitoring System Performance48 Scaling with ColdFusion49 Scaling with
J2EE50 Managing Session State in Clusters51 Deploying ApplicationsChapter 46.
Understanding High AvailabilityIN THIS CHAPTERHigh Availability Explained 4How Do I Know
My Server Load? 5High-Availability Plan: Seven Must-Haves for Building High-Availability
Solutions 8Some Truths About Web Hosting 15Active Site Monitoring 15The Quality-of-Service
Guarantee 16What Next? 16If you are reading this book, chances are your goal is not only to
build a rock-solid ColdFusion application, but also to keep that application running at full speed
through active and less-than-active times. At the beginning of the Internet boom, circa 1996, the
Internet consisted of hundreds of pages of information, mostly published by universities and
private individuals. Although these informational Web sites were important, if one of them was



down for maintenance in the middle of the day, or if a Web server was overutilized on a Friday
morning, nobody lost real business because few people were doing business on the
Internet.Those days are over. Businesses, organizations, and even governments are relying
more and more on Internet-related revenue-generating activities such as selling products and
communicating with business partners. Consequently, CIOs and CTOs alike are demanding
better performance and more reliability from their Web sites. They now expect e-commerce sites
to be profitable, making it more important than ever to maintain highly available Web sites. In
today’s terms, downtime means thousands of dollars of lost revenue, and in some cases
security and safety risks.With the advent of broadband Internet connections and faster personal
computers, consumers demand more and more from the Web sites they visit. If response times
do not meet customer expectations, companies run the risk of damaging their public images.
Reliance on the Internet as a tool to conduct business is increasing every day, and so is our
ability to create scalable, stable environments for hosting Web sites.Enter the concept of high
availability. Because today’s Web applications must be available all the time without exception,
and because today’s servers—though highly advanced—are still mechanical devices, you must
put thought and planning into a Web application’s design to ensure its success. Fortunately,
once you have the key pieces in place, a highly available Web application is often easier to
manage than a standard Internet site.The first few chapters of this volume show how to build a
highly available ColdFusion site architecture, understand Web site performance, and allow the
site to expand into the future. ColdFusion 9 is now more scalable, faster, and more robust than
ever and supports architecture based on the latest Java technology standards (Java 1.6). This
chapter gives you an idea of how to ascertain your current level of availability from within
ColdFusion, and makes suggestions for understanding and improving your Web site’s uptime
and strengthening its architecture.High Availability ExplainedHigh availability refers to your Web
application’s capability to respond 99.99 percent of the time. You’ll achieve this figure, which
works out to about one hour of downtime per year, by designing network architectures and Web
applications that eliminate all single points of failure or that have a high degree of fault tolerance
(redundancy at every level within the hosting provider, network, server, and Web-application
architecture).Here’s an example: You have a basic Web site that contains a single Web server
and a single database server. One day a power surge causes a power supply failure in the Web
server, and the site goes down. If that server’s running an e-commerce site, you might lose
business irreparably. However, if you’ve built the site on a cluster of two or more Web servers,
the end user can navigate the site normally and may never know that any component failure
occurred. Ideally, all your servers would remain healthy all the time; however, that uptime
percentage I mentioned earlier does not mean each server will maintain individual uptimes of
99.99 percent. Rather, this percentage refers to the Web application’s total uptime as seen by
the end user. See Table 46.1, which describes uptime percentage and downtime per year for an
application running continuously 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and 365 days a year.Table 46.1
Uptime Percentage Corresponding to Downtime per YearIn the rest of this chapter, I’ll give you a



conceptual idea of how to consider high availability when you are planning an application.→
Chapter 47, “Monitoring System Performance,” Chapter 48, “Scaling with ColdFusion,” Chapter
49, “Scaling with J2EE,” and Chapter 50, “Managing Session State in Clusters,” will show you
how to apply high availability concepts while performance-tuning and scaling your
application.The largest problem many application developers and network engineers face is
knowing precisely when a problem exists. To improve your Web site’s uptime and stability, first
you must think about how to determine the site’s actual availability from a performance
perspective. Most sites crash because of too great a load on the server and improper
performance tuning.How Do I Know My Server Load?The amount of traffic on a Web server at
any given time is called the load. The percentage load is a measure of that Web server’s
utilization.Load and Performance TestingSo, you are ready to launch your Web site. Before
launching any Web application that you anticipate will generate moderate to large amounts of
traffic, you should perform a structured server-load test. This is basically a calculated simulation
of anticipated site traffic during a given period. The load test will assess the optimal performance
of your Web site and help you define the maximum load it can handle. Ascertaining the
maximum load a Web site or service will handle before crashing is called stress testing.Using a
performance-testing package, you can author scripts that generate a given number of requests
during a given period (say, 8 hours) or simulate a given number of users or sessions. The
performance-testing package generates a load on the server by simulating the click stream of
multiple users and then reports the server response times. By gradually increasing the number
of users you’re simulating and monitoring the server response times, you can project how much
traffic will cause your Web server to go down. You can also model complex behavior such as
peak times, sudden traffic spikes, and special conditions (such as users leaving), allowing you to
create very accurate models of real-world system use.Selecting a load-testing product can
sometimes be difficult since there are a wide number of available tools. These tools range from
open source free tools to tools costing tens of thousands of dollars. Some questions to keep in
mind as you select a tool are how often will you use the tool, how complex are the tests that you
need to run, how important is it that you get accurate performance results, whether you need to
accurately simulate network connections, and whether you need to benchmark other parts of
your application besides the application layer (such as third-party messaging tools or the
database). Use these questions to help narrow your selection; then try a few products before
selecting the one that’s right for you. Several packages the author has used include the
following:• WebLoad has an excellent free open source edition that is the best open source
testing tool around (). It also has a commercial version and plug-ins that support things like Flex
and AMF test automation.• Hewlett-Packard offers several options, including hosted load testing
and software such as LoadRunner ().• Keynote provides hosted, Web-based testing services ().•
RadView’s WebLoad software is available at .• Empirix has a suite of products, including
Hammer Test Engine ().• Open STA also offers a free open source testing tool ().• Microsoft
offers a free Web application stress tool ().• Searching the Web with Yahoo or Google found



several sites discussing load testing, including Knowledge Storm, , which listed many solutions
and information on this subject. Typically, the more expensive solutions provide more
functionality and can simulate more simultaneous users.Here are some tips for preparing to load-
test your Web site. First, compile site-usage statistics using your Web server’s statistics logs. If
your site is new, attempt to estimate usage of your Web site. Estimating these statistics can be
difficult. At the very least, try to estimate the peak number of users and/or sessions per hour and
the most popular route through your site.TipIf you are developing a new application or site for
which you want to do realistic testing, ask around on forums or email lists for people to share
their applications statistics with you. Often organizations with similar sites will be happy to share
at least some general statistics that will help you get an idea of what numbers to use in your
testing.These are some of the most important usage statistics for your Web site:• Average
number of users and/or sessions per hour• Peak number of users and/or sessions per hour•
Most popular path through site based on analyzed traffic or real-use cases• Most CPU-intensive
Web pages or activities (such as logging in to the Web site, or performing database-intensive
activity such as running queries and inputting large amounts of information)• Most requested
page(s) and top entry page(s)• Average length of stay on site• Most popular connection speeds
used by visitors (56 Kbps, DSL or cable, T1, and so forth)• Average response time or latency for
pages• CPU usage and other performance-monitoring statisticsAfter gathering your statistics or
estimates, prepare test scripts and parameters. Test scripts simulate traffic patterns and usage
throughout the site, and parameters set expectations for site performance.A typical test script
might include an area where users log in to the site and post information. The test script would
simulate how users browse, log in, and post information on the site. For an e-commerce site, the
test script might simulate users browsing for products, adding items to a shopping cart, and
checking out.NoteUsers do not always browse your site the way you want them to, so you may
need to develop your test scripts to reflect this. One way to do this is simply to record real users
or to once again mine your logs for information about what paths users follow and the average
amount of time users spend on specific pages or actions.The site’s login sequence, shopping
cart, and user checkout all query the database server. Including these sections of the site in the
performance test is essential to ascertaining the Web server’s response time when making
requests to the database server.In general you want to make sure you cover these parameters in
your test scripts:• Maximum number of users and/or sessions to simulate (if your Web site’s
peak number of users is, say, 500 per hour, you may want to test it for 1,000 users per hour to
ensure that your site will not crash during peak usage)• Length of sessions (each user stays on
your site for an average of 5 minutes)• Length of the test (usually a minimum 1-hour test with at
least a 20- to 30-minute “smoke” test before you start your real testing)• Ramp-up times (adding
users and/or sessions gradually and sporadically to simulate real Web traffic)• Connection
speed mix (majority of test users will access the site over a 56 Kbps connection; others will
access over DSL or cable connections)Now it is time to prepare your Web site for the load test.
First, deploy a good copy of your application to your testing server, or to the production server if



the site is not live. It is best to use a server that exactly reflects your production environment thus
accurately reflecting your live Web site’s performance. Second, turn on performance-monitoring
tools. Third, perform the load test.TipNever load-test your site on your production servers if your
application is live. You don’t want to crash your own Web site!Assessing the results of the load
test will provide valuable information pertaining to the Web site’s performance and bottlenecks.
Most load-testing software provides statistics on users and/or sessions attempted per hour,
concurrent users and/or sessions per minute, page latency or response time per hour, and
errors encountered. The concurrent users and session statistics will indicate your Web site’s
peak performance capability.NoteOften called response time, latency is the delay experienced
between the moment when a request is made to the server and the point at which the user can
view the page.If you run your performance test and notice that you have immediate problems
with site response under very little simulated traffic, you have a bottleneck that requires
examination. Typical bottlenecks for Web servers include CPU, memory, network, other servers
(such as the database server), and code. Identifying and correcting bottlenecks before
launching the site will help to avoid frustration and extra expense after launch.Chapter 47
includes more detail on how to monitor and understand the performance of your Web servers,
identify bottlenecks, and tune servers to run efficiently. Inability to handle the load is one of the
most common causes for site failure, so knowing what to expect beforehand will put you ahead
of the game.NoteWhen configuring your Web and database servers, pay specific attention to
any extra, nonessential software you load on each server. Even software as simple as an
enterprise-monitoring agent or an antivirus program can have an impact on your server’s
performance.High-Availability Plan: Seven Must-Haves for Building High-Availability
SolutionsYou have seen all the monitoring reports, and you have responded to the ColdFusion
alarms. You now have the information you need to start building a plan. Start by looking at the
failure points.Once you have a good idea of how much traffic your servers can take, it’s time to
start building a plan to solidify the availability of your site and achieve that 99.99 percentile. The
following action items are the most important considerations to ensure that your site will be up,
available, and free of single points of failure that can dead-end site traffic:• Implement a load-
balanced Web server cluster to make server downtime invisible.• Choose a network host that
offers circuit redundancy.• Install a correctly configured firewall to protect against unwanted
visitors.• Use RAID Level 5 on database servers.• Implement a backup and recovery strategy
and process.• Calculate a level of risk that is both business-smart and cost-effective.• Choose
fault tolerance systems to reduce failure points.The following sections describe each of these
items in detail.Implement a Load-Balanced Web-Server ClusterThe easiest and most effective
way to make server downtime invisible and increase the availability of any site is to provide load
balancing and failover for a Web server cluster. Use of load balancing devices allows the system
to distribute traffic load evenly among all systems in your cluster, ensuring that no single server
becomes unavailable due to intense load. Failover specifically applies when a server in your
cluster becomes unresponsive due to a disaster such as software or hardware failure. Having a



failover system allows your cluster to switch to backup hardware, seamlessly shifting traffic—for
example, from the main database server to a backup database server.Load balancing and
failover accomplish two goals:• Maximize server efficiency by balancing Web traffic between
servers• Redirect traffic from nonresponsive Web servers, allowing server failures to go
unnoticed by the end user (this is the failover)Load balancing technology comes in three
flavors:• Software-based• Hardware-based• Combination software and hardwareSoftware-
Based Load BalancingAdobe’s ColdFusion 9 Enterprise server includes the capability to cluster
multiple instances of ColdFusion (described in Chapter 48). This capability allows you to use
ColdFusion clustering for failover or as a software-based load balancer. Software-based load
balancers communicate on the network level and maintain a heartbeat with other servers in the
cluster to identify server health. If a server in the cluster fails to respond to the heartbeat, the
server fails over—that is, traffic is redirected away from the affected server.A number of open
source and free open source software load balancing solutions are available, especially for
Linux (). However, software-based load balancing is usually only good for smaller systems,
because at some point the software used to load-balance a cluster may begin to affect the
cluster’s performance. This occurs because each machine has to spend some of its available
resources running the clustering software, as well as sending and receiving information over the
wire to determine which machines are running and busy, so that the software can decide where
to route traffic. Hardware-based solutions are usually faster and much more reliable, and offer a
number of features not included in software solutions.NoteServer heartbeat is defined as
continual communication of a server’s status to all other servers within the cluster and/or the
load balancing software or device.Hardware-Based Load BalancingCisco’s LocalDirector and
F5’s BigIP series use a server-based architecture to load-balance in front of the Web server
cluster. Each server-based load balancer works differently. Hardware-based load balancers are
more efficient (and more costly) than software-based ones because they actively monitor each
connection to each server in the cluster (rather than relying on the servers to manage their own
connections and balance the load). The hardware load balancer contains the virtual address of
the site (usually the name) and redirects traffic to each of the servers in the cluster according to
a predefined algorithm (such as round robin or least connections). When the load balancer
determines that a server is nonresponsive or is displaying bad content, the load balancer
removes that server from the cluster.Hardware load balancers are a better choice for high-traffic
sites because they offload the cluster-management overhead onto a dedicated machine. In
addition, they are more flexible when it comes to things like managing persistent (sticky)
sessions and filtering traffic. It is generally best practice with any load balancing system
(hardware or software) to make sure there is some redundancy. By configuring two hardware
load balancers in tandem, you can set one to fail over in case the other goes down, thus
eliminating the single point of failure inherent in placing a single server in front of your Web
cluster. Figure 46.1 demonstrates how a hardware load balancer handles site traffic.Figure 46.1
Typical hardware load-balancing configuration.NoteHardware load balancers are in general so



cheap in relationship to what they offer that it is almost always better to use a hardware load
balancer rather than a software load balancer, especially if you are using more than two
machines.Combination Software and Hardware Load BalancingUsing ColdFusion 9’s clustering
in tandem with a hardware load balancer, you can combine the monitoring and reporting
capabilities of ColdFusion 9 with the cluster-management features of a hardware load balancer.
ColdFusion can also supply redundancy if the hardware load balancer fails.Choose a Network
Provider with Circuit RedundancyWhen most users type a Web address into their browser, they
do not realize that data can go through 10 to 15 stops en route to the destination Web server.
These stops (called hops) can be local routers, switches, or large peering points where multiple
network circuits meet. The Internet really is similar to a superhighway, and like any congested
highway, it’s prone to traffic jams (called latency). As far as your users are concerned, your site is
down if there are any problems along the route to your site, even if your ColdFusion servers are
still alive and ready to deliver content. Imagine that you are driving along the freeway on a
Monday morning and it becomes congested. Knowing an alternate route will allow you to move
around the congestion and resume your prior course. Hosting your Web applications on a
redundant network allows them to skirt traffic problems in a similar fashion.Always choose a
hosting provider that can implement redundant network circuits (preferably two major Tier 1
upstream providers such as AT&T, Global Crossing, Level 3, or Sprint). Many hosting providers
have multiple circuits from multiple providers configured with Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). A
BGP configuration enables edge routers linked to the Internet to maintain connectivity in the
event one of the upstream providers fails. Without some form of network redundancy, you’re at
the mercy of a single network provider when it comes to fixing the problem.For sites with truly
massive traffic and to guarantee best performance, many organizations (such as eBay) opt for
geographic redundancy. This involves creating clusters of duplicate systems that service users
within designated regions, to guarantee availability as well as the fastest possible network
performance. These configurations are complex and expensive to set up and run, but
companies such as Cisco are now making products that midsized businesses can afford for
establishing geographically distributed systems. When you need the best performance and
availability, you may want to consider geographic redundancy and load balancing which is
sometimes also called global load balancing.NoteIf you are hosting your Web application in-
house, make sure you have a backup circuit to a network provider, in case the primary circuit
becomes over-utilized or unavailable. Also, make sure you’ve got a tested action plan in place to
reroute traffic if necessary.Install a FirewallEvery day, Internet hackers attack both popular and
unpopular Web sites. In fact, most hackers don’t target a particular site intentionally, but rather
look for any vulnerable site they can use as a launching point for malicious activity. Web servers
deliver information on specific ports (for example, HTTP traffic is delivered on port 80 and SSL
on 443), and generally listen for connections on those ports (although you can run Web traffic on
a different port if you wish). Hackers examine sites on the Internet using any number of freely
available port-scanning utilities. These utilities do exactly what their name suggests: They scan



points on the Internet for open ports that hackers can exploit. The best practice is to implement a
front-end firewall solution, and then, if possible, place another firewall between the front-end
Web servers and the database servers.Firewalls accomplish two tasks:• Mitigate downtime risk
by examining all incoming packets, allowing only necessary traffic to reach front-end Web
servers.• Protect database and integration servers against unauthorized Internet access by
allowing only communication directly from front-end Web servers.Note() has a free port-
scanning utility that runs from the Web, letting you know which open ports are running on your
server. Although the site is geared toward DSL and cable users, anyone can use the port
scan.You can build an efficient and inexpensive firewall solution using Linux’s ipchains package.
Red Hat Linux, for example, uses GNOME Lokkit for constructing basic ipchains networking
rules. To configure specific firewall rules, however, use iptables in Red Hat (see ). For better
security, the most commonly implemented front-end firewall solutions include Cisco’s PIX
Firewall (), Netscreen’s Firewall (), and Checkpoint’s Firewall-1 (). You must ensure that your
firewall is secure as well. This means you should not run any other services on the firewall
except those that are absolutely necessary.Most vendors, including Cisco, sell load-balancing
switches with built-in firewalls. The best thing to do is create a list of desired capabilities and
establish a budget; then contact several vendors for quotes on affordable solutions that will meet
your needs and restrictions. Be aware, too, that many modern firewall tools offer features other
than port blocking. Many provide intrusion detection, intrusion alerts, blocking denial-of-service
attacks, and much more.Having a central firewall through a front-end system like the Cisco’s is a
good thing, but it can lead to a false sense of security as your network is “crunchy on the
outside, and soft in the middle,” meaning that if someone can get past the firewall and
compromise a machine, then that person can attack with impunity because behind the firewall,
all the servers can talk to each other.To prevent this scenario, most modern OSs come with
software firewalls. Local software firewalls ensure maximum security.NoteIf you really cannot
implement a front-end firewall solution when setting up your system, make sure you know
exactly what ports and services are open on your system. Do not install services you won’t use,
and survey those you do use to make sure they’re necessary.Use RAID Level 5 on Database
ServersAlthough you can build a database cluster in addition to your Web server cluster,
database clusters are more complex to manage and might be impractical, depending on the size
of your Web application, for your specific organization. If you have the resources for only a single
database server, ensure that it is in a RAID Level 5 configuration. RAID (Redundant Array of
Inexpensive Disks) stripes data across a number of disks rather than one, while reserving a
separate disk to maintain CRC error checking.TipAlways give your transaction logs the best-
performing volumes in the disk array. In any busy online transaction processing (OLTP) system,
the transaction logs endure the most input/output (IO).Disks in a RAID array are SCSI hot-
swappable. If one disk in an array fails, you can substitute another in its place without affecting
the server’s availability. Additionally, it is a good idea to replicate your database at regular
intervals to another database server.Another option is to use a storage area network (SAN),



which is essentially a series of hard drives, allowing massive amounts of storage. SANs are
highly fault tolerant and robust and allow you to not only boot multiple systems from them, but
when so configured, they allow you to restore and recover a database from them in the event of
a disaster scenario. One effective and relatively cheap way of adding a higher level of availability
to your database layer is to use two database servers, where one is a live server that replicates
the database to a SAN, and the other is a hot failover server that reads from the SAN if the
primary, live server fails. This configuration provides a high level of redundancy as well as simple
failover without the cost of expensive hardware, software, and database cluster management.
Still, your best option is to have multiple clustered databases if you can afford it.Calculate
Acceptable RiskThere is always a trade-off between cost and fault tolerance. Some
organizations utilize two or three Web servers configured in a cluster with a single, “strong” non-
clustered database server. The database server has redundant CPUs, power supplies, disk
drives, disk and RAID controllers, and network connections. This offers a good degree of
availability without the additional cost of a second database server and clustering technology.
Implementing a network-based tape backup strategy is another effective, cost-saving alternative
and should be part of any disaster recovery plan.Although these are reasonable risk-
management approaches for some, they will be insufficient for those who need 99.999 or even
100 percent uptime. For organizations needing absolute availability, the costs and complexity of
creating and managing such systems rapidly increase. If you can afford to lose a few hours or
days worth of data, a simple web cluster without a database cluster is more than
reasonable.Only your budget limits the amount of redundancy you can incorporate into your
system architecture. In other words, analyze your needs and plan accordingly. Any hardware can
fail for virtually any reason. It is always best when arranging high availability to imagine the worst
disaster and then plan based on that.Redundant Server Components vs. Commodity
ComputingIt is recommended that you implement a fault-tolerant configuration with redundancy
at every level, in order to achieve better than 99.9 percent uptime for a Web application. Most
server manufacturers offer dual or triple power supplies, cooling fans, and so on in their server
configurations. Choose redundant power supplies to keep servers operating in case of power
supply failures. In addition, ensure that you have an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) that will
power the server for a limited time in case of total power failure. Most major co-location facilities
will also have their own backup generators in case of major power outages—another important
consideration. In many server lines, the very low-end servers do not offer the capability to add
any of these options.Another popular approach (at Google, for instance) is to have lots of very
cheap redundant servers instead of lots of redundant components. Often this arrangement is far
less expensive and easier to manage—especially with recent super-low-cost blade computers—
than maintaining high-end, massively redundant servers. This approach is gaining in popularity
and is a major part of the emerging “grid” computing paradigm being pushed by IBM, Oracle, HP,
Dell, Microsoft, and other major vendors.Figure 46.2 shows a standard, highly available
application design, including clustered Web servers, clustered database servers, Network Array



Storage (NAS), redundant switches and routers, and redundant firewalls.Figure 46.2 Basic high-
availability site design.Disaster PlanningDisaster planning and recovery processes are critical
when designing and developing a high-availability system, but for some reason these needs are
rarely adequately addressed. Unless your data, code, application, and hardware are not
important to you, the first thing and last thing to consider is what to do when everything goes
wrong. Making your system redundant and having offsite backup to prevent loss of data is not
enough. Recovering from a disaster may involve rebuilding servers, applying specific patches,
making tuning and configuration changes, preventing sensitive data from being exposed, as well
as validating and “scrubbing” data.Recovering from a disaster, especially one of a large
magnitude, can be a daunting affair if you have not clearly and systematically addressed the
recovery process. Here are some excellent resources for coming to grips with disaster recovery
and planning:• Disaster Recovery Journal ()• Disaster Resources ()• A simple Google search
will reveal a wealth of tutorials, papers, and actual plans from various organizations that you can
reuse to suit your specific needs.NoteRecent laws such as Sarbanes-Oxley require
organizations of a certain size to have disaster recovery plans.When you have a plan, test it.
Restore backups to make sure they work. If you aren’t in production yet, yank out power cords
and network cables. An untested environment or plan has weaknesses that you haven’t
discovered yet.Some Truths About Web HostingWeb site performance and availability depend
as much on who hosts the site and where it’s hosted as on brilliant coding. In the last few years,
hundreds of businesses have sprouted up that offer inexpensive Web hosting, but many of them
do not guarantee uptime or specific service levels. When you’re designing a new Web
application, you should consider the hosting question in the early design stages.For a highly
available Web site, the choice of host is important. The host can provide many features,
including Internet connectivity, redundant power, backup generators, disaster recovery, on-
demand bandwidth, and managed services that guarantee a 99.99 percent or greater uptime.
An uptime percentage of 99.99 translates to roughly an hour of downtime per year. Choose a
hosting provider that will not only guarantee this uptime but also provide some sort of reparation
to you in the event that the provider fails to meet this agreement.NoteAlways choose a hosting
provider that can implement an explicit service-level agreement (SLA) indicating how responsive
they will be in the event of every type of site outage. Without an SLA, it’s not clear whether you or
the hosting provider is responsible for recovering your application during a site outage.Active
Site MonitoringColdFusion 9 provides greatly enhanced information for monitoring site
availability. But to get a true idea of how your site looks to the outside world, you should set up
an active monitoring tool using another software product to collect information from outside your
network. Most good ISPs and hosting providers offer some type of monitoring service, such as
SolarWinds’ ipMonitor ().If you are working on your own, however, I recommend using Hewlett-
Packard SiteScope, which provides a graphical dashboard of information enabling you to track
and report server and site availability over days, weeks, and months. An evaluation copy of
SiteScope is available from .These types of reporting features are essential when you’re



analyzing trends to create a high-availability plan for your Web application.TipJust seeing if you
can open port 80 isn’t enough—you need to implement more sophisticated server monitoring.
Test for Web server health by checking specific URLs and looking for validation strings in
returned Web pages.Several other packages operate similarly to SiteScope and run on
Windows, Solaris, and Linux platforms. If you are not keen on setting up and managing your own
monitoring station, a few services, such as Keynote’s Performance Management Solution (), will
monitor your site from locations around the globe. Information received from your monitoring tool
and these services is essential in determining and assessing availability. If your site is down due
to network latency or other Internet-related issues, comparing the data produced by multiple
monitoring tools or outside sources located in different locations will let you know which users
couldn’t get to your site. If you notice that one network provider is consistently slow or is not
meeting its uptime agreement, you should reevaluate your use of that provider.The Quality-of-
Service GuaranteeFor high-bandwidth network transmissions, quality of service (QoS) is the
idea that a network provider can predetermine and guarantee transmission rates and network
quality for a client. Clients can choose a certain QoS bandwidth guarantee from a network
provider, and the network will prioritize packet transmissions for that client based on a
predetermined service level through the use of the Resource Reservation Protocol. This type of
guarantee has become essential with the growing popularity of streaming-video multicasts. A
client who plans to broadcast a high-bandwidth event at a specific date and time can contact the
service provider and order the appropriate bandwidth reservation to get prioritized delivery of
packets during that reservation period.Another possible QoS guarantee may ensure 99.999
percent availability of the internal local network, individual server uptime of 99.9 percent, and
clustered server uptime of 99.99 percent. The QoS guarantee ensures that your site won’t be
inaccessible at a critical time.What Next?So where do we go from here? You now have a good
background in understanding high availability and its benefits for your Web site. How do you
implement it using ColdFusion, you ask? Chapters 47 through 51 of this book discuss various
aspects of monitoring system performance, scaling with ColdFusion, and managing session
state in a cluster. Understanding all these topics will aid you in building a highly available Web
site running ColdFusion.Chapter 47. Monitoring System PerformanceIN THIS
CHAPTERMonitoring Your ColdFusion 9 Server 17Active Monitoring 23Deciding What to Do
Next 40One of the hardest things to do when working with any programming language or
application server is to understand why an application is behaving unexpectedly after it has
been deployed. Perhaps you are experiencing inexplicable slowdowns in performance, rapid
spikes in memory usage, sudden unresponsiveness, or other strange behavior that cannot be
specifically tied to your application code. This can be an incredibly frustrating experience trying
to understand what’s going on with your application, but in this chapter you will learn how to use
a number of tools to help you monitor and understand what is wrong with your system, allowing
you to deal with any problems that may arise.In this chapter, you will learn about the tools and
information you have at your disposal for troubleshooting your ColdFusion applications and



removing performance bottlenecks.Monitoring Your ColdFusion 9 ServerMonitoring system
performance involves two major approaches: historical analysis and active system
monitoring.You can incorporate many methods into your monitoring activities. Usually you need
to implement a combination of monitoring activities into your infrastructure to comprehensively
monitor the site. Let’s first discuss analysis of past system performance, or historical analysis.
Next we will look at active system monitoring of ColdFusion Web servers—which may involve
setting up server probes, utilizing performance monitors and third-party utilities, and other
techniques.Developing a BaselineOne of the first things you want to do before you start
monitoring an application is have or create a baseline for your system. A baseline is a set of
metrics that define how your system and application should behave under normal conditions.
Usually you do this by using a load and application testing system such as WebLoad to develop
a performance baseline for your application. You should know exactly how much memory your
application uses, how many requests a second it can handle, the level of CPU usage during
normal operation, and so on (Chapter 46, “Understanding High Availability,” describes various
testing tools for gathering this information).Once you have created your system baseline, you’ll
have a set of metrics against which to compare your system’s operation, which will help you in
locating problems. Every time you make significant changes to the system, apply patches,
upgrade ColdFusion, or apply new code, run your tests again and compare the system
performance with your original baseline data. Do this as soon as you make the changes on your
test environment, so you can see before deployment whether the alterations will have a negative
impact on the application’s overall performance, stability, and viability.Historical AnalysisOne of
the most important methods for understanding your application, successfully troubleshooting it,
and improving it, is historical analysis. Historical analysis is simply comparing data collected
from your system over time to see what patterns, trends, or changes emerge. You can use
historical analysis to detect security threats, bugs, problems with performance, bottlenecks, and
much more.ColdFusion 9 offers several features for analyzing historical performance on your
application server. By combining this data with other information stored on the server, you can
create a clear picture of how your application is performing.Analyzing ColdFusion Log FilesA
consistently small system log file correlates to a healthy Web site. Regular monitoring of the
ColdFusion log files is a key component to maintaining and improving your ColdFusion
applications. Indeed, the new ColdFusion Builder features an integrated log file viewer.
Concentrating on reducing the number of errors that appear in the log will eventually produce a
healthier, more responsive site. ColdFusion 9 log files consist of several files representative of
functions within the ColdFusion server, shown in Table 47.1.Table 47.1 ColdFusion Log FilesThe
Application.log file records every ColdFusion error on your site. Two types of errors in particular
clearly indicate a performance problem.The first is a “Request timed out” message. This error
comes up if a ColdFusion page takes longer to process than the TIMEOUT value you set in the
ColdFusion Administrator. If your server is experiencing performance problems, some pages
take so long to process that they trigger this error. If you have set your TIMEOUT value to 20



seconds, you have no way of knowing whether the pages that aren’t timing out are taking 5
seconds or 15 seconds to process. If you’re getting “Request timed out” errors for only a few
specific ColdFusion pages, odds are those pages are at least one source of your performance
problems. If these errors are spread evenly across most or all of the pages on your site, a single
bottleneck may be affecting everything.It’s normal for ColdFusion to rely heavily on the
processor and to grab memory as necessary to pull a large number of records from a database.
Memory usage should climb, plateau, and then release. However, if you find that memory use on
your Web server is increasing without ever releasing, look in the application log for database-
related activity. If you find many errors (and especially if you see entire queries in the application
log with associated errors), examine your database queries and see how you can tighten them
up. Other issues can create what appear to be memory leaks, from threads never releasing, to
synchronization issues. One of your best resources for solving these sorts of problems is the
collection of log files described here.The Exception.log is one of the more useful ColdFusion
logs and probably the first place you should look if you are seeing ColdFusion application errors.
Many ColdFusion developers are uncomfortable with the exception log because it shows Java
stack traces, which are very detailed and full of seemingly undecipherable Java messages.
When properly understood, however, the stack traces offer detailed information on exactly what
was happening when the system experienced the problem that created the exception. A full
discussion of Java stack traces is beyond the scope of this book, but you’ll find an excellent
introduction to this topic at . Once you understand these exception messages, you can quickly
determine hung threads, failed requests, memory problems, and much more. Even without a full
grasp of the stack traces, you will be able to see which file threw the exception, at what time, and
what part of ColdFusion experienced an issue.Though not as useful at first glance as the
exception log, the Server.log also provides information related to the stability of your Web
servers that might further substantiate your application log findings. Search this log for
“ColdFusion started,” which indicates how often your Web server has been started and
stopped.NoteColdFusion Administrator allows you to review all your logs, but in general you will
want the capability to search for specific events, errors, and time ranges to get useful information
from your log files. To get this capability, you want something like Microsoft Log Parser 2.2 (),
which lets you parse log files using SQL-like commands.Other LogsColdFusion 9 provides for
tracking long-running requests. In the Debugging & Logging > Logging Settings section of the
ColdFusion Administrator, you can set a benchmark (in seconds) and display any requests that
take longer than the setting. Additionally, you can log all pages that run longer than a given
number of seconds to your Server.log. See Figure 47.1 for setting logging of long-running
pages.Figure 47.1 Log pages that are running too long.Periodically reviewing all of your logs will
create a clear picture of how your ColdFusion applications are functioning and provide
information for resolving issues that may arise during the normal course of operation.JRun
MetricsIf you are using the standard version of ColdFusion, or ColdFusion for J2EE deployed on
JRun, you can take advantage of yet another set of log files, as well as the enhanced logging



capability in JRun. Look in the ColdFusion 9 install directory and go to \runtime\logs. You will see
the logs listed in Table 47.2.Table 47.2 JRun Logs for ColdFusionEach of these logs supplies
additional information about ColdFusion, although the data is usually not particularly helpful in
that much of it is duplicated in the standard ColdFusion logs.Enhanced ColdFusion logging is
another tool that can provide extremely detailed and specific information about a variety of
ColdFusion metrics. These metrics are listed in Table 47.3.Table 47.3 JRun MetricsAs you can
see, this is an extensive list of very detailed information! Using JRun metrics, you can see when
threads are hanging, when specific requests are not responding, the amount of free memory,
and more. The only disadvantage to using JRun metrics is that when they are turned on, they
have an impact on system performance. In addition, this feature creates some very large log
files, so it’s best to enable it only when you are troubleshooting.To enable JRun metrics, first find
your JRun.XML file, usually found in the ColdFusion root. The path (in Windows) will look
something like this:C:\CFusion\runtime\servers\coldfusion\SERVER-INF\jrun.xmlAfter you have
found this file you should make a back up since we are going to change this file and if you make
any mistakes ColdFusion server may not restart. Usually it is easy enough just make a copy of
jrun.xml and call it jrun_original.xml or whatever is easy for you to remember. Now that you have
made a backup copy, open jrun.xml with any text editor. Look for this entry and uncomment
it:Then find this entry:<service class="jrunx.logger.LoggerService" name="LoggerService">and
edit its attributes. You want to change metricsEnabled to True, and metricsLogFrequency (the
interval, in seconds, to log metrics) to somewhere between 5 and 10 seconds. So you should
have something that looks like this:The information that will be recorded to the logs will look
something like this:Next, split the logged information into its own log file. Do this by editing the
lineso that it reads like this:Once you have changed the jrun.xml file, you will need to save the file
and restart ColdFusion for these settings to take effect. Once you restart ColdFusion you will see
that all the metrics data you record while troubleshooting will go to a separate log, coldfusion-
metrics.log.NoteDo not forget that turning on JRun metrics has a performance impact on your
server and rapidly creates very large log files. Make sure that once you have resolved your
issues or captured all the information you need, turn off the JRun metrics.Analyzing Web Server
Log FilesSherlock Holmes often said “Eliminate all other factors, and the one which remains
must be the truth.” Trying to debug and troubleshoot your application can sometimes seem an
impossible task when the problem is not apparent or obvious. In these cases you need to look
methodically at everything that may be affecting your system. One of the major components in a
ColdFusion application is the Web server, and careful monitoring and analysis of its logs are
crucial to maintaining system performance. Additionally, the Web server logs often provide clues
to other issues, such as gaps that might allow security breaches or attacks, as well as
information on how real users are experiencing the application.For all these reasons, good log-
analysis software is essential in analyzing your Web server’s log files. Since Web server log
analysis isn’t specific to ColdFusion we will not delve deeply into it. You should know, however,
that without a good log-analysis tool, you’d be severely handicapped in all your other



performance-analyzing ventures. If you don’t have a log-analysis tool right now, you might like to
look at Analog (), which is one of the most popular free Web log parses. Another excellent open
source tool is AWstats (). If you need more powerful analytic tools, consider WebTrends’
Enterprise Suite (), one of the most popular commercial Web log-analysis tools. It offers ad hoc
reporting and graphical representations of logged data.Analyzing Web server logs will tell you
about visits, users dropping off in the middle of a transaction, and general user activity. You can
set up your Web server to store valuable statistics about your site. These can be very beneficial
for tracking information about your site and then comparing the data to your load testing data.
You can find how many users are visiting, peak loads, page-load times, and most-visited site
sections, among other information. This analysis can also show where visitors are leaving your
site, maybe due to problems such as errors or slow page-load times. Understanding how your
users interact with your site can be very beneficial in creating a high-performance Web
site.Active MonitoringIn addition to reviewing the ColdFusion logs and Web server logs, it’s
helpful to have a good picture of how your Web server looks from outside the network
(especially if you think you might have a network bottleneck). If you are managing your own Web
server and it is located offsite, a good network-monitoring package will give you some
perspective on server uptime, as well as any network latency coming to and going from your
Web site. If you don’t have a monitoring package yet, take a look at HP SiteScope (). When you
run SiteScope on a machine connected to a network other than the one hosting your server,
SiteScope will check the health of your site at specific intervals. It provides a graphical
dashboard of server activity, viewable through a Web browser. Besides SiteScope, a number of
great open source monitoring tools are available that will run on Linux.If your server is managed
by someone else or hosted at a co-location facility, the management company should have a
monitoring tool in place. It’s good practice to ask routinely for the server’s uptime percentage, as
well as time frames and explanations for any outages. Not only will you be checking up on the
efficiency of your management company, but you might also get an idea of how traffic and usage
affect site downtime.Server ProbesColdFusion applications are often used for serious enterprise
applications that rely on a variety of things beyond just databases, including LDAP, SMTP, POP,
Web Services, ERP systems, and others. Knowing what is happening with all these disparate
systems can be crucial to successful troubleshooting in a timely manner. ColdFusion offers a
method to do just that—through server probes. These not only monitor parts of your application,
but recognize failure conditions, send alerts, and even resolve the situation (for example,
restarting a service by running a batch file). The results of your probes are also logged to the
Scheduler.log.Setting Up a Probe to Verify ContentThe first type of server probe you should set
up is a simple content match. This probe loads the Web page at an interval you set. ColdFusion
Application Server (CFAS) then attempts to match your specified content with the Web page
content (provided that CFAS can view the content as part of the source). If your Web server is
delivering the content as expected, the System Probes page displays the status as success.
However, if the Web server is displaying anything other than the expected content (such as a



ColdFusion error page), the System Probes page displays a status of Failed. ColdFusion gives
you the option of sending an email notification, executing a program, and logging the error.For
example you could create a simple ColdFusion template called probe.cfm and put the word Alive
in it. Then you would set up a probe that would call this page, for example every hour, and have it
look for the word Alive. If Alive is not returned it will email you.To set up a content match probe,
follow these steps:1. Create a file called Probe.cfm that just contains the word Alive. Place that
file your Web root.2. In ColdFusion Administrator, select Debugging & Logging and choose
System Probes in the Debugging and Logging category. If you haven’t set up any probes yet,
your System Probes menu will be similar to that in Figure 47.2.Figure 47.2 The System Probes
screen before you’ve configured any probes.3. Click the Define New Probe button to create a
new probe.4. In the Probe Name box, enter the name of the probe as in Figure 47.3.Figure 47.3
The configured content-match probe.5. Enter the frequency with which you want ColdFusion to
load the page. Set it to at least 60 seconds. Also make sure to set the start time that is required.
Optionally you can set up an end time, which defines when your probe will stop running, much
like a scheduled task, but usually you will not use this setting.6. In the Probe URL box, enter the
URL you want ColdFusion to verify. In the example in Figure 47.3, the URL is http://localhost/
probe.cfm, indicating that ColdFusion should check a page called probe.cfm. In some situations
you may want to probe parts of your site that are behind some sort of secure area. In this case
you can also pass a username and password in the user name and password fields.7. In the
Timeout box, enter a timeout value of at least 30 seconds. If you have set ColdFusion in Server
settings to time out requests after a certain number of seconds, you should use the same value
here.8. Choose the Probe Failure settings. In this example, the probe will fail if the response
does not contain the Alive string. What do you want ColdFusion to do if the probe indicates that it
can’t verify your content? You can choose to send an email notification, execute a program, or
log the error to a specific log file. If the content you want to match contains spaces, make sure to
surround the text with quotation marks in your ColdFusion Administrator.9. Click the Submit
button.After you have set up the content match probe, when you click Submit and return to the
System Probes page, it displays your content match with a status of Unknown. Test the probe by
clicking its URL. If the probe succeeds, the status will be OK; if the probe fails, you’ll get a Failed
status. If ColdFusion displays a Failed status but you can verify that the site is functioning
properly (in other words, you have set up a content match and the page is rendering correctly),
edit the probe and verify all the settings (especially the search string). Often a simple typo will
make the difference between success and failure statuses on a functioning site. However, if
ColdFusion displays a Failed status, and the page does not render correctly or at all when you
browse it, you know you have set up a successful content-match probe.You have just set up a
basic content-match probe, but you might want to monitor other components of your Web
application, such as database connectivity, SMTP connectivity, and availability of external
programs and processes.Other ProbesThere are several other probes to help you verify that all
areas of your application are working properly. By writing a simple ColdFusion page, you can



connect to a database and run a query, then return a specific record set. If the record set can be
retrieved, you know the database server is working properly. Or you can write an extensive
ColdFusion page that performs a complete check on your application’s components. ColdFusion
server probes offer you another great tool to monitor, inform, and even resolve issues as they
happen.Setting Up a System Probe to Verify External ConnectivityLet’s look at how we can set
up a system probe to check for database connectivity. The easiest way to do this is to just create
a simple query; it does not even have to return anything, inside a CFTRY block. If the page
cannot connect to the database for any reason, it will throw an exception and return “Error”;
otherwise, it will return “Success.” Listing 47.1 shows an example of a simple database
probe.Listing 47.1 probe.database.cfm—Simple Database Connectivity ProbeSave this probe
somewhere in your Web root. You will need to make sure the data source ows is configured and
set up in your ColdFusion Administrator. Now just follow the same steps as you would to
configure the content probe. Here is a short summary again:1. Click the Define New Probe
button to create a new probe.2. Enter the frequency with which you want ColdFusion to load the
page. For this example an hour is sufficient. Then add a start time and, if you want, a finish
time.3. In the Probe Name box, select a unique name for this probe that describes what you are
testing: for example, owsdatabaseprobe. In the URL box, select the path to the
probe.database.cfm file.4. Set the Probe Failure settings to fail if the result does not contain the
string Success; then select the email notification.5. Click Submit Changes. You have now set up
the probe.You should now see your probe under the list of System Probes in the ColdFusion
Administrator. You should also see four icons next to the name of your system probe. The
second icon allows you to immediately run the probe so you can test it and when you move your
mouse pointer over it you should see Run Task. Select this icon to run the probe. If you have
configured everything correctly you should not get a notification. If there’s anything wrong with
the database connection, then you will be notified.You can configure all system probes to send
emails when a probe fails. Monitoring the System Probes page in the ColdFusion Administrator
at all times is virtually impossible. Setting up email alarms is an essential way to remain up-to-
date regarding the availability of your Web servers. It also helps you gather trend information to
make educated choices on strengthening site availability. In the System Probes page, enter a list
of email recipients to receive probe notifications, separating each email using a semicolon, and
then click Submit Changes.By combining different kinds of probes with email alarm notification,
you can get a pretty good idea of your Web application’s availability in real time. After you start to
notice performance trends, you are ready to start looking for server bottlenecks.NoteAll probes
run as scheduled tasks, so creating too many probes or setting them with high frequencies
(such as every second) will adversely affect the system’s performance.The ColdFusion Server
MonitorPrior to ColdFusion 8, monitoring the state of your ColdFusion server and
troubleshooting required the use of specialized tools such as SNMP, JVM profilers, and
specialized log parsers. The ColdFusion Server Monitor is a Flex-based application that lets you
see in, real time, server requests, thread usage, queries, memory usage, errors, and much



more.The ColdFusion Server Monitor allows you to set intervals for gathering information, filter
out information you are not interested in, take snapshots of a period in time, and generate
reports. The Server Monitor also allows you to create a variety of alerts to specific events, such
as hung threads and JVM’s reaching a memory threshold, and to perform specific actions on
events, such as sending an email or killing a thread.To start using the ColdFusion Monitor, follow
these steps:1. Go to the ColdFusion Administrator and select the Server Monitoring tab.2. Select
Server Monitor. When you are asked to select either the normal Server Monitor or the Multiple
Server Monitor, select Launch Server Monitor.From here you should see something like Figure
47.4, which is the default monitor view called the Overview; it shows a dashboard summary of a
variety of metrics and reports. Select Start Monitoring, Start Profiling, and Start Memory
Tracking; the monitor will now start collecting data and providing information to the graphs in the
Overview.Figure 47.4 The ColdFusion Server Monitor Overview.Each of the buttons in the
Overview allows you to monitor specific parts of your ColdFusion Server, as described in Table
47.4.Table 47.4 ColdFusion Server Monitoring OptionsTipBecause the Server Monitor is a
separate application, you can call it by going to http://[your server name or ip]/CFIDE/
administrator/monitor/launch-monitor.cfm.You also, using the Settings button in the Overview,
define how often data is collected, whether to include the ColdFusion Administrator in
monitoring, what data to exclude, and specific paths to exclude or include in monitoring. This
capability is extremely helpful when you want to focus on just a specific application or area within
an application that is causing problems.As you can see, the monitor allows access to a large
amount of server information that in previous versions of ColdFusion was hard to access. With
the Server Monitor, you can use the monitor dashboard or Overview screen to drill down into a
number of reports; select any report item and double-click it to go to the Statistics detail view for
that item. For example, double-clicking Request with Errors under Reports in the Overview takes
you to the Statistics > Errors > Requests with Errors view. From there, you can see the entire
request with errors listed by template path, error count, and last occurrence. By double-clicking
the error template, you can see a detail view of the error, as shown in Figure 47.5.Figure 47.5
Example of the detail of a specific request error.Now that you have seen a little of how the
monitor works, let’s look at it in more detail.NoteA number of other tools, such as SeeFusion and
FusionReactor, provide functionality and benefits that the built-in Server Monitor does not
provide.Starting MonitorsYou will note that some items in reports show no information. This is in
part because monitoring is not enabled for these items, or collectors (we will now refer to all
discrete items in the report that generate statistics as collectors). If you look at the Server
Monitor, you see three green buttons, each of which starts a specific type of monitoring. Even if
you do not enable any of them, some of the reports and charts still track data. These reports are
always active by default and generate essentially no overhead. They reflect data to which
ColdFusion inherently has access. The rest of the reports and collectors will not generate data
unless you start that monitor, profiler, or tracker by selecting Start.Although the default reports
generate almost no overhead on the targeted the basic Server Monitor, activated by selecting



Start Monitoring, and the profiler, activated by selecting Start Profiler, do generate some
overhead on the ColdFusion server. The memory tracker, activated by selecting Start Memory
Tracking, will generate serious overhead and can, under certain conditions, cause problems with
the targeted server, so make sure not to turn on your various monitors (especially the memory
tracker) when you are doing performance testing or on production machines that you are not
actively trying to troubleshoot.Now let’s us look at how you can use the ColdFusion Monitor to
help with common ColdFusion issues.Tracking Memory UseAlmost all ColdFusion developers
have at one time or another wondered how variables such as session and application are
affecting their applications and the system memory. You can get a lot of information simply by
going to the Statistics > Request Statistics > Active Sessions report. You can view application
and server variables in use by choosing Statistics > Memory Usage > Application Scope
Memory Usage and Server Scope Memory Usage, respectively. If you do this on a server that is
not under load, you can see that each of variables shows a size value of 0 KB, but simply double-
clicking a variable allows you to drill down and see a detail view, which shows the variable name,
value, and size in bytes.You can drill down into both application and session variables, but
session variables also have another optional report: a chart of active sessions over time. This
report can be immensely helpful in debugging strange session behavior.You have even more
insight into how your application is using memory when you enable the memory monitor by
selecting Start Memory Tracking. When you enable this monitor, you can see each request’s
memory usage and even how a specific scope (var, session, application, and so on) and type
are using that memory.Under Statistics > Memory Usage are a number of useful reports:•
Memory Usage Summary. This report shows a graph of estimated memory usage by memory
scopes on the server, including the server scope, application scope, and session scope. This
report can give you a general idea of how much memory the JVM is using (see Chapter 49,
“Scaling with J2EE,” for more information on the JVM) as well as which scopes are using the
most memory.• Requests by Memory Usage. This report lists requests using the most memory.
You can view a list or a detailed view.• CF Threads by Memory Usage. This report lists the
threads using the most memory.• Queries by Memory Usage. This report lists the queries using
the most memory. This report provides great insight into what is generally the greatest
bottleneck in any ColdFusion application: the database. This report allows you to quickly identify
queries that may need tuning or caching.• Sessions by Memory Usage. This report lists the
sessions that use the most memory.Application Scope Memory Usage. This report lists the
application scopes that use the most memory. The detail list shows application scope variables
that use the most memory.Server Scope Memory Usage. This report shows server scope
variables using the most memory.Through careful use of these reports, you can measure the
impact of code changes and find bugs that are creating memory leaks or causing other
problems. You can also use the Memory Usage Summary report to help tune your
JVM.Monitoring the DatabaseAs stated before, one of the biggest bottlenecks in any
ColdFusion application is the database, and it is often particularly hard to troubleshoot, monitor,



and debug ColdFusion interactions with the database. The ColdFusion Server Monitor, though,
provides a number of reports to assist you; choose Statistics > Database. These reports are as
follows:• Active Queries. This report shows all active queries that take longer to load than the
threshold specified on the Slowest Queries report. You can view a list or a detailed view.•
Slowest Queries. This report provides the Slowest Queries report and the Slowest Queries by
Average report (as different tabs). Before you use this report, you need to select Start Monitoring
and Start Profiling. Each report shows queries along with the template name and line number.
The Slowest Queries report shows specific instances of a query that is slow, along with the SQL
statement for the query. The detail view includes the SQL statement.• Slowest Queries by
Average. This report shows, by average, which queries are slow. This report and the Slowest
Queries report can be invaluable in identifying performance issues.• Cached Queries. This
report lists cached queries as a list or detailed view for an individual query.• Query Cache
Status. This report shows a graph of the cached queries, the estimated memory that the query
cache consumes, and the query cache-to-hit ratio. Performance increases as the query cache-
to-hit ratio increases.• Pool Status. This report lists ColdFusion’s data sources, whether an
application on the server is using a data source, and the number of connections.• Most
Frequently Run Queries. This report shows which queries were executed the most. This report
provides a great way to see which queries are the best candidates for tuning.A common way to
use database reports is to find the slowest, largest, and most commonly run queries in your
application. Starting from a performance baseline in your testing environment, you should run
your load tests while using the ColdFusion Server Monitor to look at each of these reports; then
identify which queries you may want to tune. Always try to correlate your most frequently run
queries with your slowest queries and tune the queries that are both slow and constantly run to
get the most impact from your tuning efforts.Monitoring ColdFusion ErrorsTo create a high-
performance application, you want to remove as many application errors as possible. In the past,
ColdFusion developers have had a hard time debugging ColdFusion applications as errors are
generated under production usage because you usually have to either turn on debugging in the
ColdFusion Administrator (which has a huge impact on performance) or mine the log files on the
ColdFusion server. Worse is when you have users reporting problems with your server and you
cannot easily correlate their problems with your error logs. The ColdFusion Server Monitor can
assist here as well. By selecting Start Profiling and then choosing Statistics > Errors, you can get
access to two reports that will help you track down problems in requests:• Requests with Errors.
This report lists requests generating errors by template path and last occurrence. Double-
clicking the error allows you to drill down to see the most recent error, time of the error, error
message, CFML stack trace, and Java stack trace.• Requests Timed Out. This report shows
which requests have timed out by template path and last occurrence. Double-clicking the
request allows you to see a detail view that shows the path of the template, number of times the
request timed out, most recent response time, last time of request, last estimated request size,
and CFML stack trace.Using the ColdFusion Server Monitor to monitor your errors as they



happen on the server can save you an immense amount of time trying to correlate log files.
Combining the error reports with your other reporting options can help you more quickly
understand the nature of a problem. For instance, if you are seeing a large number of timed-out
requests along with Java out-of-memory errors, you can turn on your memory tracking monitor to
see if your Java heap is full. You then can look at your memory usage summary to see whether
your application scope is taking an abnormal amount of memory and, if so, by clicking
Application Scope Memory Usage, exactly which application variable is causing the
problem.Using Server Statistics for TuningColdFusion Server Monitor also allows you to see a
large number of common performance metrics and statistics that usually would require you to
use a more traditional performance monitor. You can see these statistics reports by choosing
Statistics > Request Statistics. The reports are as follows:• Active Requests. This report shows
all active requests that take longer to load than the request interval specified in the ColdFusion
Server Monitor settings (the icon near the help question mark at the upper right of the
application). Requests include all browser requests, Web Services, gateways, and Flash
Remoting. You can double-click a request or select a detail view or click the icon for a detail view
and see the template path, request type, thread name, time, client IP, memory used by the
request, CFML stack trace, and all the scope variables. To see all request graphs in one view,
click Chart. The graph shows requests the server is currently processing and queued requests.•
Active ColdFusion Threads. This report lists all currently active threads launched by
CFTHREAD. You can double-click the thread to see a detailed view or click the graph icon to see
a graph of active threads.• Slowest Requests. This report lists the slowest requests by template
path and response time in seconds specified by the Request Slower Than threshold in this
report, which allows you to define the number of seconds. You can control the list size using the
List Up To field to set the number of requests to view in this report. You can double-click a
request and see a detailed view including the template path, time executed, request size in
kilobytes, response time for the request, average response time for that template, minimum
response time, and maximum response time, as well as request scope variables, the top-10
slowest tags and functions in that request, and the CFML stack trace.• Slowest ColdFusion
Threads. This report lists the slowest ColdFusion threads by spawned template path and
average response time specified exactly as in the Slowest Requests report.• Active Sessions.
This report shows all the active sessions by session ID, client IP, application name, and session
size in kilobytes. You can view the report as a list, detailed view, or graph of active sessions. The
graph displays the active sessions and the number of users logged in to the server.• Cumulative
Server Usage. This report summarizes the requests that have cumulatively used the most CPU
time as determined by the average response time for the request and its total number of hits.
Very fast templates may be listed at the top of this report if they are the most commonly called
templates, or if you use Fusebox you may see only index.cfm files listed here. The detailed view
of this report provides the template path of the request, total CPU time used as a percentage,
number of hits, last time of the request, last response time, average execution time, minimum



execution time, maximum execution time, last request size in kilobytes, and average request size
in kilobytes. You can also see a graph of request-versus-CPU usage.• Highest Hit Counts. This
report shows the requests that have the highest hit count by template path, hit count, average
execution time in seconds, and average request time in kilobytes. You can also view this report
as a graph.• Template Cache Status. This report presents two graphs showing information about
the ColdFusion Template cache (the template cache is where the ColdFusion server stores
compiled CFM and CFC templates in memory). The first graph shows the number of cache hits
over time and the cache-to-hit ratio, which is the number of cache hits in relation to the number
of cache misses. Cache hits refers to the templates retrieved from the cache. Cache misses
refers to the templates that must be compiled before being placed in the cache. A server that is
performing well should have a high cache-to-hit ration. The second graph shows whether the
template total cache-to-hit ratio is low; if your template cache is close to the same size as the
cache size set in the server settings in the ColdFusion Administrator, you should consider
increasing the size of the cache by going to Server Settings > Caching in the ColdFusion
Administrator.• Request Throttle Data. This report lists all requests that the ColdFusion server
throttles because not enough memory is available to handle them as defined in Server Settings
> Settings in the ColdFusion Administrator. These requests are then pushed into the ColdFusion
server queue.As you can see, the ColdFusion Server Monitor request statistics provide a very
granular and detailed view of how the application is performing at any time and over time. The
capability to use reports such as Slowest Requests to monitor which requests and templates
might be bottlenecks and then dive into the request and see exactly which tags and functions
along the request execution path are taking the most time is an incredibly powerful tool.The
Server Monitor also allows you to see over time which parts of your site are consuming the most
resources or are the most active in receiving hits, helping you make decisions about whether
you need to increase your cache size, whether you may need to change the number of threads
for a particular service, and more. As you will see in the next section, you can use the
ColdFusion Server Monitor not only to obtain information when you actively use the monitor but
also to receive notification when the ColdFusion server has some sort of problem—for example,
when response times start exceeding 20 seconds—and even to take action, such as killing
threads or running code you have defined.ColdFusion Monitor Alerts and SnapshotsOne of the
most powerful features of the ColdFusion Server Monitor is the capability to create alerts that
essentially allow you define specific events or thresholds that occur on the ColdFusion server
and an action to be taken when the event or threshold is reached. The ColdFusion Server
Monitor alerts can be reached by going to the monitor and selecting the Alerts tab. The Alerts
view simply shows you all the alerts that have happened by alert type, alert status, time, and
alert message. To define new alert conditions, select Alert Configuration.You can enable and
configure four types of alerts:• Unresponsive Server. When enabled, this alert is triggered when
threads do not respond within a time defined by you in the Busy Thread Time field. The Hung
Thread Count is the number of threads executing that exceeded the Busy Thread Time



threshold before the event triggered. All four alerts allow you to select the same five actions:
send email, dump a snapshot, kill threads running longer than an interval defined by you in
seconds, reject any new requests, and execute a custom CFC.• Slow Server. When enabled,
this alert is triggered when the response time threshold is below the average response time of
requests on the server. You can define the response time in seconds in the Response Time
Threshold field. You can trigger the same actions for this alert as you can with the Unresponsive
Server alert.• JVM Memory. When enabled, this alert is triggered when the ColdFusion JVM
uses more memory that the threshold defined by you in megabytes in the JVM Memory
Threshold field. Unlike with the other alerts, you can perform an additional action: garbage
collection (see Chapter 49 for more information on the JVM and garbage collection).• Timeouts.
When enabled, this alert is triggered when the request timeout count defined in the Timeouts
Count field is within the time internal in seconds defined in the Time Interval field. You can
perform the same actions on this alert as for the Unresponsive Server alert.For all of these
alerts, you can define the email address for alerts to be sent to on the Email Settings tab. Alerts
are especially powerful in that they allow you to create custom event handlers in the form of
CFCs; such an event handler, for instance, might email multiple people, or not send an email
notice until the specific alert has been raised more than once (for example, 10 times in an hour
for a slow server). If you want to use your own CFCs, all you need to do is add the path to the
CFC in the Processing CFC field of the alert. Furthermore, when creating custom CFCs for
alerts, you need to use two functions, onAlertStart() and onAlertEnd(), which accept a structure
as an argument and do not return anything. They are defined like this:• onAlertStart(). This
function is called when the alert is triggered and is passed a structure that contains all the
information about the settings for the alert that was activated.• onAlertEnd(). This function is
called when the alert is not valid any more, and a structure is passed to this function that
contains the alert settings when the alert was disabled.Another option you can perform in an
alert or by choosing Snapshots > Trigger Snapshot is to take a snapshot. A snapshot is literally a
snapshot in time of your ColdFusion server’s health in regard to:• Number and type of requests•
JVM memory use• Server, application, and session scope memory use• Throttle queue size and
memory use• Information about cached queries• Status of the database pool• Java stack
traceAll of this information is critical in understanding what may have caused an alert and in
helping you with your debugging.Although the ColdFusion Server Monitor provides a number of
ways to check the health of your server, monitor your server, and manage your server and stay
aware of possible worrisome events, the ColdFusion developers at Adobe realize that there may
be other things that you, as the ColdFusion server administrator, want that the ColdFusion
Server Monitor does not provide. For these cases, you can use the Server Monitor API.Server
Monitor APIAdobe has, as with other parts of the ColdFusion Administrator, opened an API for
the ColdFusion Server Monitor, allowing server administrators to programmatically perform
server monitor tasks using servermonitor.cfc. There are too many methods for servermonitor.cfc
to cover in this book, but you can easily view the API by opening your browser and going to http://



localhost/CFIDE/adminapi/servermonitoring.cfc. Using the API is just like working with any other
CFC except that you have to pass your ColdFusion Administrator login password to the CFC, as
shown in Listing 47.2.Listing 47.2 getApplicationScopeMemory.cfm—Viewing Application
Scope Memory UsageAs you can see in Listing 47.2, all we did is create an instance of the
ColdFusion Administrator CFC, call the login method, create an instance of the Server Monitor
CFC, call the getAllApplicationScopesMemoryUsed() function, which returns a structure, and
then use CFDUMP to display the data. While this example is somewhat trivial, you are
constrained in no way other than your specific requirements and creativity since the full API is
exposed to you.The ColdFusion Server ManagerIn prior versions of ColdFusion, managing large
numbers of servers often involved having to remotely log into each individual server to make
changes to settings such as data sources, mappings, and scheduled tasks. Depending on the
complexity and security setup of your environment, making even simple changes across your
entire network could take hours. ColdFusion 9 introduces a new tool aimed at simplifying these
tasks: the ColdFusion Server Manager.The Server Manager is an Adobe AIR application that
you install on your local workstation to get quick access to many of the most common tasks you
would normally accomplish within the ColdFusion Administrator: updating settings, managing
data sources, viewing log files, installing patches, and clearing the template
cache.InstallationThe ColdFusion Server Manager installer ships with every copy of ColdFusion
9, including the Developer edition. To install the application, log into the ColdFusion
Administrator and choose Server Monitoring and then Server Monitor from the left navigation
pane. At the bottom of the page is the Server Manager section. Click the Launch Server
Manager button, and you will be prompted to open or save the file. Run the installer, and the
Adobe AIR Framework will guide you through the installation process.NoteThe ColdFusion
Server Manager is an Adobe AIR application and requires the Adobe AIR runtime. Get the latest
installer here: .Duplicating Server SettingsIn its simplest form, the ColdFusion Server Manager
(Figure 47.6) works just like the ColdFusion Administrator. (Chapter 2, “Accessing the
ColdFusion Administrator,” in Adobe ColdFusion 9 Web Application Construction Kit, Volume 1:
Getting Started, provides detailed information about how to set options in the ColdFusion
Administrator.) It enables you to configure the most common server settings on any one server:•
Data sources• Mappings• Scheduled tasks• Charting• JVM• Logging• Mail• Memory variables•
Server• Request tuningFigure 47.6 The ColdFusion Server Manager.Configuring settings on one
server is nice, but the real power of the Server Manager comes from its ability to manage
multiple servers at the same time. Imagine having a large cluster of application servers running a
single application. You’ve just spent the better part of the weekend fine-tuning every setting, from
the JVM configuration to the memory variables to even the data-source connections. Now you
just have to exactly reproduce every single setting, one at a time, across 30 separate
ColdFusion instances. Sounds like fun, doesn’t it? With the ColdFusion Server Manager, you
can duplicate your settings from one server to any number of additional servers.1. Log into the
ColdFusion Server Manager and verify that all of the servers you need to change are



configured.2. In the upper-left corner, select the server that has the settings you want to
duplicate and click the refresh icon.3. After the source server has fully loaded in the settings
menu on the left side, select the servers to which you want to copy your settings from the pane
on the right side of the screen.4. From the source server, select whichever settings you want to
duplicate. You can choose any combination of options by selecting each section or individual
items.5. Right-click the selected menu items and choose Apply to Selected Servers.6. The
ColdFusion Server Manager will verify your request. This is your only opportunity to cancel this
operation. To proceed, select Yes, and the Server Manager will begin copying your settings to all
of the destination servers.CautionThere is no rollback or undo function in the Server Manager.
Any changes you duplicate from one server to another are final. It’s recommended that you back
up your ColdFusion settings prior to duplication.NoteSome changes require you to restart the
ColdFusion Server to make them take effect, just as in the ColdFusion Administrator.Running
Differential Comparisons Between ServersOne of the most tedious tasks in troubleshooting
problems on servers in a cluster is isolating the differences between the individual servers.
Typically, this process would involve a very long day of logging into one ColdFusion
Administrator after another, making detailed notes about the settings for each instance and then
comparing them manually. Using the ColdFusion Server Manager, you can select a baseline
comparison server and run a comparison against any other server to see what differences exist
between them.To run a comparison between two servers, follow these steps:1. Right-click any
server in the main display pane.2. Choose Diff With and then select any other server on the
list.3. Select or deselect any options you want included or excluded from the comparison and
then click Next.The Server Manager will run the comparison and return the results in a tree view
(Figure 47.7). Items that do not match will appear in a lighter color.Figure 47.7 An example of a
differential report generated by the ColdFusion Server Manager.Deciding What to Do NextAfter
you have a good grasp of your site’s current performance, you can start looking for bottlenecks
and performance issues. Every ColdFusion site is unique in one way or another, so it is hard to
generalize about specific symptoms and their relationships to performance problems. One site
may have a custom integration routine that downloads Web orders to an order processing
system. Another site may have integrated ColdFusion with an Open Market transaction server.
Many sites need to interface with a legacy mainframe database or with third-party applications. If
you have examined all the non-ColdFusion bottleneck possibilities and still need to improve your
ColdFusion server’s performance, you have two options: optimizing the code, or adding more
servers.Issues to Consider When Looking for Performance ProblemsA typical ColdFusion-
driven site is fairly complex. Many factors, such as databases and network layout, contribute to
performance. Given the possible number of these factors, your bottleneck is likely to lie outside
ColdFusion or to indirectly depend on ColdFusion.A good step, if you are experiencing
performance problems, is to examine closely using the Server Monitoring tool the pages that
users were requesting at the time of the problem. If you use the Server Monitoring tool and
cannot find any issues with your application code, queries, and so on, then perhaps the issue is



outside the ColdFusion server. There are a number of issues that can cause performance
problems for your application outside of ColdFusion itself. Let’s look at a list of possible
bottleneck points on a typical ColdFusion server that you should examine before you consider
scaling.Typical BottlenecksYou should consider several possible sources of bottlenecks:• Web-
server bandwidth. Check to see how much bandwidth your network provider allocates for your
site. If you have substantial traffic, a bottleneck might be caused if the provider institutes a cap
on bandwidth (called bandwidth throttling), or if the networking equipment in place poses
physical limitations on bandwidth.• Web-server performance. Preset limits to simultaneous
HTTP requests can create a bottleneck.• Other processes running on the same server. Each
additional process uses critical CPU and memory, even if it is just a small amount. These tiny
amounts can accumulate quickly and impact performance. Conduct an audit of your server: If
you are running Windows, use the Task Manager to determine how many processes are running
and how they are affecting your resources. If you are running Unix operating systems, run the
appropriate command to view open processes (for example, ps ax on Linux).• Hard-drive speed.
This is not just for <cffile>; ColdFusion must pull templates off the disk if they are not in cache.
Don’t forget your application.cfm files and <cfinclude> files. Even if you are caching templates,
ColdFusion still checks the file on disk to see whether it has been modified, unless you
specifically tell ColdFusion to trust cache files.• Network latency. If you are communicating with
other machines on the local network, latency generally should not be an issue. However, if you
are communicating with machines on remote networks, or if communications travel through
switches or routers—especially at varying speeds—check the response time of each machine
with which you are communicating. You can do this with a simple ping command to get the
response time of a particular machine or by using the traceroute command (tracert in Windows)
to determine whether any slow hops exist between you and the target machine.• Database
server performance. While using the Server Monitor to check for long--running or poorly
executing queries is important, often to get the best performance from a ColdFusion application
using a database, you will need to optimize the database itself using indexes, views, and so on.•
JDBC configuration. Your Server Monitor can point to issues with your database performance,
but often you will need to tune your database connection pool. Tune your maximum
simultaneous connections and cached queries settings. Sometimes using different JDBC drivers
will result in improved performance, or even just upgrading to the latest version of a driver will
help.• <cfmail>, <cfftp>, <cfhttp>. The performance of other servers (SMTP, FTP, HTTP, and
such) may affect the performance of your application. The Internet latency to get there and back
may be a bottleneck. Create a system probe to determine whether one of these servers is timing
out, or you can write a .cfm page to report each server’s response times.Understanding all the
bottlenecks in your application is crucial to understanding what you need to monitor so that you
can figure out what is wrong with your application. Although the ColdFusion Server Monitor
provides the capability to gain deep insight into how your ColdFusion Server is performing, there
are a number of other things that may be affecting your application that the monitor cannot



provide information for. In these cases, you need to use other tools to understand what might be
affecting your system as a whole. Furthermore, sometimes you have to dig through log files to
find the real culprit, which may be faulty drivers, bugs in the JVM, or a host of other issues that
cannot be resolved by better coding, selecting a few options, or making some minor changes.
The good news is that most important bottlenecks in a ColdFusion application end up being
physical limitations of hardware, your network, and so on, and at that point you can look to
methods of scaling your application to overcome these bottlenecks.→ For more about how to do
this, look at Chapter 48, “Scaling with ColdFusion,” and Chapter 49.Chapter 48. Scaling with
ColdFusionIN THIS CHAPTERThe Importance of Scaling 43Scaling Considerations 44How to
Write ColdFusion 9 Applications That Scale 52Keeping Web Site Servers in Sync 57Multiple
ColdFusion 9 Instances 59Hardware versus Software Load-Balancing Options 62Scaling with
ColdFusion 9 Load Balancing 65Hardware Load-Balancing Options 68Finishing Up 70In the first
two chapters of this volume, you learned about high availability and about monitoring system
performance. In the two chapters following this one, you’ll learn about scaling with Java and
managing session state in a cluster. Here in this chapter we’ll concentrate on what you need to
know about scaling with ColdFusion 9.We’ll cover scaling considerations, writing ColdFusion 9
applications that will scale, keeping server data in sync, the differences between hardware and
software load balancing options, scaling with ColdFusion Load Balancing, and scaling with
hardware-based load-balancing devices. When looking at scaling options and strategies with
ColdFusion 9, we’ll focus on your (the developer’s) point of view. This chapter highlights what
you can do to build highly scalable ColdFusion 9 applications that can be deployed on one, two,
or many ColdFusion 9 servers.The Importance of ScalingOne way to define scaling is as “the
ability to enlarge or reduce a design.” In the computer science world, scaling applies generally to
growing an application to handle more traffic, tasks, and transactions—but that is not the only
definition. For this reason, we’re going to focus on the issue of scaling as the ability to grow your
ColdFusion application to handle a larger load, process more transactions, and work more easily
overall.Generally, when you look at scaling ColdFusion applications, there are several distinct
areas to consider. These areas are• Hardware (your application server, database server, etc.)•
Software (how you design and build and deploy your application)• Infrastructure (the network,
switches, routers, and hardware load balancing systems)• Special scaling systems (third-party
caching tools, proxy servers, and other methods of scaling an application that stand apart from
the main system)Since scaling is such a substantial topic, this chapter addresses only the most
common aspects of scaling. This chapter’s purpose is to give you a working understanding of
some of the major factors and considerations involved in scaling a application. Before you
embark on developing a large-scale, high-availability system yourself, you need to be thoroughly
comfortable with all the subject material in this chapter or consult someone who is.Almost all
accepted best practices and approaches to scaling ColdFusion, and Web applications in
general, involve clustering, which we touched on in Chapter 46, “Understanding High
Availability.” Clustering does not only offer the possibility for failover but is generally the easiest



method for scaling an application horizontally. In this case horizontally means the addition of
servers while vertically means the increasing of servers resources through the addition of things
like CPUs and more memory.Clustering allows you to create a group of servers that act like a
single system. Most modern clustering approaches take advantage of hardware, software, and
networking strategies that allow you to easily add or remove servers to an existing cluster
without having to experience any downtime.Running one Web site on one server is relatively
straightforward: You know that every Web request goes to the same Web server software and
ColdFusion 9 service, with the same settings and environment. But as soon as you add a
second server, you are faced with a host of technical challenges. The following sections examine
some of the implications. Later in this chapter, we’ll review some of the principal technologies
that enable you to effectively distribute your traffic across multiple servers, and how such
technologies are implemented.Scaling ConsiderationsThere are many issues to consider when
you’re building a clustered environment. Proper planning of your application architecture is
important as well. Many factors are involved, and laying out a plan before purchasing and
building your clustered environment can save you many headaches later. Questions you may
want to ask include the following:• How many servers do you need? The number of servers will
depend on how much traffic you expect and how Web site functionality is distributed in your
server farm.• What types of servers and operating systems do you want to deploy? Choosing
servers and operating systems depends on many factors, including your team’s skill sets and
experience in these areas.• How do you balance traffic between the servers? The methods that
you select for load balancing may affect your choice of load balancer. You may want users to
stay on one machine for the length of their session. Failover and server monitoring are other
considerations when balancing traffic in a cluster.• How will you keep the Web site content in
sync among all the servers, and how will you deploy the Web site? This is potentially one of the
most troublesome areas in Web site maintenance. Not only do you need to keep Web site
content in sync, but each server requires periodic configuration changes, patches, and hot fixes
to be deployed as well.We’ll try to answer some of these questions by breaking the Web site
infrastructure into major elements and then discussing their implementation. These major
elements include tiered application architecture, server and hardware components, and cluster
load balancing.What do you have when you have a Web site? You have a server or servers with
operating systems, files, directories, configurations, hardware, and software. Your environment
may be tiered, consisting of the Web server, application server, and a separate database server.
Let’s discuss this tiered application architecture first.Tiered Application ArchitectureOne of the
most common approaches to scaling a system is tiering. What tiering means is to logically or
physically separate and encapsulate a set of processes or functionality. Generally when you are
looking to scale a system, you want to consider physical tiering where you separate specific
system functions physically, by putting them on their own machines or clusters. For example,
most simple ColdFusion applications are three-tiered applications, where the browser is the
client tier, the Web server and ColdFusion are the application tiers, and a database is the data



tier. Complex applications can have any number of tiers, and it’s not uncommon see
authentication tiers, business object tiers, and others. This sort of architecture is usually called a
physical architecture, in that the actual physical separation of software systems is represented
on specific groups of servers or hardware.Figure 48.1 shows a three-tiered Web site architecture
where ColdFusion 9 is installed in the application server tier. This configuration can be
accomplished by installing ColdFusion 9 on a supported J2EE application server platform. For
more about deploying ColdFusion 9 on J2EE, see Chapter 49, “Scaling with J2EE.”Figure 48.1
Three-tiered server farm with ColdFusion 9.Front-End Servers versus Back-End ServersWhen
creating your system infrastructure, it’s important to design with security in mind. One of the best
ways to do this is to limit public exposure to only those systems that absolutely need to be
exposed, such as Web servers, and nothing else. This public set of servers and the network are
often referred to as the front end; servers on the private network are referred to as the back
end.The front end is the network segment between the public Internet and your Web cluster. The
front end should be optimized for speed. Place a switched segment with lots of bandwidth in
front of your Web servers. Your two primary goals on the front end are to avoid collisions and to
minimize the number of hops (intervening network devices) between your Web servers and the
public Internet. If you are using hardware-based load balancing, you could have a hardware load
balancer in front of your front-end network.The back end is the network segment between your
Web cluster and your supporting servers. Because your support servers need to talk only to your
Web servers and your LAN, you don’t need to make this segment directly accessible to the
public Internet. In fact, you might do better to deliberately prevent any access to these machines
from the public Internet by using private IP addresses or a firewall. Doing so enables you to take
advantage of useful network protocols that would be a security risk if they were made available
to the public Internet. In addition, be sure to spend some time trying to minimize collisions on
your back-end network. You have either a single firewall that separates the public from the
private system or—better yet—a firewall in front of your Web servers and another one in front of
your back-end servers, which are connected to the public server via a trusted connection.To
protect the back-end servers from unwanted traffic, you can implement dual-homed servers.
This strategy employs two network interface cards (NICs) in a Web server: one that speaks to
the front end and one that speak to the back end. This approach improves your Web server’s
network performance by preventing collisions between front-end and back-end packets.In a
dual-homed configuration, depending on which type of load balancing you are using, you can
use private, nonroutable IP addresses to address machines on the back-end server farm. Using
private non-routable addresses introduces another layer of complexity to your setup but can be
a significant security advantage.Server and Hardware ComponentsSeveral considerations
regarding server and hardware configurations crop up when you attempt to scale your site.
These issues include the number of CPUs per box, the amount of RAM, and the hard drive
speed and server configuration in general.If your server is implemented with one CPU, turning it
into a two-CPU system does not double your performance, even if the two processors are



identical. Depending on the hardware, your operating systems, and your application, you should
expect only about a 60 percent performance increase. Adding a third CPU increases the
performance even less, and the fourth CPU gives an even smaller boost. This is true because
each additional CPU consumes operating system resources simply to keep itself in sync with the
others. Also, not every operating system or application can effectively and efficiently take
advantage of multiple CPUs. Generally, if a two-processor machine is running out of processor
resources, you’re better off adding a second two-processor machine than adding two
processors to your existing machine. To illustrate, see Figure 48.2, which shows performance
gains when adding up to four CPUs on one server. Notice that the performance gains are not
linear. Each additional CPU has less improvement than the preceding CPU.Figure 48.2
Performance gains by adding CPUs to a server are not linear.You might ask why you would want
a two-processor machine at all. Why not use four single-processor machines instead? In an
abstract measure of processor utilization, you might be right. But you also must deal with
problems of user experience. Even though you’re not using 100 percent of the second processor
on the server, you are getting a strong performance boost. With this increase, a page that takes
2 seconds to process on a one-processor box might take just over 1 second to process on a two-
processor box. This can be the difference between a site that feels slow and a site with happy
users. Another point in favor of two-processor machines: Many server-class machines, with
configurations that support other advanced hardware features necessary for a robust server,
support dual processors as part of their feature sets. If you’re investing in server-class machines,
adding a second processor before adding a second server can be cost effective.Adobe has
worked with Intel and Microsoft to greatly improve multiple processor performance in Windows.
If you are using Windows 2003, Windows 2008, Vista, or Windows 7, you will see a far better
performance improvement with additional processors than you would with Windows 2000
server. If you are developing a new site and you haven’t yet chosen a Windows-based operating
system, look into Windows 2008 for better performance.Unix environments, on the other hand,
are designed to take advantage of multiple processors and use them efficiently; ColdFusion
profits from the extra processing power Unix environments provide. To determine how to scale a
Unix environment (that is, whether to add processing power or another server), make your best
judgment using your performance-testing data. Bear in mind, however, that although adding a
few more processors will definitely increase your Unix site’s performance, if you have only one
Web server and that server goes down, no amount of processors will beat having an additional
machine for redundancy.Linux has become especially popular among ColdFusion 9 developers
and hosting companies. ColdFusion 9 performs extremely well on Red Hat Linux, as well as
some other, but unsupported, distributions.RAM is another hardware issue to consider. The
bottom line is that RAM is cheap, so put as much RAM in each machine as you can afford. I
recommend at least 4 GB of RAM (if you’re using a 64-bit operating system). Additional RAM
allows for more cached database queries, templates, and memory-resident data. The more
RAM you have, the more information you will be able to cache in memory rather than on disk,



and the faster your site will run.Another memory consideration is that Java and thus ColdFusion
9 tend to be more memory intensive due to the nature of Java Virtual Machines. With plenty of
memory that you can assign to your JVM heap, you can have a dramatic performance impact on
systems that you expect to experience high usage. For more on this, read Chapter 49.Hard-disk
drive speed is an often-overlooked aspect of server performance. Traditionally, SCSI drives have
offered better performance and stability than IDE drives and are usually recommended.
Recently, however, speeds on IDE and Serial Advanced Technology Attachment (SATA) drives
have greatly improved. Both SCSI and IDE offer good performance, as well as high availability in
the case of drive failure; the same is true of serial ATA drives in a Redundant Array of
Independent Drives (RAID) on a dedicated drive controller. Most production-level RAID
controllers enable you to add RAM to the controller itself. This memory, called the first-in, first-
out (FIFO) cache, allows recently accessed data to be stored and processed directly from the
RAM on the controller. You get a pronounced speed increase from this type of system because
data never has to be sought out and read from the drive.NoteIf you use virtualization (virtual
machine software such as VMware—), it is especially important to have fast hard drives since
virtual machines perform significant drive input and output. For optimal performance, get the
fastest possible hard drives you can.If you use a RAID controller with a lot of RAM on board, you
also should invest in redundant power supplies and a good uninterruptible power system (UPS).
The RAM on the RAID controller is written back to the hard disk only if the system is shut down
in an orderly fashion. If your system loses power, all the data in RAM on the controller is lost. If
you don’t understand why this is bad, imagine that the record of your last 50 orders for your
product were in the RAM cache, instead of written to the disk, when the power failed. The more
RAM you have on the controller, the greater the magnitude of your problem in the event of a
power outage.Many people believe that all servers should make use of RAID, but it often makes
more sense to use RAID only on systems that are actually doing substantial data storage and
file I/O, such as database servers. Often, a whole application layer is actually designed to run in
an application server cluster’s RAM; thus, minimal RAID or even mirrored drives might make
sense. This decision will in large part be dictated by your application design, architecture, and
available budget.The type of load-balancing technology you use has a big impact on the way
you build your system. If you are using load-balancing technology that distributes traffic equally
to all servers, you want each of your systems to be configured identically, depending on that tier.
(Your Web servers will likely have much different hardware requirements than your database
servers.) Most dedicated load-balancing hardware can detect a failed server and stop sending
traffic to it. If your system works this way, and you have some extra capacity in your cluster, it’s
acceptable for each box to be somewhat less reliable because the others can pick up the slack if
it goes down. But if you’re using a simple load-balancing approach such as round-robin DNS
(RRDNS), which can’t detect a down server, you need each box to be as reliable as possible
because a single failure means some of your users cannot use your site.Because you want your
users to have a uniform experience on your site, regardless of which server responds to their



requests, keep your system configurations as close to identical as possible. Unfortunately,
because of the advanced complexity of today’s operating systems and applications, this
consistency is a lot harder to accomplish than it sounds. Identical configurations also help to
alleviate quality assurance issues for your Web site. If your servers are not identical, your Web
site may not function the same way on the different servers. This condition makes managing
your Web site unnecessarily complex. If you must have different servers in your configuration,
plan to spend extra time performing quality assurance on your Web applications to ensure that
they will run as expected on all servers in the cluster.Considerations for Choosing a Load-
Balancing OptionBefore deploying your clustered server farm, consider how you want your
servers to handle and distribute load, as well as what your budget is. Also take into account how
much traffic you expect to handle and how much that traffic will grow. There are a variety of
approaches for handling and distributing load, including dedicated load-balancing hardware,
load-balancing software, and RRDNS. Software and hardware load-balancing systems employ
user-request distribution algorithms, which can distribute user requests to a pre-specified
server, to a server with the least load, or through other methods. A round-robin configuration
passes each user request to the next available server. This is sometimes performed regardless
of the selected server’s current load. Round-robin configurations may involve DNS changes.
Consult with your network administrator when discussing this option.Round-Robin DNSThe
RRDNS method of load balancing takes advantage of some capabilities that are the result of the
way the Internet’s domain name system handles multiple IP addresses with the same domain
name. To configure RRDNS, you should be comfortable with making changes to your DNS
server.CautionBe careful when making DNS server changes. Making an incorrect DNS change
is roughly equivalent to sending out change-of-address and change-of-phone-number forms to
incorrect destinations for every one of your customers and vendors, and having no way to tell the
people at the incorrect postal destination or the incorrect phone number to forward the errant
mail back to you. If you broadcast incorrect DNS information, you could cut off all traffic to your
site for days or weeks.Simply put, RRDNS centers around the concept of giving your public
domain name () more than one IP address. You should give each machine in your cluster two
domain names: one for the public domain, and one that lets you address each machine uniquely.
See Table 48.1 for some examples.Table 48.1 Examples of IP AddressesWhen a remote
domain-name server queries your domain-name server for information about (because a user
has requested a Web page and needs to know the address of your server), your DNS server
returns one of the multiple IP addresses you’ve listed for . The remote DNS server then uses that
IP address until its DNS cache expires, upon which it queries your DNS server again, possibly
getting a different IP address. Each sequential request from a remote DNS server receives a
different IP address as a response.Round-robin DNS is a crude way to balance load. When a
remote DNS gets one of your IP addresses in its cache, it uses that same IP address until the
cache expires, no matter how many requests originate from the remote domain and regardless
of whether the target IP address is responding. This type of load balancing is extremely
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ColdFusion 9 ApplicationsColdFusion 9 Support for Integrating with Portal ServersColdFusion 9
PortletsCreating ColdFusion Portlet CFCsDefining ColdFusion PortletsUsing a Remote
ColdFusion 9 Portlet with a Portal ServerUsing a Local ColdFusion 9 Enterprise Portlet with a
Java Portal ServerOther Approaches for Accessing ColdFusion 9 from Portal ServersAccessing
Portal Servers from ColdFusion 9CHAPTER 66 Integrating with .NET.NET
FundamentalsAccessing .NET ServicesColdFusion and .NET Local Integration
ExampleColdFusion and .NET Remote Integration Example.NET DataTable to ColdFusion
Query Conversion Example.NET Web Service: Returning a Simple TypeColdFusion and .NET
Web Service Integration Example.NET Web Service: Returning a Complex TypeColdFusion
Web Service: Returning a Complex TypeCHAPTER 67 Integrating with Microsoft OfficeOffice



Open XMLCreating a New OOXML ContainerAccessing an Existing ContainerWord OOXML
ContainersCreating a New Word OOXML FileViewing a Word OOXML FileCreating a Dynamic
Word OOXML DocumentExcel OOXML ContainersCreating a Dynamic Excel OOXML
SpreadsheetCreating a SpreadsheetReading a SpreadsheetPopulating a SpreadsheetCreating
an Additional Spreadsheet in a Spreadsheet ObjectAdding Formulas to CellsAdding Formatting
to CellsAutomationCHAPTER 68 Extending ColdFusion with JavaUsing Java Class
ObjectsInstantiating Objects and Calling MethodsWorking with ConstructorsA Practical
Example: Creating HistogramsUsing External Java ClassesManaging Method-Selection
ProblemsUsing JavaBeansUsing Tag LibrariesFinding Tag LibrariesInstalling the Tag
LibraryImporting the Library with <cfimport>Using the Tag Library’s TagsCreating Your Own JSP
Tag LibrariesAccessing the Underlying Servlet ContextIntegrating with Java Servlets and JSP
PagesUnderstanding Which Variables Can Be SharedSharing REQUEST VariablesA Simple
ExampleIntegrating with EJBsA Simple ExampleMaking It Easier with a Custom TagCHAPTER
69 Exposing ColdFusion ServicesAbout the Exposed Services Layer and Web
ServicesEnabling and Securing the ESLCreating a User for the ESLSpecifying Allowed IP
Addresses for the ESLMaking Calls to the ESLCalling the ESL from ColdFusionCalling the ESL
from Other TechnologiesCalling the ESL from .NETCalling the ESL from FlexActionScript Proxy
Classes for Calling the ESLCalling the ESL from Flex by Using the ActionScript Proxy
ClassesExtending the ESLCHAPTER 70 Working with GatewaysWhat Is an Event Gateway?
Categories of Event GatewaysCreating a Simple Gateway ApplicationCreating an Event
Gateway InstanceCreating an Initiator Application Using the ColdFusion GatewayDebugging
CFML Applications for Event GatewaysCreating Your Own Custom GatewaysColdFusion Event
Gateway ArchitectureEvent Gateway ElementsA POP3 Custom GatewayDeploying a Custom
Event GatewayCHAPTER 71 Integrating with SMS and IMUnderstanding IMUnderstanding
PresenceCreating a Development EnvironmentXMPP ClientsDefining IM GatewaysThe
Gateway Configuration FileCreating the Gateway InstanceCreating Your First IM
ApplicationGenerating IM MessagesMaking New FriendsUser Status ManagementThe IM
Gateway HelperCreating Interactive ApplicationsUnderstanding SMSTesting Your SMS
ApplicationsGetting Your Messages OutDefining SMS GatewaysGenerating SMS
MessagesResponding to SMS MessagesEnsuring Delivery of Your MessagesExtending Your
Application Even FurtherIndexIntroductionIN THIS INTRODUCTIONWho Should Use This Book
xixHow to Use This Book xixThe Web Site xxiiWho Should Use This Book?This book is written
for anyone who wants to create cutting-edge Web-based applications.If you are a Webmaster or
Web page designer and want to create dynamic, data-driven Web pages, this book is for you. If
you are an experienced database administrator who wants to take advantage of the Web to
publish or collect data, this book is for you, too. If you are starting out creating your Web
presence, but know you want to serve more than just static information, this book will help get
you there. If you have used ColdFusion before and want to learn what’s new in ColdFusion 9, this
book is also for you. Even if you are an experienced ColdFusion user, this book provides you



with invaluable tips and tricks and also serves as the definitive ColdFusion developer’s
reference.This book teaches you how to create real-world applications that solve real-world
problems. Along the way, you acquire all the skills you need to design, implement, test, and roll
out world-class applications.How to Use This BookThis is the ninth edition of Adobe ColdFusion
Web Application Construction Kit, and what started as a single volume a decade ago has had to
grow to three volumes to adequately cover ColdFusion 9. The books are organized as follows:•
Volume 1— contains Chapters 1 through 21 and is targeted at beginning ColdFusion
developers.• Volume 2— contains Chapters 22 through 45 and covers the ColdFusion features
and language elements that are used by most ColdFusion developers most of the time.
(Chapters 43, 44, and 45 are online.)• Volume 3— contains Chapters 46 through 71 and covers
the more advanced ColdFusion functionality, including extensibility features, as well as security
and management features that will be of interest primarily to those responsible for larger and
more critical applications.These books are designed to serve two different, but complementary,
purposes.First, as the books used by most ColdFusion developers, they are a complete tutorial
covering everything you need to know to harness ColdFusion’s power. As such, the books are
divided into parts, or sections, and each section introduces new topics building on what has
been discussed in prior sections. Ideally, you will work through these sections in order, starting
with ColdFusion basics and then moving on to advanced topics. This is especially true for the
first two books.Second, the books are invaluable desktop references. The appendixes and
accompanying Web site contain reference chapters that will be of use to you while developing
ColdFusion applications. Those reference chapters are cross-referenced to the appropriate
tutorial sections, so that step-by-step information is always readily available to you.The following
describes the contents of Adobe ColdFusion 9 Web Application Construction Kit, Volume 3:
Advanced Application Development.Part IX: Creating High-Availability ApplicationsChapter 46,
“Understanding High Availability,” introduces the basics of high availability, including load
balancing, failover, quality of service (QoS), and clusters.To address scalability and high
availability, it is important to understand how to measure and gauge system performance.
Chapter 47, “Monitoring System Performance,” introduces the monitoring tools provided by the
underlying operating system as well as the powerful ColdFusion Server Monitor and the new
Server Manager tool.Chapter 48, “Scaling with ColdFusion,” analyzes and compares the various
hardware- and software-based scalability solutions available to you, emphasizing the
differences between them and any special issues that need to be addressed as a result.Chapter
49, “Scaling with J2EE,” explores Java 2 Enterprise Edition–based scalability, as well as the
benefits of running ColdFusion on top of this powerful platform.Because session-state
information is usually very server specific, creation of server clusters (or server farms) requires
you to rethink how you manage session information. Chapter 50, “Managing Session State in
Clusters,” teaches you how to manage sessions and session state across clusters when
necessary and how to use J2EE-based session-state management.Chapter 51, “Deploying
Applications,” rounds out Part IX by teaching application deployment techniques and



strategies.Part X: Ensuring SecurityChapter 52, “Understanding Security,” explains security risks
and introduces important security fundamentals, such as encryption, authentication,
authorization, and access control.ColdFusion is managed using the ColdFusion Administrator, a
Web application written in ColdFusion itself. This application must be carefully secured, and
Chapter 53, “Securing the ColdFusion Administrator,” discusses strategies to secure the
application while still ensuring access to those who need it.Chapter 54, “ColdFusion Security
Options,” introduces ColdFusion’s security framework and explains how (and why) to use the
underlying operating system’s security features.Sandboxes allow the creation of virtual security
entities to secure files, directories, data sources, and even CFML elements. Chapter 55,
“Creating Server Sandboxes,” explains in detail how to use the powerful sandbox
feature.Chapter 56, “Security in Shared and Hosted Environments,” tackles the security
concerns unique to shared and hosted servers. Server sandboxes are also explained, along with
databases, remote access, and other important issues.ColdFusion features an Administrator
API, which can be used to build custom ColdFusion Administrative consoles and applications.
Chapter 57, “Using the Administrator API,” introduces this powerful management tool.Part XI:
Extending ColdFusionChapter 58, “Using Server-Side HTTP and FTP,” teaches you how to use
these Internet protocols from within your own code. With the help of these protocols, you can
easily write applications that interact with other servers and services anywhere on the public
Internet and private intranets, and even implement syndication services of your own.ColdFusion
can both create and consume Web services, providing integration with all sorts of systems and
services. Chapter 59, “Creating and Consuming Web Services,” explains what Web services are
and why they are of so much interest.Another popular way to share data is via RSS and ATOM
data feeds. ColdFusion supports both, allowing easy feed creation and consumption. Chapter
60, “Working with Feeds,” explains how to use this functionality in your own applications.Chapter
61, “Interacting with the Operating System,” introduces the powerful and flexible ColdFusion
<cffile> and <cfdirectory> tags. You learn how to create, read, write, and append local files;
manipulate directories; and add file uploading features to your forms. You also learn how to
spawn external applications when necessary, and how to use the virtual file system.Chapter 62,
“Server-Side Printing,” introduces the <cfprint> tag and explains how you can use it to generate
printed output on the ColdFusion server.Chapter 63, “Interacting with Directory Services,” covers
directory services and Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and how to use both of
them simply and easily via the <cfldap> tag.Microsoft Exchange has become a critical tool for
many organizations. ColdFusion features sophisticated Exchange integration, which can be
used to provide calendaring, scheduling, and more within your applications. Chapter 64,
“Integrating with Microsoft Exchange,” explains how to use the ColdFusion Exchange tags to
access the power of Exchange programmatically.Chapter 65, “Integrating with SharePoint and
Portals,” continues the coverage of integration with Microsoft networking and productivity
software with information about how to create portlets with ColdFusion, how to integrate with
SharePoint single sign-on, and more.Chapter 66, “Integrating with .NET,” explains .NET basics



and teaches you how to interact with .NET objects and assemblies.Chapter 67, “Integrating with
Microsoft Office,” continues this discussion with detailed coverage of integration with Microsoft
Office, with special emphasis on spreadsheet file integration.ColdFusion is built on underlying
Java infrastructure. Chapter 68, “Extending ColdFusion with Java,” teaches you how to combine
the strengths of ColdFusion and its Java foundations to leverage the best of both worlds.
Included is coverage of servlets, Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs), and more.ColdFusion exposes
some core functionality via services that can be consumed by other servers and platforms.
Chapter 69, “Exposing ColdFusion Services,” introduces this new services infrastructure and
explains how to use it within your own applications.Although primarily used to power Web
applications, ColdFusion can interact with all sorts of systems and services via gateways. The
ColdFusion gateway engine provides access to sockets, JMS, asynchronous processing, and
more. Chapter 70, “Working with Gateways,” introduces gateway technology and explains how to
use gateways as well as how to create your own.Chapter 71, “Integrating with SMS and IM,”
continues this topic with coverage of three specific gateways: the Short Message Service (SMS)
gateway used to interact with SMS on devices, the Lotus Sametime gateway used to interact
with that instant messaging (IM) technology, and the Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP) gateway used to interact with IM via XMPP.The Web SiteThe book’s
accompanying Web site contains everything you need to start writing ColdFusion applications,
including:• Links to obtain ColdFusion 9• Links to obtain Adobe ColdFusion Builder• Source
code and databases for all the examples in this book• Electronic versions of some chapters• An
errata sheet, should one be required• An online discussion forumThe book Web page is at .And
with that, turn the page and start reading. In no time, you’ll be creating powerful applications
powered by ColdFusion 9.IntroductionIN THIS INTRODUCTIONWho Should Use This Book
xixHow to Use This Book xixThe Web Site xxiiIN THIS INTRODUCTIONWho Should Use This
Book xixHow to Use This Book xixThe Web Site xxiiWho Should Use This Book?This book is
written for anyone who wants to create cutting-edge Web-based applications.If you are a
Webmaster or Web page designer and want to create dynamic, data-driven Web pages, this
book is for you. If you are an experienced database administrator who wants to take advantage
of the Web to publish or collect data, this book is for you, too. If you are starting out creating your
Web presence, but know you want to serve more than just static information, this book will help
get you there. If you have used ColdFusion before and want to learn what’s new in ColdFusion 9,
this book is also for you. Even if you are an experienced ColdFusion user, this book provides you
with invaluable tips and tricks and also serves as the definitive ColdFusion developer’s
reference.This book teaches you how to create real-world applications that solve real-world
problems. Along the way, you acquire all the skills you need to design, implement, test, and roll
out world-class applications.How to Use This BookThis is the ninth edition of Adobe ColdFusion
Web Application Construction Kit, and what started as a single volume a decade ago has had to
grow to three volumes to adequately cover ColdFusion 9. The books are organized as follows:•
Volume 1— contains Chapters 1 through 21 and is targeted at beginning ColdFusion



developers.• Volume 2— contains Chapters 22 through 45 and covers the ColdFusion features
and language elements that are used by most ColdFusion developers most of the time.
(Chapters 43, 44, and 45 are online.)• Volume 3— contains Chapters 46 through 71 and covers
the more advanced ColdFusion functionality, including extensibility features, as well as security
and management features that will be of interest primarily to those responsible for larger and
more critical applications.These books are designed to serve two different, but complementary,
purposes.First, as the books used by most ColdFusion developers, they are a complete tutorial
covering everything you need to know to harness ColdFusion’s power. As such, the books are
divided into parts, or sections, and each section introduces new topics building on what has
been discussed in prior sections. Ideally, you will work through these sections in order, starting
with ColdFusion basics and then moving on to advanced topics. This is especially true for the
first two books.Second, the books are invaluable desktop references. The appendixes and
accompanying Web site contain reference chapters that will be of use to you while developing
ColdFusion applications. Those reference chapters are cross-referenced to the appropriate
tutorial sections, so that step-by-step information is always readily available to you.The following
describes the contents of Adobe ColdFusion 9 Web Application Construction Kit, Volume 3:
Advanced Application Development.Part IX: Creating High-Availability ApplicationsChapter 46,
“Understanding High Availability,” introduces the basics of high availability, including load
balancing, failover, quality of service (QoS), and clusters.To address scalability and high
availability, it is important to understand how to measure and gauge system performance.
Chapter 47, “Monitoring System Performance,” introduces the monitoring tools provided by the
underlying operating system as well as the powerful ColdFusion Server Monitor and the new
Server Manager tool.Chapter 48, “Scaling with ColdFusion,” analyzes and compares the various
hardware- and software-based scalability solutions available to you, emphasizing the
differences between them and any special issues that need to be addressed as a result.Chapter
49, “Scaling with J2EE,” explores Java 2 Enterprise Edition–based scalability, as well as the
benefits of running ColdFusion on top of this powerful platform.Because session-state
information is usually very server specific, creation of server clusters (or server farms) requires
you to rethink how you manage session information. Chapter 50, “Managing Session State in
Clusters,” teaches you how to manage sessions and session state across clusters when
necessary and how to use J2EE-based session-state management.Chapter 51, “Deploying
Applications,” rounds out Part IX by teaching application deployment techniques and
strategies.Part X: Ensuring SecurityChapter 52, “Understanding Security,” explains security risks
and introduces important security fundamentals, such as encryption, authentication,
authorization, and access control.ColdFusion is managed using the ColdFusion Administrator, a
Web application written in ColdFusion itself. This application must be carefully secured, and
Chapter 53, “Securing the ColdFusion Administrator,” discusses strategies to secure the
application while still ensuring access to those who need it.Chapter 54, “ColdFusion Security
Options,” introduces ColdFusion’s security framework and explains how (and why) to use the



underlying operating system’s security features.Sandboxes allow the creation of virtual security
entities to secure files, directories, data sources, and even CFML elements. Chapter 55,
“Creating Server Sandboxes,” explains in detail how to use the powerful sandbox
feature.Chapter 56, “Security in Shared and Hosted Environments,” tackles the security
concerns unique to shared and hosted servers. Server sandboxes are also explained, along with
databases, remote access, and other important issues.ColdFusion features an Administrator
API, which can be used to build custom ColdFusion Administrative consoles and applications.
Chapter 57, “Using the Administrator API,” introduces this powerful management tool.Part XI:
Extending ColdFusionChapter 58, “Using Server-Side HTTP and FTP,” teaches you how to use
these Internet protocols from within your own code. With the help of these protocols, you can
easily write applications that interact with other servers and services anywhere on the public
Internet and private intranets, and even implement syndication services of your own.ColdFusion
can both create and consume Web services, providing integration with all sorts of systems and
services. Chapter 59, “Creating and Consuming Web Services,” explains what Web services are
and why they are of so much interest.Another popular way to share data is via RSS and ATOM
data feeds. ColdFusion supports both, allowing easy feed creation and consumption. Chapter
60, “Working with Feeds,” explains how to use this functionality in your own applications.Chapter
61, “Interacting with the Operating System,” introduces the powerful and flexible ColdFusion
<cffile> and <cfdirectory> tags. You learn how to create, read, write, and append local files;
manipulate directories; and add file uploading features to your forms. You also learn how to
spawn external applications when necessary, and how to use the virtual file system.Chapter 62,
“Server-Side Printing,” introduces the <cfprint> tag and explains how you can use it to generate
printed output on the ColdFusion server.Chapter 63, “Interacting with Directory Services,” covers
directory services and Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and how to use both of
them simply and easily via the <cfldap> tag.Microsoft Exchange has become a critical tool for
many organizations. ColdFusion features sophisticated Exchange integration, which can be
used to provide calendaring, scheduling, and more within your applications. Chapter 64,
“Integrating with Microsoft Exchange,” explains how to use the ColdFusion Exchange tags to
access the power of Exchange programmatically.Chapter 65, “Integrating with SharePoint and
Portals,” continues the coverage of integration with Microsoft networking and productivity
software with information about how to create portlets with ColdFusion, how to integrate with
SharePoint single sign-on, and more.Chapter 66, “Integrating with .NET,” explains .NET basics
and teaches you how to interact with .NET objects and assemblies.Chapter 67, “Integrating with
Microsoft Office,” continues this discussion with detailed coverage of integration with Microsoft
Office, with special emphasis on spreadsheet file integration.ColdFusion is built on underlying
Java infrastructure. Chapter 68, “Extending ColdFusion with Java,” teaches you how to combine
the strengths of ColdFusion and its Java foundations to leverage the best of both worlds.
Included is coverage of servlets, Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs), and more.ColdFusion exposes
some core functionality via services that can be consumed by other servers and platforms.



Chapter 69, “Exposing ColdFusion Services,” introduces this new services infrastructure and
explains how to use it within your own applications.Although primarily used to power Web
applications, ColdFusion can interact with all sorts of systems and services via gateways. The
ColdFusion gateway engine provides access to sockets, JMS, asynchronous processing, and
more. Chapter 70, “Working with Gateways,” introduces gateway technology and explains how to
use gateways as well as how to create your own.Chapter 71, “Integrating with SMS and IM,”
continues this topic with coverage of three specific gateways: the Short Message Service (SMS)
gateway used to interact with SMS on devices, the Lotus Sametime gateway used to interact
with that instant messaging (IM) technology, and the Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP) gateway used to interact with IM via XMPP.The Web SiteThe book’s
accompanying Web site contains everything you need to start writing ColdFusion applications,
including:• Links to obtain ColdFusion 9• Links to obtain Adobe ColdFusion Builder• Source
code and databases for all the examples in this book• Electronic versions of some chapters• An
errata sheet, should one be required• An online discussion forumThe book Web page is at .And
with that, turn the page and start reading. In no time, you’ll be creating powerful applications
powered by ColdFusion 9.Part 9. Creating High-Availability Applications46 Understanding High
Availability47 Monitoring System Performance48 Scaling with ColdFusion49 Scaling with
J2EE50 Managing Session State in Clusters51 Deploying ApplicationsPart 9. Creating High-
Availability Applications46 Understanding High Availability47 Monitoring System Performance48
Scaling with ColdFusion49 Scaling with J2EE50 Managing Session State in Clusters51
Deploying Applications46 Understanding High Availability47 Monitoring System Performance48
Scaling with ColdFusion49 Scaling with J2EE50 Managing Session State in Clusters51
Deploying ApplicationsChapter 46. Understanding High AvailabilityIN THIS CHAPTERHigh
Availability Explained 4How Do I Know My Server Load? 5High-Availability Plan: Seven Must-
Haves for Building High-Availability Solutions 8Some Truths About Web Hosting 15Active Site
Monitoring 15The Quality-of-Service Guarantee 16What Next? 16If you are reading this book,
chances are your goal is not only to build a rock-solid ColdFusion application, but also to keep
that application running at full speed through active and less-than-active times. At the beginning
of the Internet boom, circa 1996, the Internet consisted of hundreds of pages of information,
mostly published by universities and private individuals. Although these informational Web sites
were important, if one of them was down for maintenance in the middle of the day, or if a Web
server was overutilized on a Friday morning, nobody lost real business because few people
were doing business on the Internet.Those days are over. Businesses, organizations, and even
governments are relying more and more on Internet-related revenue-generating activities such
as selling products and communicating with business partners. Consequently, CIOs and CTOs
alike are demanding better performance and more reliability from their Web sites. They now
expect e-commerce sites to be profitable, making it more important than ever to maintain highly
available Web sites. In today’s terms, downtime means thousands of dollars of lost revenue, and
in some cases security and safety risks.With the advent of broadband Internet connections and



faster personal computers, consumers demand more and more from the Web sites they visit. If
response times do not meet customer expectations, companies run the risk of damaging their
public images. Reliance on the Internet as a tool to conduct business is increasing every day,
and so is our ability to create scalable, stable environments for hosting Web sites.Enter the
concept of high availability. Because today’s Web applications must be available all the time
without exception, and because today’s servers—though highly advanced—are still mechanical
devices, you must put thought and planning into a Web application’s design to ensure its
success. Fortunately, once you have the key pieces in place, a highly available Web application
is often easier to manage than a standard Internet site.The first few chapters of this volume
show how to build a highly available ColdFusion site architecture, understand Web site
performance, and allow the site to expand into the future. ColdFusion 9 is now more scalable,
faster, and more robust than ever and supports architecture based on the latest Java technology
standards (Java 1.6). This chapter gives you an idea of how to ascertain your current level of
availability from within ColdFusion, and makes suggestions for understanding and improving
your Web site’s uptime and strengthening its architecture.High Availability ExplainedHigh
availability refers to your Web application’s capability to respond 99.99 percent of the time. You’ll
achieve this figure, which works out to about one hour of downtime per year, by designing
network architectures and Web applications that eliminate all single points of failure or that have
a high degree of fault tolerance (redundancy at every level within the hosting provider, network,
server, and Web-application architecture).Here’s an example: You have a basic Web site that
contains a single Web server and a single database server. One day a power surge causes a
power supply failure in the Web server, and the site goes down. If that server’s running an e-
commerce site, you might lose business irreparably. However, if you’ve built the site on a cluster
of two or more Web servers, the end user can navigate the site normally and may never know
that any component failure occurred. Ideally, all your servers would remain healthy all the time;
however, that uptime percentage I mentioned earlier does not mean each server will maintain
individual uptimes of 99.99 percent. Rather, this percentage refers to the Web application’s total
uptime as seen by the end user. See Table 46.1, which describes uptime percentage and
downtime per year for an application running continuously 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and
365 days a year.Table 46.1 Uptime Percentage Corresponding to Downtime per YearIn the rest
of this chapter, I’ll give you a conceptual idea of how to consider high availability when you are
planning an application.→ Chapter 47, “Monitoring System Performance,” Chapter 48, “Scaling
with ColdFusion,” Chapter 49, “Scaling with J2EE,” and Chapter 50, “Managing Session State in
Clusters,” will show you how to apply high availability concepts while performance-tuning and
scaling your application.The largest problem many application developers and network
engineers face is knowing precisely when a problem exists. To improve your Web site’s uptime
and stability, first you must think about how to determine the site’s actual availability from a
performance perspective. Most sites crash because of too great a load on the server and
improper performance tuning.How Do I Know My Server Load?The amount of traffic on a Web



server at any given time is called the load. The percentage load is a measure of that Web
server’s utilization.Load and Performance TestingSo, you are ready to launch your Web site.
Before launching any Web application that you anticipate will generate moderate to large
amounts of traffic, you should perform a structured server-load test. This is basically a calculated
simulation of anticipated site traffic during a given period. The load test will assess the optimal
performance of your Web site and help you define the maximum load it can handle. Ascertaining
the maximum load a Web site or service will handle before crashing is called stress
testing.Using a performance-testing package, you can author scripts that generate a given
number of requests during a given period (say, 8 hours) or simulate a given number of users or
sessions. The performance-testing package generates a load on the server by simulating the
click stream of multiple users and then reports the server response times. By gradually
increasing the number of users you’re simulating and monitoring the server response times, you
can project how much traffic will cause your Web server to go down. You can also model
complex behavior such as peak times, sudden traffic spikes, and special conditions (such as
users leaving), allowing you to create very accurate models of real-world system use.Selecting a
load-testing product can sometimes be difficult since there are a wide number of available tools.
These tools range from open source free tools to tools costing tens of thousands of dollars.
Some questions to keep in mind as you select a tool are how often will you use the tool, how
complex are the tests that you need to run, how important is it that you get accurate
performance results, whether you need to accurately simulate network connections, and
whether you need to benchmark other parts of your application besides the application layer
(such as third-party messaging tools or the database). Use these questions to help narrow your
selection; then try a few products before selecting the one that’s right for you. Several packages
the author has used include the following:• WebLoad has an excellent free open source edition
that is the best open source testing tool around (). It also has a commercial version and plug-ins
that support things like Flex and AMF test automation.• Hewlett-Packard offers several options,
including hosted load testing and software such as LoadRunner ().• Keynote provides hosted,
Web-based testing services ().• RadView’s WebLoad software is available at .• Empirix has a
suite of products, including Hammer Test Engine ().• Open STA also offers a free open source
testing tool ().• Microsoft offers a free Web application stress tool ().• Searching the Web with
Yahoo or Google found several sites discussing load testing, including Knowledge Storm, ,
which listed many solutions and information on this subject. Typically, the more expensive
solutions provide more functionality and can simulate more simultaneous users.Here are some
tips for preparing to load-test your Web site. First, compile site-usage statistics using your Web
server’s statistics logs. If your site is new, attempt to estimate usage of your Web site. Estimating
these statistics can be difficult. At the very least, try to estimate the peak number of users and/or
sessions per hour and the most popular route through your site.TipIf you are developing a new
application or site for which you want to do realistic testing, ask around on forums or email lists
for people to share their applications statistics with you. Often organizations with similar sites will



be happy to share at least some general statistics that will help you get an idea of what numbers
to use in your testing.These are some of the most important usage statistics for your Web site:•
Average number of users and/or sessions per hour• Peak number of users and/or sessions per
hour• Most popular path through site based on analyzed traffic or real-use cases• Most CPU-
intensive Web pages or activities (such as logging in to the Web site, or performing database-
intensive activity such as running queries and inputting large amounts of information)• Most
requested page(s) and top entry page(s)• Average length of stay on site• Most popular
connection speeds used by visitors (56 Kbps, DSL or cable, T1, and so forth)• Average
response time or latency for pages• CPU usage and other performance-monitoring
statisticsAfter gathering your statistics or estimates, prepare test scripts and parameters. Test
scripts simulate traffic patterns and usage throughout the site, and parameters set expectations
for site performance.A typical test script might include an area where users log in to the site and
post information. The test script would simulate how users browse, log in, and post information
on the site. For an e-commerce site, the test script might simulate users browsing for products,
adding items to a shopping cart, and checking out.NoteUsers do not always browse your site the
way you want them to, so you may need to develop your test scripts to reflect this. One way to do
this is simply to record real users or to once again mine your logs for information about what
paths users follow and the average amount of time users spend on specific pages or
actions.The site’s login sequence, shopping cart, and user checkout all query the database
server. Including these sections of the site in the performance test is essential to ascertaining
the Web server’s response time when making requests to the database server.In general you
want to make sure you cover these parameters in your test scripts:• Maximum number of users
and/or sessions to simulate (if your Web site’s peak number of users is, say, 500 per hour, you
may want to test it for 1,000 users per hour to ensure that your site will not crash during peak
usage)• Length of sessions (each user stays on your site for an average of 5 minutes)• Length of
the test (usually a minimum 1-hour test with at least a 20- to 30-minute “smoke” test before you
start your real testing)• Ramp-up times (adding users and/or sessions gradually and
sporadically to simulate real Web traffic)• Connection speed mix (majority of test users will
access the site over a 56 Kbps connection; others will access over DSL or cable
connections)Now it is time to prepare your Web site for the load test. First, deploy a good copy
of your application to your testing server, or to the production server if the site is not live. It is best
to use a server that exactly reflects your production environment thus accurately reflecting your
live Web site’s performance. Second, turn on performance-monitoring tools. Third, perform the
load test.TipNever load-test your site on your production servers if your application is live. You
don’t want to crash your own Web site!Assessing the results of the load test will provide valuable
information pertaining to the Web site’s performance and bottlenecks. Most load-testing
software provides statistics on users and/or sessions attempted per hour, concurrent users and/
or sessions per minute, page latency or response time per hour, and errors encountered. The
concurrent users and session statistics will indicate your Web site’s peak performance



capability.NoteOften called response time, latency is the delay experienced between the
moment when a request is made to the server and the point at which the user can view the
page.If you run your performance test and notice that you have immediate problems with site
response under very little simulated traffic, you have a bottleneck that requires examination.
Typical bottlenecks for Web servers include CPU, memory, network, other servers (such as the
database server), and code. Identifying and correcting bottlenecks before launching the site will
help to avoid frustration and extra expense after launch.Chapter 47 includes more detail on how
to monitor and understand the performance of your Web servers, identify bottlenecks, and tune
servers to run efficiently. Inability to handle the load is one of the most common causes for site
failure, so knowing what to expect beforehand will put you ahead of the game.NoteWhen
configuring your Web and database servers, pay specific attention to any extra, nonessential
software you load on each server. Even software as simple as an enterprise-monitoring agent or
an antivirus program can have an impact on your server’s performance.High-Availability Plan:
Seven Must-Haves for Building High-Availability SolutionsYou have seen all the monitoring
reports, and you have responded to the ColdFusion alarms. You now have the information you
need to start building a plan. Start by looking at the failure points.Once you have a good idea of
how much traffic your servers can take, it’s time to start building a plan to solidify the availability
of your site and achieve that 99.99 percentile. The following action items are the most important
considerations to ensure that your site will be up, available, and free of single points of failure
that can dead-end site traffic:• Implement a load-balanced Web server cluster to make server
downtime invisible.• Choose a network host that offers circuit redundancy.• Install a correctly
configured firewall to protect against unwanted visitors.• Use RAID Level 5 on database
servers.• Implement a backup and recovery strategy and process.• Calculate a level of risk that
is both business-smart and cost-effective.• Choose fault tolerance systems to reduce failure
points.The following sections describe each of these items in detail.Implement a Load-Balanced
Web-Server ClusterThe easiest and most effective way to make server downtime invisible and
increase the availability of any site is to provide load balancing and failover for a Web server
cluster. Use of load balancing devices allows the system to distribute traffic load evenly among
all systems in your cluster, ensuring that no single server becomes unavailable due to intense
load. Failover specifically applies when a server in your cluster becomes unresponsive due to a
disaster such as software or hardware failure. Having a failover system allows your cluster to
switch to backup hardware, seamlessly shifting traffic—for example, from the main database
server to a backup database server.Load balancing and failover accomplish two goals:•
Maximize server efficiency by balancing Web traffic between servers• Redirect traffic from
nonresponsive Web servers, allowing server failures to go unnoticed by the end user (this is the
failover)Load balancing technology comes in three flavors:• Software-based• Hardware-based•
Combination software and hardwareSoftware-Based Load BalancingAdobe’s ColdFusion 9
Enterprise server includes the capability to cluster multiple instances of ColdFusion (described
in Chapter 48). This capability allows you to use ColdFusion clustering for failover or as a



software-based load balancer. Software-based load balancers communicate on the network
level and maintain a heartbeat with other servers in the cluster to identify server health. If a
server in the cluster fails to respond to the heartbeat, the server fails over—that is, traffic is
redirected away from the affected server.A number of open source and free open source
software load balancing solutions are available, especially for Linux (). However, software-based
load balancing is usually only good for smaller systems, because at some point the software
used to load-balance a cluster may begin to affect the cluster’s performance. This occurs
because each machine has to spend some of its available resources running the clustering
software, as well as sending and receiving information over the wire to determine which
machines are running and busy, so that the software can decide where to route traffic. Hardware-
based solutions are usually faster and much more reliable, and offer a number of features not
included in software solutions.NoteServer heartbeat is defined as continual communication of a
server’s status to all other servers within the cluster and/or the load balancing software or
device.Hardware-Based Load BalancingCisco’s LocalDirector and F5’s BigIP series use a
server-based architecture to load-balance in front of the Web server cluster. Each server-based
load balancer works differently. Hardware-based load balancers are more efficient (and more
costly) than software-based ones because they actively monitor each connection to each server
in the cluster (rather than relying on the servers to manage their own connections and balance
the load). The hardware load balancer contains the virtual address of the site (usually the name)
and redirects traffic to each of the servers in the cluster according to a predefined algorithm
(such as round robin or least connections). When the load balancer determines that a server is
nonresponsive or is displaying bad content, the load balancer removes that server from the
cluster.Hardware load balancers are a better choice for high-traffic sites because they offload
the cluster-management overhead onto a dedicated machine. In addition, they are more flexible
when it comes to things like managing persistent (sticky) sessions and filtering traffic. It is
generally best practice with any load balancing system (hardware or software) to make sure
there is some redundancy. By configuring two hardware load balancers in tandem, you can set
one to fail over in case the other goes down, thus eliminating the single point of failure inherent
in placing a single server in front of your Web cluster. Figure 46.1 demonstrates how a hardware
load balancer handles site traffic.Figure 46.1 Typical hardware load-balancing
configuration.NoteHardware load balancers are in general so cheap in relationship to what they
offer that it is almost always better to use a hardware load balancer rather than a software load
balancer, especially if you are using more than two machines.Combination Software and
Hardware Load BalancingUsing ColdFusion 9’s clustering in tandem with a hardware load
balancer, you can combine the monitoring and reporting capabilities of ColdFusion 9 with the
cluster-management features of a hardware load balancer. ColdFusion can also supply
redundancy if the hardware load balancer fails.Choose a Network Provider with Circuit
RedundancyWhen most users type a Web address into their browser, they do not realize that
data can go through 10 to 15 stops en route to the destination Web server. These stops (called



hops) can be local routers, switches, or large peering points where multiple network circuits
meet. The Internet really is similar to a superhighway, and like any congested highway, it’s prone
to traffic jams (called latency). As far as your users are concerned, your site is down if there are
any problems along the route to your site, even if your ColdFusion servers are still alive and
ready to deliver content. Imagine that you are driving along the freeway on a Monday morning
and it becomes congested. Knowing an alternate route will allow you to move around the
congestion and resume your prior course. Hosting your Web applications on a redundant
network allows them to skirt traffic problems in a similar fashion.Always choose a hosting
provider that can implement redundant network circuits (preferably two major Tier 1 upstream
providers such as AT&T, Global Crossing, Level 3, or Sprint). Many hosting providers have
multiple circuits from multiple providers configured with Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). A BGP
configuration enables edge routers linked to the Internet to maintain connectivity in the event
one of the upstream providers fails. Without some form of network redundancy, you’re at the
mercy of a single network provider when it comes to fixing the problem.For sites with truly
massive traffic and to guarantee best performance, many organizations (such as eBay) opt for
geographic redundancy. This involves creating clusters of duplicate systems that service users
within designated regions, to guarantee availability as well as the fastest possible network
performance. These configurations are complex and expensive to set up and run, but
companies such as Cisco are now making products that midsized businesses can afford for
establishing geographically distributed systems. When you need the best performance and
availability, you may want to consider geographic redundancy and load balancing which is
sometimes also called global load balancing.NoteIf you are hosting your Web application in-
house, make sure you have a backup circuit to a network provider, in case the primary circuit
becomes over-utilized or unavailable. Also, make sure you’ve got a tested action plan in place to
reroute traffic if necessary.Install a FirewallEvery day, Internet hackers attack both popular and
unpopular Web sites. In fact, most hackers don’t target a particular site intentionally, but rather
look for any vulnerable site they can use as a launching point for malicious activity. Web servers
deliver information on specific ports (for example, HTTP traffic is delivered on port 80 and SSL
on 443), and generally listen for connections on those ports (although you can run Web traffic on
a different port if you wish). Hackers examine sites on the Internet using any number of freely
available port-scanning utilities. These utilities do exactly what their name suggests: They scan
points on the Internet for open ports that hackers can exploit. The best practice is to implement a
front-end firewall solution, and then, if possible, place another firewall between the front-end
Web servers and the database servers.Firewalls accomplish two tasks:• Mitigate downtime risk
by examining all incoming packets, allowing only necessary traffic to reach front-end Web
servers.• Protect database and integration servers against unauthorized Internet access by
allowing only communication directly from front-end Web servers.Note() has a free port-
scanning utility that runs from the Web, letting you know which open ports are running on your
server. Although the site is geared toward DSL and cable users, anyone can use the port



scan.You can build an efficient and inexpensive firewall solution using Linux’s ipchains package.
Red Hat Linux, for example, uses GNOME Lokkit for constructing basic ipchains networking
rules. To configure specific firewall rules, however, use iptables in Red Hat (see ). For better
security, the most commonly implemented front-end firewall solutions include Cisco’s PIX
Firewall (), Netscreen’s Firewall (), and Checkpoint’s Firewall-1 (). You must ensure that your
firewall is secure as well. This means you should not run any other services on the firewall
except those that are absolutely necessary.Most vendors, including Cisco, sell load-balancing
switches with built-in firewalls. The best thing to do is create a list of desired capabilities and
establish a budget; then contact several vendors for quotes on affordable solutions that will meet
your needs and restrictions. Be aware, too, that many modern firewall tools offer features other
than port blocking. Many provide intrusion detection, intrusion alerts, blocking denial-of-service
attacks, and much more.Having a central firewall through a front-end system like the Cisco’s is a
good thing, but it can lead to a false sense of security as your network is “crunchy on the
outside, and soft in the middle,” meaning that if someone can get past the firewall and
compromise a machine, then that person can attack with impunity because behind the firewall,
all the servers can talk to each other.To prevent this scenario, most modern OSs come with
software firewalls. Local software firewalls ensure maximum security.NoteIf you really cannot
implement a front-end firewall solution when setting up your system, make sure you know
exactly what ports and services are open on your system. Do not install services you won’t use,
and survey those you do use to make sure they’re necessary.Use RAID Level 5 on Database
ServersAlthough you can build a database cluster in addition to your Web server cluster,
database clusters are more complex to manage and might be impractical, depending on the size
of your Web application, for your specific organization. If you have the resources for only a single
database server, ensure that it is in a RAID Level 5 configuration. RAID (Redundant Array of
Inexpensive Disks) stripes data across a number of disks rather than one, while reserving a
separate disk to maintain CRC error checking.TipAlways give your transaction logs the best-
performing volumes in the disk array. In any busy online transaction processing (OLTP) system,
the transaction logs endure the most input/output (IO).Disks in a RAID array are SCSI hot-
swappable. If one disk in an array fails, you can substitute another in its place without affecting
the server’s availability. Additionally, it is a good idea to replicate your database at regular
intervals to another database server.Another option is to use a storage area network (SAN),
which is essentially a series of hard drives, allowing massive amounts of storage. SANs are
highly fault tolerant and robust and allow you to not only boot multiple systems from them, but
when so configured, they allow you to restore and recover a database from them in the event of
a disaster scenario. One effective and relatively cheap way of adding a higher level of availability
to your database layer is to use two database servers, where one is a live server that replicates
the database to a SAN, and the other is a hot failover server that reads from the SAN if the
primary, live server fails. This configuration provides a high level of redundancy as well as simple
failover without the cost of expensive hardware, software, and database cluster management.



Still, your best option is to have multiple clustered databases if you can afford it.Calculate
Acceptable RiskThere is always a trade-off between cost and fault tolerance. Some
organizations utilize two or three Web servers configured in a cluster with a single, “strong” non-
clustered database server. The database server has redundant CPUs, power supplies, disk
drives, disk and RAID controllers, and network connections. This offers a good degree of
availability without the additional cost of a second database server and clustering technology.
Implementing a network-based tape backup strategy is another effective, cost-saving alternative
and should be part of any disaster recovery plan.Although these are reasonable risk-
management approaches for some, they will be insufficient for those who need 99.999 or even
100 percent uptime. For organizations needing absolute availability, the costs and complexity of
creating and managing such systems rapidly increase. If you can afford to lose a few hours or
days worth of data, a simple web cluster without a database cluster is more than
reasonable.Only your budget limits the amount of redundancy you can incorporate into your
system architecture. In other words, analyze your needs and plan accordingly. Any hardware can
fail for virtually any reason. It is always best when arranging high availability to imagine the worst
disaster and then plan based on that.Redundant Server Components vs. Commodity
ComputingIt is recommended that you implement a fault-tolerant configuration with redundancy
at every level, in order to achieve better than 99.9 percent uptime for a Web application. Most
server manufacturers offer dual or triple power supplies, cooling fans, and so on in their server
configurations. Choose redundant power supplies to keep servers operating in case of power
supply failures. In addition, ensure that you have an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) that will
power the server for a limited time in case of total power failure. Most major co-location facilities
will also have their own backup generators in case of major power outages—another important
consideration. In many server lines, the very low-end servers do not offer the capability to add
any of these options.Another popular approach (at Google, for instance) is to have lots of very
cheap redundant servers instead of lots of redundant components. Often this arrangement is far
less expensive and easier to manage—especially with recent super-low-cost blade computers—
than maintaining high-end, massively redundant servers. This approach is gaining in popularity
and is a major part of the emerging “grid” computing paradigm being pushed by IBM, Oracle, HP,
Dell, Microsoft, and other major vendors.Figure 46.2 shows a standard, highly available
application design, including clustered Web servers, clustered database servers, Network Array
Storage (NAS), redundant switches and routers, and redundant firewalls.Figure 46.2 Basic high-
availability site design.Disaster PlanningDisaster planning and recovery processes are critical
when designing and developing a high-availability system, but for some reason these needs are
rarely adequately addressed. Unless your data, code, application, and hardware are not
important to you, the first thing and last thing to consider is what to do when everything goes
wrong. Making your system redundant and having offsite backup to prevent loss of data is not
enough. Recovering from a disaster may involve rebuilding servers, applying specific patches,
making tuning and configuration changes, preventing sensitive data from being exposed, as well



as validating and “scrubbing” data.Recovering from a disaster, especially one of a large
magnitude, can be a daunting affair if you have not clearly and systematically addressed the
recovery process. Here are some excellent resources for coming to grips with disaster recovery
and planning:• Disaster Recovery Journal ()• Disaster Resources ()• A simple Google search
will reveal a wealth of tutorials, papers, and actual plans from various organizations that you can
reuse to suit your specific needs.NoteRecent laws such as Sarbanes-Oxley require
organizations of a certain size to have disaster recovery plans.When you have a plan, test it.
Restore backups to make sure they work. If you aren’t in production yet, yank out power cords
and network cables. An untested environment or plan has weaknesses that you haven’t
discovered yet.Some Truths About Web HostingWeb site performance and availability depend
as much on who hosts the site and where it’s hosted as on brilliant coding. In the last few years,
hundreds of businesses have sprouted up that offer inexpensive Web hosting, but many of them
do not guarantee uptime or specific service levels. When you’re designing a new Web
application, you should consider the hosting question in the early design stages.For a highly
available Web site, the choice of host is important. The host can provide many features,
including Internet connectivity, redundant power, backup generators, disaster recovery, on-
demand bandwidth, and managed services that guarantee a 99.99 percent or greater uptime.
An uptime percentage of 99.99 translates to roughly an hour of downtime per year. Choose a
hosting provider that will not only guarantee this uptime but also provide some sort of reparation
to you in the event that the provider fails to meet this agreement.NoteAlways choose a hosting
provider that can implement an explicit service-level agreement (SLA) indicating how responsive
they will be in the event of every type of site outage. Without an SLA, it’s not clear whether you or
the hosting provider is responsible for recovering your application during a site outage.Active
Site MonitoringColdFusion 9 provides greatly enhanced information for monitoring site
availability. But to get a true idea of how your site looks to the outside world, you should set up
an active monitoring tool using another software product to collect information from outside your
network. Most good ISPs and hosting providers offer some type of monitoring service, such as
SolarWinds’ ipMonitor ().If you are working on your own, however, I recommend using Hewlett-
Packard SiteScope, which provides a graphical dashboard of information enabling you to track
and report server and site availability over days, weeks, and months. An evaluation copy of
SiteScope is available from .These types of reporting features are essential when you’re
analyzing trends to create a high-availability plan for your Web application.TipJust seeing if you
can open port 80 isn’t enough—you need to implement more sophisticated server monitoring.
Test for Web server health by checking specific URLs and looking for validation strings in
returned Web pages.Several other packages operate similarly to SiteScope and run on
Windows, Solaris, and Linux platforms. If you are not keen on setting up and managing your own
monitoring station, a few services, such as Keynote’s Performance Management Solution (), will
monitor your site from locations around the globe. Information received from your monitoring tool
and these services is essential in determining and assessing availability. If your site is down due



to network latency or other Internet-related issues, comparing the data produced by multiple
monitoring tools or outside sources located in different locations will let you know which users
couldn’t get to your site. If you notice that one network provider is consistently slow or is not
meeting its uptime agreement, you should reevaluate your use of that provider.The Quality-of-
Service GuaranteeFor high-bandwidth network transmissions, quality of service (QoS) is the
idea that a network provider can predetermine and guarantee transmission rates and network
quality for a client. Clients can choose a certain QoS bandwidth guarantee from a network
provider, and the network will prioritize packet transmissions for that client based on a
predetermined service level through the use of the Resource Reservation Protocol. This type of
guarantee has become essential with the growing popularity of streaming-video multicasts. A
client who plans to broadcast a high-bandwidth event at a specific date and time can contact the
service provider and order the appropriate bandwidth reservation to get prioritized delivery of
packets during that reservation period.Another possible QoS guarantee may ensure 99.999
percent availability of the internal local network, individual server uptime of 99.9 percent, and
clustered server uptime of 99.99 percent. The QoS guarantee ensures that your site won’t be
inaccessible at a critical time.What Next?So where do we go from here? You now have a good
background in understanding high availability and its benefits for your Web site. How do you
implement it using ColdFusion, you ask? Chapters 47 through 51 of this book discuss various
aspects of monitoring system performance, scaling with ColdFusion, and managing session
state in a cluster. Understanding all these topics will aid you in building a highly available Web
site running ColdFusion.Chapter 46. Understanding High AvailabilityIN THIS CHAPTERHigh
Availability Explained 4How Do I Know My Server Load? 5High-Availability Plan: Seven Must-
Haves for Building High-Availability Solutions 8Some Truths About Web Hosting 15Active Site
Monitoring 15The Quality-of-Service Guarantee 16What Next? 16IN THIS CHAPTERHigh
Availability Explained 4How Do I Know My Server Load? 5High-Availability Plan: Seven Must-
Haves for Building High-Availability Solutions 8Some Truths About Web Hosting 15Active Site
Monitoring 15The Quality-of-Service Guarantee 16What Next? 16If you are reading this book,
chances are your goal is not only to build a rock-solid ColdFusion application, but also to keep
that application running at full speed through active and less-than-active times. At the beginning
of the Internet boom, circa 1996, the Internet consisted of hundreds of pages of information,
mostly published by universities and private individuals. Although these informational Web sites
were important, if one of them was down for maintenance in the middle of the day, or if a Web
server was overutilized on a Friday morning, nobody lost real business because few people
were doing business on the Internet.Those days are over. Businesses, organizations, and even
governments are relying more and more on Internet-related revenue-generating activities such
as selling products and communicating with business partners. Consequently, CIOs and CTOs
alike are demanding better performance and more reliability from their Web sites. They now
expect e-commerce sites to be profitable, making it more important than ever to maintain highly
available Web sites. In today’s terms, downtime means thousands of dollars of lost revenue, and



in some cases security and safety risks.With the advent of broadband Internet connections and
faster personal computers, consumers demand more and more from the Web sites they visit. If
response times do not meet customer expectations, companies run the risk of damaging their
public images. Reliance on the Internet as a tool to conduct business is increasing every day,
and so is our ability to create scalable, stable environments for hosting Web sites.Enter the
concept of high availability. Because today’s Web applications must be available all the time
without exception, and because today’s servers—though highly advanced—are still mechanical
devices, you must put thought and planning into a Web application’s design to ensure its
success. Fortunately, once you have the key pieces in place, a highly available Web application
is often easier to manage than a standard Internet site.The first few chapters of this volume
show how to build a highly available ColdFusion site architecture, understand Web site
performance, and allow the site to expand into the future. ColdFusion 9 is now more scalable,
faster, and more robust than ever and supports architecture based on the latest Java technology
standards (Java 1.6). This chapter gives you an idea of how to ascertain your current level of
availability from within ColdFusion, and makes suggestions for understanding and improving
your Web site’s uptime and strengthening its architecture.High Availability ExplainedHigh
availability refers to your Web application’s capability to respond 99.99 percent of the time. You’ll
achieve this figure, which works out to about one hour of downtime per year, by designing
network architectures and Web applications that eliminate all single points of failure or that have
a high degree of fault tolerance (redundancy at every level within the hosting provider, network,
server, and Web-application architecture).Here’s an example: You have a basic Web site that
contains a single Web server and a single database server. One day a power surge causes a
power supply failure in the Web server, and the site goes down. If that server’s running an e-
commerce site, you might lose business irreparably. However, if you’ve built the site on a cluster
of two or more Web servers, the end user can navigate the site normally and may never know
that any component failure occurred. Ideally, all your servers would remain healthy all the time;
however, that uptime percentage I mentioned earlier does not mean each server will maintain
individual uptimes of 99.99 percent. Rather, this percentage refers to the Web application’s total
uptime as seen by the end user. See Table 46.1, which describes uptime percentage and
downtime per year for an application running continuously 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and
365 days a year.Table 46.1 Uptime Percentage Corresponding to Downtime per YearIn the rest
of this chapter, I’ll give you a conceptual idea of how to consider high availability when you are
planning an application.→ Chapter 47, “Monitoring System Performance,” Chapter 48, “Scaling
with ColdFusion,” Chapter 49, “Scaling with J2EE,” and Chapter 50, “Managing Session State in
Clusters,” will show you how to apply high availability concepts while performance-tuning and
scaling your application.The largest problem many application developers and network
engineers face is knowing precisely when a problem exists. To improve your Web site’s uptime
and stability, first you must think about how to determine the site’s actual availability from a
performance perspective. Most sites crash because of too great a load on the server and



improper performance tuning.How Do I Know My Server Load?The amount of traffic on a Web
server at any given time is called the load. The percentage load is a measure of that Web
server’s utilization.Load and Performance TestingSo, you are ready to launch your Web site.
Before launching any Web application that you anticipate will generate moderate to large
amounts of traffic, you should perform a structured server-load test. This is basically a calculated
simulation of anticipated site traffic during a given period. The load test will assess the optimal
performance of your Web site and help you define the maximum load it can handle. Ascertaining
the maximum load a Web site or service will handle before crashing is called stress
testing.Using a performance-testing package, you can author scripts that generate a given
number of requests during a given period (say, 8 hours) or simulate a given number of users or
sessions. The performance-testing package generates a load on the server by simulating the
click stream of multiple users and then reports the server response times. By gradually
increasing the number of users you’re simulating and monitoring the server response times, you
can project how much traffic will cause your Web server to go down. You can also model
complex behavior such as peak times, sudden traffic spikes, and special conditions (such as
users leaving), allowing you to create very accurate models of real-world system use.Selecting a
load-testing product can sometimes be difficult since there are a wide number of available tools.
These tools range from open source free tools to tools costing tens of thousands of dollars.
Some questions to keep in mind as you select a tool are how often will you use the tool, how
complex are the tests that you need to run, how important is it that you get accurate
performance results, whether you need to accurately simulate network connections, and
whether you need to benchmark other parts of your application besides the application layer
(such as third-party messaging tools or the database). Use these questions to help narrow your
selection; then try a few products before selecting the one that’s right for you. Several packages
the author has used include the following:• WebLoad has an excellent free open source edition
that is the best open source testing tool around (). It also has a commercial version and plug-ins
that support things like Flex and AMF test automation.• Hewlett-Packard offers several options,
including hosted load testing and software such as LoadRunner ().• Keynote provides hosted,
Web-based testing services ().• RadView’s WebLoad software is available at .• Empirix has a
suite of products, including Hammer Test Engine ().• Open STA also offers a free open source
testing tool ().• Microsoft offers a free Web application stress tool ().• Searching the Web with
Yahoo or Google found several sites discussing load testing, including Knowledge Storm, ,
which listed many solutions and information on this subject. Typically, the more expensive
solutions provide more functionality and can simulate more simultaneous users.Here are some
tips for preparing to load-test your Web site. First, compile site-usage statistics using your Web
server’s statistics logs. If your site is new, attempt to estimate usage of your Web site. Estimating
these statistics can be difficult. At the very least, try to estimate the peak number of users and/or
sessions per hour and the most popular route through your site.TipIf you are developing a new
application or site for which you want to do realistic testing, ask around on forums or email lists



for people to share their applications statistics with you. Often organizations with similar sites will
be happy to share at least some general statistics that will help you get an idea of what numbers
to use in your testing.TipIf you are developing a new application or site for which you want to do
realistic testing, ask around on forums or email lists for people to share their applications
statistics with you. Often organizations with similar sites will be happy to share at least some
general statistics that will help you get an idea of what numbers to use in your testing.These are
some of the most important usage statistics for your Web site:• Average number of users and/or
sessions per hour• Peak number of users and/or sessions per hour• Most popular path through
site based on analyzed traffic or real-use cases• Most CPU-intensive Web pages or activities
(such as logging in to the Web site, or performing database-intensive activity such as running
queries and inputting large amounts of information)• Most requested page(s) and top entry
page(s)• Average length of stay on site• Most popular connection speeds used by visitors (56
Kbps, DSL or cable, T1, and so forth)• Average response time or latency for pages• CPU usage
and other performance-monitoring statisticsAfter gathering your statistics or estimates, prepare
test scripts and parameters. Test scripts simulate traffic patterns and usage throughout the site,
and parameters set expectations for site performance.A typical test script might include an area
where users log in to the site and post information. The test script would simulate how users
browse, log in, and post information on the site. For an e-commerce site, the test script might
simulate users browsing for products, adding items to a shopping cart, and checking
out.NoteUsers do not always browse your site the way you want them to, so you may need to
develop your test scripts to reflect this. One way to do this is simply to record real users or to
once again mine your logs for information about what paths users follow and the average
amount of time users spend on specific pages or actions.NoteUsers do not always browse your
site the way you want them to, so you may need to develop your test scripts to reflect this. One
way to do this is simply to record real users or to once again mine your logs for information about
what paths users follow and the average amount of time users spend on specific pages or
actions.The site’s login sequence, shopping cart, and user checkout all query the database
server. Including these sections of the site in the performance test is essential to ascertaining
the Web server’s response time when making requests to the database server.In general you
want to make sure you cover these parameters in your test scripts:• Maximum number of users
and/or sessions to simulate (if your Web site’s peak number of users is, say, 500 per hour, you
may want to test it for 1,000 users per hour to ensure that your site will not crash during peak
usage)• Length of sessions (each user stays on your site for an average of 5 minutes)• Length of
the test (usually a minimum 1-hour test with at least a 20- to 30-minute “smoke” test before you
start your real testing)• Ramp-up times (adding users and/or sessions gradually and
sporadically to simulate real Web traffic)• Connection speed mix (majority of test users will
access the site over a 56 Kbps connection; others will access over DSL or cable
connections)Now it is time to prepare your Web site for the load test. First, deploy a good copy
of your application to your testing server, or to the production server if the site is not live. It is best



to use a server that exactly reflects your production environment thus accurately reflecting your
live Web site’s performance. Second, turn on performance-monitoring tools. Third, perform the
load test.TipNever load-test your site on your production servers if your application is live. You
don’t want to crash your own Web site!TipNever load-test your site on your production servers if
your application is live. You don’t want to crash your own Web site!Assessing the results of the
load test will provide valuable information pertaining to the Web site’s performance and
bottlenecks. Most load-testing software provides statistics on users and/or sessions attempted
per hour, concurrent users and/or sessions per minute, page latency or response time per hour,
and errors encountered. The concurrent users and session statistics will indicate your Web site’s
peak performance capability.NoteOften called response time, latency is the delay experienced
between the moment when a request is made to the server and the point at which the user can
view the page.NoteOften called response time, latency is the delay experienced between the
moment when a request is made to the server and the point at which the user can view the
page.If you run your performance test and notice that you have immediate problems with site
response under very little simulated traffic, you have a bottleneck that requires examination.
Typical bottlenecks for Web servers include CPU, memory, network, other servers (such as the
database server), and code. Identifying and correcting bottlenecks before launching the site will
help to avoid frustration and extra expense after launch.Chapter 47 includes more detail on how
to monitor and understand the performance of your Web servers, identify bottlenecks, and tune
servers to run efficiently. Inability to handle the load is one of the most common causes for site
failure, so knowing what to expect beforehand will put you ahead of the game.NoteWhen
configuring your Web and database servers, pay specific attention to any extra, nonessential
software you load on each server. Even software as simple as an enterprise-monitoring agent or
an antivirus program can have an impact on your server’s performance.NoteWhen configuring
your Web and database servers, pay specific attention to any extra, nonessential software you
load on each server. Even software as simple as an enterprise-monitoring agent or an antivirus
program can have an impact on your server’s performance.High-Availability Plan: Seven Must-
Haves for Building High-Availability SolutionsYou have seen all the monitoring reports, and you
have responded to the ColdFusion alarms. You now have the information you need to start
building a plan. Start by looking at the failure points.Once you have a good idea of how much
traffic your servers can take, it’s time to start building a plan to solidify the availability of your site
and achieve that 99.99 percentile. The following action items are the most important
considerations to ensure that your site will be up, available, and free of single points of failure
that can dead-end site traffic:• Implement a load-balanced Web server cluster to make server
downtime invisible.• Choose a network host that offers circuit redundancy.• Install a correctly
configured firewall to protect against unwanted visitors.• Use RAID Level 5 on database
servers.• Implement a backup and recovery strategy and process.• Calculate a level of risk that
is both business-smart and cost-effective.• Choose fault tolerance systems to reduce failure
points.The following sections describe each of these items in detail.Implement a Load-Balanced



Web-Server ClusterThe easiest and most effective way to make server downtime invisible and
increase the availability of any site is to provide load balancing and failover for a Web server
cluster. Use of load balancing devices allows the system to distribute traffic load evenly among
all systems in your cluster, ensuring that no single server becomes unavailable due to intense
load. Failover specifically applies when a server in your cluster becomes unresponsive due to a
disaster such as software or hardware failure. Having a failover system allows your cluster to
switch to backup hardware, seamlessly shifting traffic—for example, from the main database
server to a backup database server.Load balancing and failover accomplish two goals:•
Maximize server efficiency by balancing Web traffic between servers• Redirect traffic from
nonresponsive Web servers, allowing server failures to go unnoticed by the end user (this is the
failover)Load balancing technology comes in three flavors:• Software-based• Hardware-based•
Combination software and hardwareSoftware-Based Load BalancingAdobe’s ColdFusion 9
Enterprise server includes the capability to cluster multiple instances of ColdFusion (described
in Chapter 48). This capability allows you to use ColdFusion clustering for failover or as a
software-based load balancer. Software-based load balancers communicate on the network
level and maintain a heartbeat with other servers in the cluster to identify server health. If a
server in the cluster fails to respond to the heartbeat, the server fails over—that is, traffic is
redirected away from the affected server.A number of open source and free open source
software load balancing solutions are available, especially for Linux (). However, software-based
load balancing is usually only good for smaller systems, because at some point the software
used to load-balance a cluster may begin to affect the cluster’s performance. This occurs
because each machine has to spend some of its available resources running the clustering
software, as well as sending and receiving information over the wire to determine which
machines are running and busy, so that the software can decide where to route traffic. Hardware-
based solutions are usually faster and much more reliable, and offer a number of features not
included in software solutions.NoteServer heartbeat is defined as continual communication of a
server’s status to all other servers within the cluster and/or the load balancing software or
device.NoteServer heartbeat is defined as continual communication of a server’s status to all
other servers within the cluster and/or the load balancing software or device.Hardware-Based
Load BalancingCisco’s LocalDirector and F5’s BigIP series use a server-based architecture to
load-balance in front of the Web server cluster. Each server-based load balancer works
differently. Hardware-based load balancers are more efficient (and more costly) than software-
based ones because they actively monitor each connection to each server in the cluster (rather
than relying on the servers to manage their own connections and balance the load). The
hardware load balancer contains the virtual address of the site (usually the name) and redirects
traffic to each of the servers in the cluster according to a predefined algorithm (such as round
robin or least connections). When the load balancer determines that a server is nonresponsive
or is displaying bad content, the load balancer removes that server from the cluster.Hardware
load balancers are a better choice for high-traffic sites because they offload the cluster-



management overhead onto a dedicated machine. In addition, they are more flexible when it
comes to things like managing persistent (sticky) sessions and filtering traffic. It is generally best
practice with any load balancing system (hardware or software) to make sure there is some
redundancy. By configuring two hardware load balancers in tandem, you can set one to fail over
in case the other goes down, thus eliminating the single point of failure inherent in placing a
single server in front of your Web cluster. Figure 46.1 demonstrates how a hardware load
balancer handles site traffic.Figure 46.1 Typical hardware load-balancing
configuration.NoteHardware load balancers are in general so cheap in relationship to what they
offer that it is almost always better to use a hardware load balancer rather than a software load
balancer, especially if you are using more than two machines.NoteHardware load balancers are
in general so cheap in relationship to what they offer that it is almost always better to use a
hardware load balancer rather than a software load balancer, especially if you are using more
than two machines.Combination Software and Hardware Load BalancingUsing ColdFusion 9’s
clustering in tandem with a hardware load balancer, you can combine the monitoring and
reporting capabilities of ColdFusion 9 with the cluster-management features of a hardware load
balancer. ColdFusion can also supply redundancy if the hardware load balancer fails.Choose a
Network Provider with Circuit RedundancyWhen most users type a Web address into their
browser, they do not realize that data can go through 10 to 15 stops en route to the destination
Web server. These stops (called hops) can be local routers, switches, or large peering points
where multiple network circuits meet. The Internet really is similar to a superhighway, and like
any congested highway, it’s prone to traffic jams (called latency). As far as your users are
concerned, your site is down if there are any problems along the route to your site, even if your
ColdFusion servers are still alive and ready to deliver content. Imagine that you are driving along
the freeway on a Monday morning and it becomes congested. Knowing an alternate route will
allow you to move around the congestion and resume your prior course. Hosting your Web
applications on a redundant network allows them to skirt traffic problems in a similar
fashion.Always choose a hosting provider that can implement redundant network circuits
(preferably two major Tier 1 upstream providers such as AT&T, Global Crossing, Level 3, or
Sprint). Many hosting providers have multiple circuits from multiple providers configured with
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). A BGP configuration enables edge routers linked to the
Internet to maintain connectivity in the event one of the upstream providers fails. Without some
form of network redundancy, you’re at the mercy of a single network provider when it comes to
fixing the problem.For sites with truly massive traffic and to guarantee best performance, many
organizations (such as eBay) opt for geographic redundancy. This involves creating clusters of
duplicate systems that service users within designated regions, to guarantee availability as well
as the fastest possible network performance. These configurations are complex and expensive
to set up and run, but companies such as Cisco are now making products that midsized
businesses can afford for establishing geographically distributed systems. When you need the
best performance and availability, you may want to consider geographic redundancy and load



balancing which is sometimes also called global load balancing.NoteIf you are hosting your Web
application in-house, make sure you have a backup circuit to a network provider, in case the
primary circuit becomes over-utilized or unavailable. Also, make sure you’ve got a tested action
plan in place to reroute traffic if necessary.NoteIf you are hosting your Web application in-house,
make sure you have a backup circuit to a network provider, in case the primary circuit becomes
over-utilized or unavailable. Also, make sure you’ve got a tested action plan in place to reroute
traffic if necessary.Install a FirewallEvery day, Internet hackers attack both popular and
unpopular Web sites. In fact, most hackers don’t target a particular site intentionally, but rather
look for any vulnerable site they can use as a launching point for malicious activity. Web servers
deliver information on specific ports (for example, HTTP traffic is delivered on port 80 and SSL
on 443), and generally listen for connections on those ports (although you can run Web traffic on
a different port if you wish). Hackers examine sites on the Internet using any number of freely
available port-scanning utilities. These utilities do exactly what their name suggests: They scan
points on the Internet for open ports that hackers can exploit. The best practice is to implement a
front-end firewall solution, and then, if possible, place another firewall between the front-end
Web servers and the database servers.Firewalls accomplish two tasks:• Mitigate downtime risk
by examining all incoming packets, allowing only necessary traffic to reach front-end Web
servers.• Protect database and integration servers against unauthorized Internet access by
allowing only communication directly from front-end Web servers.Note() has a free port-
scanning utility that runs from the Web, letting you know which open ports are running on your
server. Although the site is geared toward DSL and cable users, anyone can use the port
scan.Note () has a free port-scanning utility that runs from the Web, letting you know which open
ports are running on your server. Although the site is geared toward DSL and cable users,
anyone can use the port scan.You can build an efficient and inexpensive firewall solution using
Linux’s ipchains package. Red Hat Linux, for example, uses GNOME Lokkit for constructing
basic ipchains networking rules. To configure specific firewall rules, however, use iptables in Red
Hat (see ). For better security, the most commonly implemented front-end firewall solutions
include Cisco’s PIX Firewall (), Netscreen’s Firewall (), and Checkpoint’s Firewall-1 (). You must
ensure that your firewall is secure as well. This means you should not run any other services on
the firewall except those that are absolutely necessary.Most vendors, including Cisco, sell load-
balancing switches with built-in firewalls. The best thing to do is create a list of desired
capabilities and establish a budget; then contact several vendors for quotes on affordable
solutions that will meet your needs and restrictions. Be aware, too, that many modern firewall
tools offer features other than port blocking. Many provide intrusion detection, intrusion alerts,
blocking denial-of-service attacks, and much more.Having a central firewall through a front-end
system like the Cisco’s is a good thing, but it can lead to a false sense of security as your
network is “crunchy on the outside, and soft in the middle,” meaning that if someone can get past
the firewall and compromise a machine, then that person can attack with impunity because
behind the firewall, all the servers can talk to each other.To prevent this scenario, most modern



OSs come with software firewalls. Local software firewalls ensure maximum security.NoteIf you
really cannot implement a front-end firewall solution when setting up your system, make sure
you know exactly what ports and services are open on your system. Do not install services you
won’t use, and survey those you do use to make sure they’re necessary.NoteIf you really cannot
implement a front-end firewall solution when setting up your system, make sure you know
exactly what ports and services are open on your system. Do not install services you won’t use,
and survey those you do use to make sure they’re necessary.Use RAID Level 5 on Database
ServersAlthough you can build a database cluster in addition to your Web server cluster,
database clusters are more complex to manage and might be impractical, depending on the size
of your Web application, for your specific organization. If you have the resources for only a single
database server, ensure that it is in a RAID Level 5 configuration. RAID (Redundant Array of
Inexpensive Disks) stripes data across a number of disks rather than one, while reserving a
separate disk to maintain CRC error checking.TipAlways give your transaction logs the best-
performing volumes in the disk array. In any busy online transaction processing (OLTP) system,
the transaction logs endure the most input/output (IO).TipAlways give your transaction logs the
best-performing volumes in the disk array. In any busy online transaction processing (OLTP)
system, the transaction logs endure the most input/output (IO).Disks in a RAID array are SCSI
hot-swappable. If one disk in an array fails, you can substitute another in its place without
affecting the server’s availability. Additionally, it is a good idea to replicate your database at
regular intervals to another database server.Another option is to use a storage area network
(SAN), which is essentially a series of hard drives, allowing massive amounts of storage. SANs
are highly fault tolerant and robust and allow you to not only boot multiple systems from them,
but when so configured, they allow you to restore and recover a database from them in the event
of a disaster scenario. One effective and relatively cheap way of adding a higher level of
availability to your database layer is to use two database servers, where one is a live server that
replicates the database to a SAN, and the other is a hot failover server that reads from the SAN
if the primary, live server fails. This configuration provides a high level of redundancy as well as
simple failover without the cost of expensive hardware, software, and database cluster
management. Still, your best option is to have multiple clustered databases if you can afford
it.Calculate Acceptable RiskThere is always a trade-off between cost and fault tolerance. Some
organizations utilize two or three Web servers configured in a cluster with a single, “strong” non-
clustered database server. The database server has redundant CPUs, power supplies, disk
drives, disk and RAID controllers, and network connections. This offers a good degree of
availability without the additional cost of a second database server and clustering technology.
Implementing a network-based tape backup strategy is another effective, cost-saving alternative
and should be part of any disaster recovery plan.Although these are reasonable risk-
management approaches for some, they will be insufficient for those who need 99.999 or even
100 percent uptime. For organizations needing absolute availability, the costs and complexity of
creating and managing such systems rapidly increase. If you can afford to lose a few hours or



days worth of data, a simple web cluster without a database cluster is more than
reasonable.Only your budget limits the amount of redundancy you can incorporate into your
system architecture. In other words, analyze your needs and plan accordingly. Any hardware can
fail for virtually any reason. It is always best when arranging high availability to imagine the worst
disaster and then plan based on that.Redundant Server Components vs. Commodity
ComputingIt is recommended that you implement a fault-tolerant configuration with redundancy
at every level, in order to achieve better than 99.9 percent uptime for a Web application. Most
server manufacturers offer dual or triple power supplies, cooling fans, and so on in their server
configurations. Choose redundant power supplies to keep servers operating in case of power
supply failures. In addition, ensure that you have an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) that will
power the server for a limited time in case of total power failure. Most major co-location facilities
will also have their own backup generators in case of major power outages—another important
consideration. In many server lines, the very low-end servers do not offer the capability to add
any of these options.Another popular approach (at Google, for instance) is to have lots of very
cheap redundant servers instead of lots of redundant components. Often this arrangement is far
less expensive and easier to manage—especially with recent super-low-cost blade computers—
than maintaining high-end, massively redundant servers. This approach is gaining in popularity
and is a major part of the emerging “grid” computing paradigm being pushed by IBM, Oracle, HP,
Dell, Microsoft, and other major vendors.Figure 46.2 shows a standard, highly available
application design, including clustered Web servers, clustered database servers, Network Array
Storage (NAS), redundant switches and routers, and redundant firewalls.Figure 46.2 Basic high-
availability site design.Disaster PlanningDisaster planning and recovery processes are critical
when designing and developing a high-availability system, but for some reason these needs are
rarely adequately addressed. Unless your data, code, application, and hardware are not
important to you, the first thing and last thing to consider is what to do when everything goes
wrong. Making your system redundant and having offsite backup to prevent loss of data is not
enough. Recovering from a disaster may involve rebuilding servers, applying specific patches,
making tuning and configuration changes, preventing sensitive data from being exposed, as well
as validating and “scrubbing” data.Recovering from a disaster, especially one of a large
magnitude, can be a daunting affair if you have not clearly and systematically addressed the
recovery process. Here are some excellent resources for coming to grips with disaster recovery
and planning:• Disaster Recovery Journal ()• Disaster Resources ()• A simple Google search
will reveal a wealth of tutorials, papers, and actual plans from various organizations that you can
reuse to suit your specific needs.NoteRecent laws such as Sarbanes-Oxley require
organizations of a certain size to have disaster recovery plans.NoteRecent laws such as
Sarbanes-Oxley require organizations of a certain size to have disaster recovery plans.When
you have a plan, test it. Restore backups to make sure they work. If you aren’t in production yet,
yank out power cords and network cables. An untested environment or plan has weaknesses
that you haven’t discovered yet.Some Truths About Web HostingWeb site performance and



availability depend as much on who hosts the site and where it’s hosted as on brilliant coding. In
the last few years, hundreds of businesses have sprouted up that offer inexpensive Web hosting,
but many of them do not guarantee uptime or specific service levels. When you’re designing a
new Web application, you should consider the hosting question in the early design stages.For a
highly available Web site, the choice of host is important. The host can provide many features,
including Internet connectivity, redundant power, backup generators, disaster recovery, on-
demand bandwidth, and managed services that guarantee a 99.99 percent or greater uptime.
An uptime percentage of 99.99 translates to roughly an hour of downtime per year. Choose a
hosting provider that will not only guarantee this uptime but also provide some sort of reparation
to you in the event that the provider fails to meet this agreement.NoteAlways choose a hosting
provider that can implement an explicit service-level agreement (SLA) indicating how responsive
they will be in the event of every type of site outage. Without an SLA, it’s not clear whether you or
the hosting provider is responsible for recovering your application during a site
outage.NoteAlways choose a hosting provider that can implement an explicit service-level
agreement (SLA) indicating how responsive they will be in the event of every type of site outage.
Without an SLA, it’s not clear whether you or the hosting provider is responsible for recovering
your application during a site outage.Active Site MonitoringColdFusion 9 provides greatly
enhanced information for monitoring site availability. But to get a true idea of how your site looks
to the outside world, you should set up an active monitoring tool using another software product
to collect information from outside your network. Most good ISPs and hosting providers offer
some type of monitoring service, such as SolarWinds’ ipMonitor ().If you are working on your
own, however, I recommend using Hewlett-Packard SiteScope, which provides a graphical
dashboard of information enabling you to track and report server and site availability over days,
weeks, and months. An evaluation copy of SiteScope is available from .These types of reporting
features are essential when you’re analyzing trends to create a high-availability plan for your
Web application.TipJust seeing if you can open port 80 isn’t enough—you need to implement
more sophisticated server monitoring. Test for Web server health by checking specific URLs and
looking for validation strings in returned Web pages.TipJust seeing if you can open port 80 isn’t
enough—you need to implement more sophisticated server monitoring. Test for Web server
health by checking specific URLs and looking for validation strings in returned Web
pages.Several other packages operate similarly to SiteScope and run on Windows, Solaris, and
Linux platforms. If you are not keen on setting up and managing your own monitoring station, a
few services, such as Keynote’s Performance Management Solution (), will monitor your site
from locations around the globe. Information received from your monitoring tool and these
services is essential in determining and assessing availability. If your site is down due to network
latency or other Internet-related issues, comparing the data produced by multiple monitoring
tools or outside sources located in different locations will let you know which users couldn’t get
to your site. If you notice that one network provider is consistently slow or is not meeting its
uptime agreement, you should reevaluate your use of that provider.The Quality-of-Service



GuaranteeFor high-bandwidth network transmissions, quality of service (QoS) is the idea that a
network provider can predetermine and guarantee transmission rates and network quality for a
client. Clients can choose a certain QoS bandwidth guarantee from a network provider, and the
network will prioritize packet transmissions for that client based on a predetermined service level
through the use of the Resource Reservation Protocol. This type of guarantee has become
essential with the growing popularity of streaming-video multicasts. A client who plans to
broadcast a high-bandwidth event at a specific date and time can contact the service provider
and order the appropriate bandwidth reservation to get prioritized delivery of packets during that
reservation period.Another possible QoS guarantee may ensure 99.999 percent availability of
the internal local network, individual server uptime of 99.9 percent, and clustered server uptime
of 99.99 percent. The QoS guarantee ensures that your site won’t be inaccessible at a critical
time.What Next?So where do we go from here? You now have a good background in
understanding high availability and its benefits for your Web site. How do you implement it using
ColdFusion, you ask? Chapters 47 through 51 of this book discuss various aspects of
monitoring system performance, scaling with ColdFusion, and managing session state in a
cluster. Understanding all these topics will aid you in building a highly available Web site running
ColdFusion.Chapter 47. Monitoring System PerformanceIN THIS CHAPTERMonitoring Your
ColdFusion 9 Server 17Active Monitoring 23Deciding What to Do Next 40One of the hardest
things to do when working with any programming language or application server is to
understand why an application is behaving unexpectedly after it has been deployed. Perhaps
you are experiencing inexplicable slowdowns in performance, rapid spikes in memory usage,
sudden unresponsiveness, or other strange behavior that cannot be specifically tied to your
application code. This can be an incredibly frustrating experience trying to understand what’s
going on with your application, but in this chapter you will learn how to use a number of tools to
help you monitor and understand what is wrong with your system, allowing you to deal with any
problems that may arise.In this chapter, you will learn about the tools and information you have
at your disposal for troubleshooting your ColdFusion applications and removing performance
bottlenecks.Monitoring Your ColdFusion 9 ServerMonitoring system performance involves two
major approaches: historical analysis and active system monitoring.You can incorporate many
methods into your monitoring activities. Usually you need to implement a combination of
monitoring activities into your infrastructure to comprehensively monitor the site. Let’s first
discuss analysis of past system performance, or historical analysis. Next we will look at active
system monitoring of ColdFusion Web servers—which may involve setting up server probes,
utilizing performance monitors and third-party utilities, and other techniques.Developing a
BaselineOne of the first things you want to do before you start monitoring an application is have
or create a baseline for your system. A baseline is a set of metrics that define how your system
and application should behave under normal conditions. Usually you do this by using a load and
application testing system such as WebLoad to develop a performance baseline for your
application. You should know exactly how much memory your application uses, how many



requests a second it can handle, the level of CPU usage during normal operation, and so on
(Chapter 46, “Understanding High Availability,” describes various testing tools for gathering this
information).Once you have created your system baseline, you’ll have a set of metrics against
which to compare your system’s operation, which will help you in locating problems. Every time
you make significant changes to the system, apply patches, upgrade ColdFusion, or apply new
code, run your tests again and compare the system performance with your original baseline
data. Do this as soon as you make the changes on your test environment, so you can see before
deployment whether the alterations will have a negative impact on the application’s overall
performance, stability, and viability.Historical AnalysisOne of the most important methods for
understanding your application, successfully troubleshooting it, and improving it, is historical
analysis. Historical analysis is simply comparing data collected from your system over time to
see what patterns, trends, or changes emerge. You can use historical analysis to detect security
threats, bugs, problems with performance, bottlenecks, and much more.ColdFusion 9 offers
several features for analyzing historical performance on your application server. By combining
this data with other information stored on the server, you can create a clear picture of how your
application is performing.Analyzing ColdFusion Log FilesA consistently small system log file
correlates to a healthy Web site. Regular monitoring of the ColdFusion log files is a key
component to maintaining and improving your ColdFusion applications. Indeed, the new
ColdFusion Builder features an integrated log file viewer. Concentrating on reducing the number
of errors that appear in the log will eventually produce a healthier, more responsive site.
ColdFusion 9 log files consist of several files representative of functions within the ColdFusion
server, shown in Table 47.1.Table 47.1 ColdFusion Log FilesThe Application.log file records
every ColdFusion error on your site. Two types of errors in particular clearly indicate a
performance problem.The first is a “Request timed out” message. This error comes up if a
ColdFusion page takes longer to process than the TIMEOUT value you set in the ColdFusion
Administrator. If your server is experiencing performance problems, some pages take so long to
process that they trigger this error. If you have set your TIMEOUT value to 20 seconds, you have
no way of knowing whether the pages that aren’t timing out are taking 5 seconds or 15 seconds
to process. If you’re getting “Request timed out” errors for only a few specific ColdFusion pages,
odds are those pages are at least one source of your performance problems. If these errors are
spread evenly across most or all of the pages on your site, a single bottleneck may be affecting
everything.It’s normal for ColdFusion to rely heavily on the processor and to grab memory as
necessary to pull a large number of records from a database. Memory usage should climb,
plateau, and then release. However, if you find that memory use on your Web server is
increasing without ever releasing, look in the application log for database-related activity. If you
find many errors (and especially if you see entire queries in the application log with associated
errors), examine your database queries and see how you can tighten them up. Other issues can
create what appear to be memory leaks, from threads never releasing, to synchronization
issues. One of your best resources for solving these sorts of problems is the collection of log



files described here.The Exception.log is one of the more useful ColdFusion logs and probably
the first place you should look if you are seeing ColdFusion application errors. Many ColdFusion
developers are uncomfortable with the exception log because it shows Java stack traces, which
are very detailed and full of seemingly undecipherable Java messages. When properly
understood, however, the stack traces offer detailed information on exactly what was happening
when the system experienced the problem that created the exception. A full discussion of Java
stack traces is beyond the scope of this book, but you’ll find an excellent introduction to this topic
at . Once you understand these exception messages, you can quickly determine hung threads,
failed requests, memory problems, and much more. Even without a full grasp of the stack traces,
you will be able to see which file threw the exception, at what time, and what part of ColdFusion
experienced an issue.Though not as useful at first glance as the exception log, the Server.log
also provides information related to the stability of your Web servers that might further
substantiate your application log findings. Search this log for “ColdFusion started,” which
indicates how often your Web server has been started and stopped.NoteColdFusion
Administrator allows you to review all your logs, but in general you will want the capability to
search for specific events, errors, and time ranges to get useful information from your log files. To
get this capability, you want something like Microsoft Log Parser 2.2 (), which lets you parse log
files using SQL-like commands.Other LogsColdFusion 9 provides for tracking long-running
requests. In the Debugging & Logging > Logging Settings section of the ColdFusion
Administrator, you can set a benchmark (in seconds) and display any requests that take longer
than the setting. Additionally, you can log all pages that run longer than a given number of
seconds to your Server.log. See Figure 47.1 for setting logging of long-running pages.Figure
47.1 Log pages that are running too long.Periodically reviewing all of your logs will create a clear
picture of how your ColdFusion applications are functioning and provide information for resolving
issues that may arise during the normal course of operation.JRun MetricsIf you are using the
standard version of ColdFusion, or ColdFusion for J2EE deployed on JRun, you can take
advantage of yet another set of log files, as well as the enhanced logging capability in JRun.
Look in the ColdFusion 9 install directory and go to \runtime\logs. You will see the logs listed in
Table 47.2.Table 47.2 JRun Logs for ColdFusionEach of these logs supplies additional
information about ColdFusion, although the data is usually not particularly helpful in that much of
it is duplicated in the standard ColdFusion logs.Enhanced ColdFusion logging is another tool
that can provide extremely detailed and specific information about a variety of ColdFusion
metrics. These metrics are listed in Table 47.3.Table 47.3 JRun MetricsAs you can see, this is an
extensive list of very detailed information! Using JRun metrics, you can see when threads are
hanging, when specific requests are not responding, the amount of free memory, and more. The
only disadvantage to using JRun metrics is that when they are turned on, they have an impact on
system performance. In addition, this feature creates some very large log files, so it’s best to
enable it only when you are troubleshooting.To enable JRun metrics, first find your JRun.XML
file, usually found in the ColdFusion root. The path (in Windows) will look something like this:C:



\CFusion\runtime\servers\coldfusion\SERVER-INF\jrun.xmlAfter you have found this file you
should make a back up since we are going to change this file and if you make any mistakes
ColdFusion server may not restart. Usually it is easy enough just make a copy of jrun.xml and
call it jrun_original.xml or whatever is easy for you to remember. Now that you have made a
backup copy, open jrun.xml with any text editor. Look for this entry and uncomment it:Then find
this entry:<service class="jrunx.logger.LoggerService" name="LoggerService">and edit its
attributes. You want to change metricsEnabled to True, and metricsLogFrequency (the interval,
in seconds, to log metrics) to somewhere between 5 and 10 seconds. So you should have
something that looks like this:The information that will be recorded to the logs will look
something like this:Next, split the logged information into its own log file. Do this by editing the
lineso that it reads like this:Once you have changed the jrun.xml file, you will need to save the file
and restart ColdFusion for these settings to take effect. Once you restart ColdFusion you will see
that all the metrics data you record while troubleshooting will go to a separate log, coldfusion-
metrics.log.NoteDo not forget that turning on JRun metrics has a performance impact on your
server and rapidly creates very large log files. Make sure that once you have resolved your
issues or captured all the information you need, turn off the JRun metrics.Analyzing Web Server
Log FilesSherlock Holmes often said “Eliminate all other factors, and the one which remains
must be the truth.” Trying to debug and troubleshoot your application can sometimes seem an
impossible task when the problem is not apparent or obvious. In these cases you need to look
methodically at everything that may be affecting your system. One of the major components in a
ColdFusion application is the Web server, and careful monitoring and analysis of its logs are
crucial to maintaining system performance. Additionally, the Web server logs often provide clues
to other issues, such as gaps that might allow security breaches or attacks, as well as
information on how real users are experiencing the application.For all these reasons, good log-
analysis software is essential in analyzing your Web server’s log files. Since Web server log
analysis isn’t specific to ColdFusion we will not delve deeply into it. You should know, however,
that without a good log-analysis tool, you’d be severely handicapped in all your other
performance-analyzing ventures. If you don’t have a log-analysis tool right now, you might like to
look at Analog (), which is one of the most popular free Web log parses. Another excellent open
source tool is AWstats (). If you need more powerful analytic tools, consider WebTrends’
Enterprise Suite (), one of the most popular commercial Web log-analysis tools. It offers ad hoc
reporting and graphical representations of logged data.Analyzing Web server logs will tell you
about visits, users dropping off in the middle of a transaction, and general user activity. You can
set up your Web server to store valuable statistics about your site. These can be very beneficial
for tracking information about your site and then comparing the data to your load testing data.
You can find how many users are visiting, peak loads, page-load times, and most-visited site
sections, among other information. This analysis can also show where visitors are leaving your
site, maybe due to problems such as errors or slow page-load times. Understanding how your
users interact with your site can be very beneficial in creating a high-performance Web



site.Active MonitoringIn addition to reviewing the ColdFusion logs and Web server logs, it’s
helpful to have a good picture of how your Web server looks from outside the network
(especially if you think you might have a network bottleneck). If you are managing your own Web
server and it is located offsite, a good network-monitoring package will give you some
perspective on server uptime, as well as any network latency coming to and going from your
Web site. If you don’t have a monitoring package yet, take a look at HP SiteScope (). When you
run SiteScope on a machine connected to a network other than the one hosting your server,
SiteScope will check the health of your site at specific intervals. It provides a graphical
dashboard of server activity, viewable through a Web browser. Besides SiteScope, a number of
great open source monitoring tools are available that will run on Linux.If your server is managed
by someone else or hosted at a co-location facility, the management company should have a
monitoring tool in place. It’s good practice to ask routinely for the server’s uptime percentage, as
well as time frames and explanations for any outages. Not only will you be checking up on the
efficiency of your management company, but you might also get an idea of how traffic and usage
affect site downtime.Server ProbesColdFusion applications are often used for serious enterprise
applications that rely on a variety of things beyond just databases, including LDAP, SMTP, POP,
Web Services, ERP systems, and others. Knowing what is happening with all these disparate
systems can be crucial to successful troubleshooting in a timely manner. ColdFusion offers a
method to do just that—through server probes. These not only monitor parts of your application,
but recognize failure conditions, send alerts, and even resolve the situation (for example,
restarting a service by running a batch file). The results of your probes are also logged to the
Scheduler.log.Setting Up a Probe to Verify ContentThe first type of server probe you should set
up is a simple content match. This probe loads the Web page at an interval you set. ColdFusion
Application Server (CFAS) then attempts to match your specified content with the Web page
content (provided that CFAS can view the content as part of the source). If your Web server is
delivering the content as expected, the System Probes page displays the status as success.
However, if the Web server is displaying anything other than the expected content (such as a
ColdFusion error page), the System Probes page displays a status of Failed. ColdFusion gives
you the option of sending an email notification, executing a program, and logging the error.For
example you could create a simple ColdFusion template called probe.cfm and put the word Alive
in it. Then you would set up a probe that would call this page, for example every hour, and have it
look for the word Alive. If Alive is not returned it will email you.To set up a content match probe,
follow these steps:1. Create a file called Probe.cfm that just contains the word Alive. Place that
file your Web root.2. In ColdFusion Administrator, select Debugging & Logging and choose
System Probes in the Debugging and Logging category. If you haven’t set up any probes yet,
your System Probes menu will be similar to that in Figure 47.2.Figure 47.2 The System Probes
screen before you’ve configured any probes.3. Click the Define New Probe button to create a
new probe.4. In the Probe Name box, enter the name of the probe as in Figure 47.3.Figure 47.3
The configured content-match probe.5. Enter the frequency with which you want ColdFusion to



load the page. Set it to at least 60 seconds. Also make sure to set the start time that is required.
Optionally you can set up an end time, which defines when your probe will stop running, much
like a scheduled task, but usually you will not use this setting.6. In the Probe URL box, enter the
URL you want ColdFusion to verify. In the example in Figure 47.3, the URL is http://localhost/
probe.cfm, indicating that ColdFusion should check a page called probe.cfm. In some situations
you may want to probe parts of your site that are behind some sort of secure area. In this case
you can also pass a username and password in the user name and password fields.7. In the
Timeout box, enter a timeout value of at least 30 seconds. If you have set ColdFusion in Server
settings to time out requests after a certain number of seconds, you should use the same value
here.8. Choose the Probe Failure settings. In this example, the probe will fail if the response
does not contain the Alive string. What do you want ColdFusion to do if the probe indicates that it
can’t verify your content? You can choose to send an email notification, execute a program, or
log the error to a specific log file. If the content you want to match contains spaces, make sure to
surround the text with quotation marks in your ColdFusion Administrator.9. Click the Submit
button.After you have set up the content match probe, when you click Submit and return to the
System Probes page, it displays your content match with a status of Unknown. Test the probe by
clicking its URL. If the probe succeeds, the status will be OK; if the probe fails, you’ll get a Failed
status. If ColdFusion displays a Failed status but you can verify that the site is functioning
properly (in other words, you have set up a content match and the page is rendering correctly),
edit the probe and verify all the settings (especially the search string). Often a simple typo will
make the difference between success and failure statuses on a functioning site. However, if
ColdFusion displays a Failed status, and the page does not render correctly or at all when you
browse it, you know you have set up a successful content-match probe.You have just set up a
basic content-match probe, but you might want to monitor other components of your Web
application, such as database connectivity, SMTP connectivity, and availability of external
programs and processes.Other ProbesThere are several other probes to help you verify that all
areas of your application are working properly. By writing a simple ColdFusion page, you can
connect to a database and run a query, then return a specific record set. If the record set can be
retrieved, you know the database server is working properly. Or you can write an extensive
ColdFusion page that performs a complete check on your application’s components. ColdFusion
server probes offer you another great tool to monitor, inform, and even resolve issues as they
happen.Setting Up a System Probe to Verify External ConnectivityLet’s look at how we can set
up a system probe to check for database connectivity. The easiest way to do this is to just create
a simple query; it does not even have to return anything, inside a CFTRY block. If the page
cannot connect to the database for any reason, it will throw an exception and return “Error”;
otherwise, it will return “Success.” Listing 47.1 shows an example of a simple database
probe.Listing 47.1 probe.database.cfm—Simple Database Connectivity ProbeSave this probe
somewhere in your Web root. You will need to make sure the data source ows is configured and
set up in your ColdFusion Administrator. Now just follow the same steps as you would to



configure the content probe. Here is a short summary again:1. Click the Define New Probe
button to create a new probe.2. Enter the frequency with which you want ColdFusion to load the
page. For this example an hour is sufficient. Then add a start time and, if you want, a finish
time.3. In the Probe Name box, select a unique name for this probe that describes what you are
testing: for example, owsdatabaseprobe. In the URL box, select the path to the
probe.database.cfm file.4. Set the Probe Failure settings to fail if the result does not contain the
string Success; then select the email notification.5. Click Submit Changes. You have now set up
the probe.You should now see your probe under the list of System Probes in the ColdFusion
Administrator. You should also see four icons next to the name of your system probe. The
second icon allows you to immediately run the probe so you can test it and when you move your
mouse pointer over it you should see Run Task. Select this icon to run the probe. If you have
configured everything correctly you should not get a notification. If there’s anything wrong with
the database connection, then you will be notified.You can configure all system probes to send
emails when a probe fails. Monitoring the System Probes page in the ColdFusion Administrator
at all times is virtually impossible. Setting up email alarms is an essential way to remain up-to-
date regarding the availability of your Web servers. It also helps you gather trend information to
make educated choices on strengthening site availability. In the System Probes page, enter a list
of email recipients to receive probe notifications, separating each email using a semicolon, and
then click Submit Changes.By combining different kinds of probes with email alarm notification,
you can get a pretty good idea of your Web application’s availability in real time. After you start to
notice performance trends, you are ready to start looking for server bottlenecks.NoteAll probes
run as scheduled tasks, so creating too many probes or setting them with high frequencies
(such as every second) will adversely affect the system’s performance.The ColdFusion Server
MonitorPrior to ColdFusion 8, monitoring the state of your ColdFusion server and
troubleshooting required the use of specialized tools such as SNMP, JVM profilers, and
specialized log parsers. The ColdFusion Server Monitor is a Flex-based application that lets you
see in, real time, server requests, thread usage, queries, memory usage, errors, and much
more.The ColdFusion Server Monitor allows you to set intervals for gathering information, filter
out information you are not interested in, take snapshots of a period in time, and generate
reports. The Server Monitor also allows you to create a variety of alerts to specific events, such
as hung threads and JVM’s reaching a memory threshold, and to perform specific actions on
events, such as sending an email or killing a thread.To start using the ColdFusion Monitor, follow
these steps:1. Go to the ColdFusion Administrator and select the Server Monitoring tab.2. Select
Server Monitor. When you are asked to select either the normal Server Monitor or the Multiple
Server Monitor, select Launch Server Monitor.From here you should see something like Figure
47.4, which is the default monitor view called the Overview; it shows a dashboard summary of a
variety of metrics and reports. Select Start Monitoring, Start Profiling, and Start Memory
Tracking; the monitor will now start collecting data and providing information to the graphs in the
Overview.Figure 47.4 The ColdFusion Server Monitor Overview.Each of the buttons in the



Overview allows you to monitor specific parts of your ColdFusion Server, as described in Table
47.4.Table 47.4 ColdFusion Server Monitoring OptionsTipBecause the Server Monitor is a
separate application, you can call it by going to http://[your server name or ip]/CFIDE/
administrator/monitor/launch-monitor.cfm.You also, using the Settings button in the Overview,
define how often data is collected, whether to include the ColdFusion Administrator in
monitoring, what data to exclude, and specific paths to exclude or include in monitoring. This
capability is extremely helpful when you want to focus on just a specific application or area within
an application that is causing problems.As you can see, the monitor allows access to a large
amount of server information that in previous versions of ColdFusion was hard to access. With
the Server Monitor, you can use the monitor dashboard or Overview screen to drill down into a
number of reports; select any report item and double-click it to go to the Statistics detail view for
that item. For example, double-clicking Request with Errors under Reports in the Overview takes
you to the Statistics > Errors > Requests with Errors view. From there, you can see the entire
request with errors listed by template path, error count, and last occurrence. By double-clicking
the error template, you can see a detail view of the error, as shown in Figure 47.5.Figure 47.5
Example of the detail of a specific request error.Now that you have seen a little of how the
monitor works, let’s look at it in more detail.NoteA number of other tools, such as SeeFusion and
FusionReactor, provide functionality and benefits that the built-in Server Monitor does not
provide.Starting MonitorsYou will note that some items in reports show no information. This is in
part because monitoring is not enabled for these items, or collectors (we will now refer to all
discrete items in the report that generate statistics as collectors). If you look at the Server
Monitor, you see three green buttons, each of which starts a specific type of monitoring. Even if
you do not enable any of them, some of the reports and charts still track data. These reports are
always active by default and generate essentially no overhead. They reflect data to which
ColdFusion inherently has access. The rest of the reports and collectors will not generate data
unless you start that monitor, profiler, or tracker by selecting Start.Although the default reports
generate almost no overhead on the targeted the basic Server Monitor, activated by selecting
Start Monitoring, and the profiler, activated by selecting Start Profiler, do generate some
overhead on the ColdFusion server. The memory tracker, activated by selecting Start Memory
Tracking, will generate serious overhead and can, under certain conditions, cause problems with
the targeted server, so make sure not to turn on your various monitors (especially the memory
tracker) when you are doing performance testing or on production machines that you are not
actively trying to troubleshoot.Now let’s us look at how you can use the ColdFusion Monitor to
help with common ColdFusion issues.Tracking Memory UseAlmost all ColdFusion developers
have at one time or another wondered how variables such as session and application are
affecting their applications and the system memory. You can get a lot of information simply by
going to the Statistics > Request Statistics > Active Sessions report. You can view application
and server variables in use by choosing Statistics > Memory Usage > Application Scope
Memory Usage and Server Scope Memory Usage, respectively. If you do this on a server that is



not under load, you can see that each of variables shows a size value of 0 KB, but simply double-
clicking a variable allows you to drill down and see a detail view, which shows the variable name,
value, and size in bytes.You can drill down into both application and session variables, but
session variables also have another optional report: a chart of active sessions over time. This
report can be immensely helpful in debugging strange session behavior.You have even more
insight into how your application is using memory when you enable the memory monitor by
selecting Start Memory Tracking. When you enable this monitor, you can see each request’s
memory usage and even how a specific scope (var, session, application, and so on) and type
are using that memory.Under Statistics > Memory Usage are a number of useful reports:•
Memory Usage Summary. This report shows a graph of estimated memory usage by memory
scopes on the server, including the server scope, application scope, and session scope. This
report can give you a general idea of how much memory the JVM is using (see Chapter 49,
“Scaling with J2EE,” for more information on the JVM) as well as which scopes are using the
most memory.• Requests by Memory Usage. This report lists requests using the most memory.
You can view a list or a detailed view.• CF Threads by Memory Usage. This report lists the
threads using the most memory.• Queries by Memory Usage. This report lists the queries using
the most memory. This report provides great insight into what is generally the greatest
bottleneck in any ColdFusion application: the database. This report allows you to quickly identify
queries that may need tuning or caching.• Sessions by Memory Usage. This report lists the
sessions that use the most memory.Application Scope Memory Usage. This report lists the
application scopes that use the most memory. The detail list shows application scope variables
that use the most memory.Server Scope Memory Usage. This report shows server scope
variables using the most memory.Through careful use of these reports, you can measure the
impact of code changes and find bugs that are creating memory leaks or causing other
problems. You can also use the Memory Usage Summary report to help tune your
JVM.Monitoring the DatabaseAs stated before, one of the biggest bottlenecks in any
ColdFusion application is the database, and it is often particularly hard to troubleshoot, monitor,
and debug ColdFusion interactions with the database. The ColdFusion Server Monitor, though,
provides a number of reports to assist you; choose Statistics > Database. These reports are as
follows:• Active Queries. This report shows all active queries that take longer to load than the
threshold specified on the Slowest Queries report. You can view a list or a detailed view.•
Slowest Queries. This report provides the Slowest Queries report and the Slowest Queries by
Average report (as different tabs). Before you use this report, you need to select Start Monitoring
and Start Profiling. Each report shows queries along with the template name and line number.
The Slowest Queries report shows specific instances of a query that is slow, along with the SQL
statement for the query. The detail view includes the SQL statement.• Slowest Queries by
Average. This report shows, by average, which queries are slow. This report and the Slowest
Queries report can be invaluable in identifying performance issues.• Cached Queries. This
report lists cached queries as a list or detailed view for an individual query.• Query Cache



Status. This report shows a graph of the cached queries, the estimated memory that the query
cache consumes, and the query cache-to-hit ratio. Performance increases as the query cache-
to-hit ratio increases.• Pool Status. This report lists ColdFusion’s data sources, whether an
application on the server is using a data source, and the number of connections.• Most
Frequently Run Queries. This report shows which queries were executed the most. This report
provides a great way to see which queries are the best candidates for tuning.A common way to
use database reports is to find the slowest, largest, and most commonly run queries in your
application. Starting from a performance baseline in your testing environment, you should run
your load tests while using the ColdFusion Server Monitor to look at each of these reports; then
identify which queries you may want to tune. Always try to correlate your most frequently run
queries with your slowest queries and tune the queries that are both slow and constantly run to
get the most impact from your tuning efforts.Monitoring ColdFusion ErrorsTo create a high-
performance application, you want to remove as many application errors as possible. In the past,
ColdFusion developers have had a hard time debugging ColdFusion applications as errors are
generated under production usage because you usually have to either turn on debugging in the
ColdFusion Administrator (which has a huge impact on performance) or mine the log files on the
ColdFusion server. Worse is when you have users reporting problems with your server and you
cannot easily correlate their problems with your error logs. The ColdFusion Server Monitor can
assist here as well. By selecting Start Profiling and then choosing Statistics > Errors, you can get
access to two reports that will help you track down problems in requests:• Requests with Errors.
This report lists requests generating errors by template path and last occurrence. Double-
clicking the error allows you to drill down to see the most recent error, time of the error, error
message, CFML stack trace, and Java stack trace.• Requests Timed Out. This report shows
which requests have timed out by template path and last occurrence. Double-clicking the
request allows you to see a detail view that shows the path of the template, number of times the
request timed out, most recent response time, last time of request, last estimated request size,
and CFML stack trace.Using the ColdFusion Server Monitor to monitor your errors as they
happen on the server can save you an immense amount of time trying to correlate log files.
Combining the error reports with your other reporting options can help you more quickly
understand the nature of a problem. For instance, if you are seeing a large number of timed-out
requests along with Java out-of-memory errors, you can turn on your memory tracking monitor to
see if your Java heap is full. You then can look at your memory usage summary to see whether
your application scope is taking an abnormal amount of memory and, if so, by clicking
Application Scope Memory Usage, exactly which application variable is causing the
problem.Using Server Statistics for TuningColdFusion Server Monitor also allows you to see a
large number of common performance metrics and statistics that usually would require you to
use a more traditional performance monitor. You can see these statistics reports by choosing
Statistics > Request Statistics. The reports are as follows:• Active Requests. This report shows
all active requests that take longer to load than the request interval specified in the ColdFusion



Server Monitor settings (the icon near the help question mark at the upper right of the
application). Requests include all browser requests, Web Services, gateways, and Flash
Remoting. You can double-click a request or select a detail view or click the icon for a detail view
and see the template path, request type, thread name, time, client IP, memory used by the
request, CFML stack trace, and all the scope variables. To see all request graphs in one view,
click Chart. The graph shows requests the server is currently processing and queued requests.•
Active ColdFusion Threads. This report lists all currently active threads launched by
CFTHREAD. You can double-click the thread to see a detailed view or click the graph icon to see
a graph of active threads.• Slowest Requests. This report lists the slowest requests by template
path and response time in seconds specified by the Request Slower Than threshold in this
report, which allows you to define the number of seconds. You can control the list size using the
List Up To field to set the number of requests to view in this report. You can double-click a
request and see a detailed view including the template path, time executed, request size in
kilobytes, response time for the request, average response time for that template, minimum
response time, and maximum response time, as well as request scope variables, the top-10
slowest tags and functions in that request, and the CFML stack trace.• Slowest ColdFusion
Threads. This report lists the slowest ColdFusion threads by spawned template path and
average response time specified exactly as in the Slowest Requests report.• Active Sessions.
This report shows all the active sessions by session ID, client IP, application name, and session
size in kilobytes. You can view the report as a list, detailed view, or graph of active sessions. The
graph displays the active sessions and the number of users logged in to the server.• Cumulative
Server Usage. This report summarizes the requests that have cumulatively used the most CPU
time as determined by the average response time for the request and its total number of hits.
Very fast templates may be listed at the top of this report if they are the most commonly called
templates, or if you use Fusebox you may see only index.cfm files listed here. The detailed view
of this report provides the template path of the request, total CPU time used as a percentage,
number of hits, last time of the request, last response time, average execution time, minimum
execution time, maximum execution time, last request size in kilobytes, and average request size
in kilobytes. You can also see a graph of request-versus-CPU usage.• Highest Hit Counts. This
report shows the requests that have the highest hit count by template path, hit count, average
execution time in seconds, and average request time in kilobytes. You can also view this report
as a graph.• Template Cache Status. This report presents two graphs showing information about
the ColdFusion Template cache (the template cache is where the ColdFusion server stores
compiled CFM and CFC templates in memory). The first graph shows the number of cache hits
over time and the cache-to-hit ratio, which is the number of cache hits in relation to the number
of cache misses. Cache hits refers to the templates retrieved from the cache. Cache misses
refers to the templates that must be compiled before being placed in the cache. A server that is
performing well should have a high cache-to-hit ration. The second graph shows whether the
template total cache-to-hit ratio is low; if your template cache is close to the same size as the



cache size set in the server settings in the ColdFusion Administrator, you should consider
increasing the size of the cache by going to Server Settings > Caching in the ColdFusion
Administrator.• Request Throttle Data. This report lists all requests that the ColdFusion server
throttles because not enough memory is available to handle them as defined in Server Settings
> Settings in the ColdFusion Administrator. These requests are then pushed into the ColdFusion
server queue.As you can see, the ColdFusion Server Monitor request statistics provide a very
granular and detailed view of how the application is performing at any time and over time. The
capability to use reports such as Slowest Requests to monitor which requests and templates
might be bottlenecks and then dive into the request and see exactly which tags and functions
along the request execution path are taking the most time is an incredibly powerful tool.The
Server Monitor also allows you to see over time which parts of your site are consuming the most
resources or are the most active in receiving hits, helping you make decisions about whether
you need to increase your cache size, whether you may need to change the number of threads
for a particular service, and more. As you will see in the next section, you can use the
ColdFusion Server Monitor not only to obtain information when you actively use the monitor but
also to receive notification when the ColdFusion server has some sort of problem—for example,
when response times start exceeding 20 seconds—and even to take action, such as killing
threads or running code you have defined.ColdFusion Monitor Alerts and SnapshotsOne of the
most powerful features of the ColdFusion Server Monitor is the capability to create alerts that
essentially allow you define specific events or thresholds that occur on the ColdFusion server
and an action to be taken when the event or threshold is reached. The ColdFusion Server
Monitor alerts can be reached by going to the monitor and selecting the Alerts tab. The Alerts
view simply shows you all the alerts that have happened by alert type, alert status, time, and
alert message. To define new alert conditions, select Alert Configuration.You can enable and
configure four types of alerts:• Unresponsive Server. When enabled, this alert is triggered when
threads do not respond within a time defined by you in the Busy Thread Time field. The Hung
Thread Count is the number of threads executing that exceeded the Busy Thread Time
threshold before the event triggered. All four alerts allow you to select the same five actions:
send email, dump a snapshot, kill threads running longer than an interval defined by you in
seconds, reject any new requests, and execute a custom CFC.• Slow Server. When enabled,
this alert is triggered when the response time threshold is below the average response time of
requests on the server. You can define the response time in seconds in the Response Time
Threshold field. You can trigger the same actions for this alert as you can with the Unresponsive
Server alert.• JVM Memory. When enabled, this alert is triggered when the ColdFusion JVM
uses more memory that the threshold defined by you in megabytes in the JVM Memory
Threshold field. Unlike with the other alerts, you can perform an additional action: garbage
collection (see Chapter 49 for more information on the JVM and garbage collection).• Timeouts.
When enabled, this alert is triggered when the request timeout count defined in the Timeouts
Count field is within the time internal in seconds defined in the Time Interval field. You can



perform the same actions on this alert as for the Unresponsive Server alert.For all of these
alerts, you can define the email address for alerts to be sent to on the Email Settings tab. Alerts
are especially powerful in that they allow you to create custom event handlers in the form of
CFCs; such an event handler, for instance, might email multiple people, or not send an email
notice until the specific alert has been raised more than once (for example, 10 times in an hour
for a slow server). If you want to use your own CFCs, all you need to do is add the path to the
CFC in the Processing CFC field of the alert. Furthermore, when creating custom CFCs for
alerts, you need to use two functions, onAlertStart() and onAlertEnd(), which accept a structure
as an argument and do not return anything. They are defined like this:• onAlertStart(). This
function is called when the alert is triggered and is passed a structure that contains all the
information about the settings for the alert that was activated.• onAlertEnd(). This function is
called when the alert is not valid any more, and a structure is passed to this function that
contains the alert settings when the alert was disabled.Another option you can perform in an
alert or by choosing Snapshots > Trigger Snapshot is to take a snapshot. A snapshot is literally a
snapshot in time of your ColdFusion server’s health in regard to:• Number and type of requests•
JVM memory use• Server, application, and session scope memory use• Throttle queue size and
memory use• Information about cached queries• Status of the database pool• Java stack
traceAll of this information is critical in understanding what may have caused an alert and in
helping you with your debugging.Although the ColdFusion Server Monitor provides a number of
ways to check the health of your server, monitor your server, and manage your server and stay
aware of possible worrisome events, the ColdFusion developers at Adobe realize that there may
be other things that you, as the ColdFusion server administrator, want that the ColdFusion
Server Monitor does not provide. For these cases, you can use the Server Monitor API.Server
Monitor APIAdobe has, as with other parts of the ColdFusion Administrator, opened an API for
the ColdFusion Server Monitor, allowing server administrators to programmatically perform
server monitor tasks using servermonitor.cfc. There are too many methods for servermonitor.cfc
to cover in this book, but you can easily view the API by opening your browser and going to http://
localhost/CFIDE/adminapi/servermonitoring.cfc. Using the API is just like working with any other
CFC except that you have to pass your ColdFusion Administrator login password to the CFC, as
shown in Listing 47.2.Listing 47.2 getApplicationScopeMemory.cfm—Viewing Application
Scope Memory UsageAs you can see in Listing 47.2, all we did is create an instance of the
ColdFusion Administrator CFC, call the login method, create an instance of the Server Monitor
CFC, call the getAllApplicationScopesMemoryUsed() function, which returns a structure, and
then use CFDUMP to display the data. While this example is somewhat trivial, you are
constrained in no way other than your specific requirements and creativity since the full API is
exposed to you.The ColdFusion Server ManagerIn prior versions of ColdFusion, managing large
numbers of servers often involved having to remotely log into each individual server to make
changes to settings such as data sources, mappings, and scheduled tasks. Depending on the
complexity and security setup of your environment, making even simple changes across your



entire network could take hours. ColdFusion 9 introduces a new tool aimed at simplifying these
tasks: the ColdFusion Server Manager.The Server Manager is an Adobe AIR application that
you install on your local workstation to get quick access to many of the most common tasks you
would normally accomplish within the ColdFusion Administrator: updating settings, managing
data sources, viewing log files, installing patches, and clearing the template
cache.InstallationThe ColdFusion Server Manager installer ships with every copy of ColdFusion
9, including the Developer edition. To install the application, log into the ColdFusion
Administrator and choose Server Monitoring and then Server Monitor from the left navigation
pane. At the bottom of the page is the Server Manager section. Click the Launch Server
Manager button, and you will be prompted to open or save the file. Run the installer, and the
Adobe AIR Framework will guide you through the installation process.NoteThe ColdFusion
Server Manager is an Adobe AIR application and requires the Adobe AIR runtime. Get the latest
installer here: .Duplicating Server SettingsIn its simplest form, the ColdFusion Server Manager
(Figure 47.6) works just like the ColdFusion Administrator. (Chapter 2, “Accessing the
ColdFusion Administrator,” in Adobe ColdFusion 9 Web Application Construction Kit, Volume 1:
Getting Started, provides detailed information about how to set options in the ColdFusion
Administrator.) It enables you to configure the most common server settings on any one server:•
Data sources• Mappings• Scheduled tasks• Charting• JVM• Logging• Mail• Memory variables•
Server• Request tuningFigure 47.6 The ColdFusion Server Manager.Configuring settings on one
server is nice, but the real power of the Server Manager comes from its ability to manage
multiple servers at the same time. Imagine having a large cluster of application servers running a
single application. You’ve just spent the better part of the weekend fine-tuning every setting, from
the JVM configuration to the memory variables to even the data-source connections. Now you
just have to exactly reproduce every single setting, one at a time, across 30 separate
ColdFusion instances. Sounds like fun, doesn’t it? With the ColdFusion Server Manager, you
can duplicate your settings from one server to any number of additional servers.1. Log into the
ColdFusion Server Manager and verify that all of the servers you need to change are
configured.2. In the upper-left corner, select the server that has the settings you want to
duplicate and click the refresh icon.3. After the source server has fully loaded in the settings
menu on the left side, select the servers to which you want to copy your settings from the pane
on the right side of the screen.4. From the source server, select whichever settings you want to
duplicate. You can choose any combination of options by selecting each section or individual
items.5. Right-click the selected menu items and choose Apply to Selected Servers.6. The
ColdFusion Server Manager will verify your request. This is your only opportunity to cancel this
operation. To proceed, select Yes, and the Server Manager will begin copying your settings to all
of the destination servers.CautionThere is no rollback or undo function in the Server Manager.
Any changes you duplicate from one server to another are final. It’s recommended that you back
up your ColdFusion settings prior to duplication.NoteSome changes require you to restart the
ColdFusion Server to make them take effect, just as in the ColdFusion Administrator.Running



Differential Comparisons Between ServersOne of the most tedious tasks in troubleshooting
problems on servers in a cluster is isolating the differences between the individual servers.
Typically, this process would involve a very long day of logging into one ColdFusion
Administrator after another, making detailed notes about the settings for each instance and then
comparing them manually. Using the ColdFusion Server Manager, you can select a baseline
comparison server and run a comparison against any other server to see what differences exist
between them.To run a comparison between two servers, follow these steps:1. Right-click any
server in the main display pane.2. Choose Diff With and then select any other server on the
list.3. Select or deselect any options you want included or excluded from the comparison and
then click Next.The Server Manager will run the comparison and return the results in a tree view
(Figure 47.7). Items that do not match will appear in a lighter color.Figure 47.7 An example of a
differential report generated by the ColdFusion Server Manager.Deciding What to Do NextAfter
you have a good grasp of your site’s current performance, you can start looking for bottlenecks
and performance issues. Every ColdFusion site is unique in one way or another, so it is hard to
generalize about specific symptoms and their relationships to performance problems. One site
may have a custom integration routine that downloads Web orders to an order processing
system. Another site may have integrated ColdFusion with an Open Market transaction server.
Many sites need to interface with a legacy mainframe database or with third-party applications. If
you have examined all the non-ColdFusion bottleneck possibilities and still need to improve your
ColdFusion server’s performance, you have two options: optimizing the code, or adding more
servers.Issues to Consider When Looking for Performance ProblemsA typical ColdFusion-
driven site is fairly complex. Many factors, such as databases and network layout, contribute to
performance. Given the possible number of these factors, your bottleneck is likely to lie outside
ColdFusion or to indirectly depend on ColdFusion.A good step, if you are experiencing
performance problems, is to examine closely using the Server Monitoring tool the pages that
users were requesting at the time of the problem. If you use the Server Monitoring tool and
cannot find any issues with your application code, queries, and so on, then perhaps the issue is
outside the ColdFusion server. There are a number of issues that can cause performance
problems for your application outside of ColdFusion itself. Let’s look at a list of possible
bottleneck points on a typical ColdFusion server that you should examine before you consider
scaling.Typical BottlenecksYou should consider several possible sources of bottlenecks:• Web-
server bandwidth. Check to see how much bandwidth your network provider allocates for your
site. If you have substantial traffic, a bottleneck might be caused if the provider institutes a cap
on bandwidth (called bandwidth throttling), or if the networking equipment in place poses
physical limitations on bandwidth.• Web-server performance. Preset limits to simultaneous
HTTP requests can create a bottleneck.• Other processes running on the same server. Each
additional process uses critical CPU and memory, even if it is just a small amount. These tiny
amounts can accumulate quickly and impact performance. Conduct an audit of your server: If
you are running Windows, use the Task Manager to determine how many processes are running



and how they are affecting your resources. If you are running Unix operating systems, run the
appropriate command to view open processes (for example, ps ax on Linux).• Hard-drive speed.
This is not just for <cffile>; ColdFusion must pull templates off the disk if they are not in cache.
Don’t forget your application.cfm files and <cfinclude> files. Even if you are caching templates,
ColdFusion still checks the file on disk to see whether it has been modified, unless you
specifically tell ColdFusion to trust cache files.• Network latency. If you are communicating with
other machines on the local network, latency generally should not be an issue. However, if you
are communicating with machines on remote networks, or if communications travel through
switches or routers—especially at varying speeds—check the response time of each machine
with which you are communicating. You can do this with a simple ping command to get the
response time of a particular machine or by using the traceroute command (tracert in Windows)
to determine whether any slow hops exist between you and the target machine.• Database
server performance. While using the Server Monitor to check for long--running or poorly
executing queries is important, often to get the best performance from a ColdFusion application
using a database, you will need to optimize the database itself using indexes, views, and so on.•
JDBC configuration. Your Server Monitor can point to issues with your database performance,
but often you will need to tune your database connection pool. Tune your maximum
simultaneous connections and cached queries settings. Sometimes using different JDBC drivers
will result in improved performance, or even just upgrading to the latest version of a driver will
help.• <cfmail>, <cfftp>, <cfhttp>. The performance of other servers (SMTP, FTP, HTTP, and
such) may affect the performance of your application. The Internet latency to get there and back
may be a bottleneck. Create a system probe to determine whether one of these servers is timing
out, or you can write a .cfm page to report each server’s response times.Understanding all the
bottlenecks in your application is crucial to understanding what you need to monitor so that you
can figure out what is wrong with your application. Although the ColdFusion Server Monitor
provides the capability to gain deep insight into how your ColdFusion Server is performing, there
are a number of other things that may be affecting your application that the monitor cannot
provide information for. In these cases, you need to use other tools to understand what might be
affecting your system as a whole. Furthermore, sometimes you have to dig through log files to
find the real culprit, which may be faulty drivers, bugs in the JVM, or a host of other issues that
cannot be resolved by better coding, selecting a few options, or making some minor changes.
The good news is that most important bottlenecks in a ColdFusion application end up being
physical limitations of hardware, your network, and so on, and at that point you can look to
methods of scaling your application to overcome these bottlenecks.→ For more about how to do
this, look at Chapter 48, “Scaling with ColdFusion,” and Chapter 49.Chapter 47. Monitoring
System PerformanceIN THIS CHAPTERMonitoring Your ColdFusion 9 Server 17Active
Monitoring 23Deciding What to Do Next 40IN THIS CHAPTERMonitoring Your ColdFusion 9
Server 17Active Monitoring 23Deciding What to Do Next 40One of the hardest things to do
when working with any programming language or application server is to understand why an



application is behaving unexpectedly after it has been deployed. Perhaps you are experiencing
inexplicable slowdowns in performance, rapid spikes in memory usage, sudden
unresponsiveness, or other strange behavior that cannot be specifically tied to your application
code. This can be an incredibly frustrating experience trying to understand what’s going on with
your application, but in this chapter you will learn how to use a number of tools to help you
monitor and understand what is wrong with your system, allowing you to deal with any problems
that may arise.In this chapter, you will learn about the tools and information you have at your
disposal for troubleshooting your ColdFusion applications and removing performance
bottlenecks.Monitoring Your ColdFusion 9 ServerMonitoring system performance involves two
major approaches: historical analysis and active system monitoring.You can incorporate many
methods into your monitoring activities. Usually you need to implement a combination of
monitoring activities into your infrastructure to comprehensively monitor the site. Let’s first
discuss analysis of past system performance, or historical analysis. Next we will look at active
system monitoring of ColdFusion Web servers—which may involve setting up server probes,
utilizing performance monitors and third-party utilities, and other techniques.Developing a
BaselineOne of the first things you want to do before you start monitoring an application is have
or create a baseline for your system. A baseline is a set of metrics that define how your system
and application should behave under normal conditions. Usually you do this by using a load and
application testing system such as WebLoad to develop a performance baseline for your
application. You should know exactly how much memory your application uses, how many
requests a second it can handle, the level of CPU usage during normal operation, and so on
(Chapter 46, “Understanding High Availability,” describes various testing tools for gathering this
information).Once you have created your system baseline, you’ll have a set of metrics against
which to compare your system’s operation, which will help you in locating problems. Every time
you make significant changes to the system, apply patches, upgrade ColdFusion, or apply new
code, run your tests again and compare the system performance with your original baseline
data. Do this as soon as you make the changes on your test environment, so you can see before
deployment whether the alterations will have a negative impact on the application’s overall
performance, stability, and viability.Historical AnalysisOne of the most important methods for
understanding your application, successfully troubleshooting it, and improving it, is historical
analysis. Historical analysis is simply comparing data collected from your system over time to
see what patterns, trends, or changes emerge. You can use historical analysis to detect security
threats, bugs, problems with performance, bottlenecks, and much more.ColdFusion 9 offers
several features for analyzing historical performance on your application server. By combining
this data with other information stored on the server, you can create a clear picture of how your
application is performing.Analyzing ColdFusion Log FilesA consistently small system log file
correlates to a healthy Web site. Regular monitoring of the ColdFusion log files is a key
component to maintaining and improving your ColdFusion applications. Indeed, the new
ColdFusion Builder features an integrated log file viewer. Concentrating on reducing the number



of errors that appear in the log will eventually produce a healthier, more responsive site.
ColdFusion 9 log files consist of several files representative of functions within the ColdFusion
server, shown in Table 47.1.Table 47.1 ColdFusion Log FilesThe Application.log file records
every ColdFusion error on your site. Two types of errors in particular clearly indicate a
performance problem.The first is a “Request timed out” message. This error comes up if a
ColdFusion page takes longer to process than the TIMEOUT value you set in the ColdFusion
Administrator. If your server is experiencing performance problems, some pages take so long to
process that they trigger this error. If you have set your TIMEOUT value to 20 seconds, you have
no way of knowing whether the pages that aren’t timing out are taking 5 seconds or 15 seconds
to process. If you’re getting “Request timed out” errors for only a few specific ColdFusion pages,
odds are those pages are at least one source of your performance problems. If these errors are
spread evenly across most or all of the pages on your site, a single bottleneck may be affecting
everything.It’s normal for ColdFusion to rely heavily on the processor and to grab memory as
necessary to pull a large number of records from a database. Memory usage should climb,
plateau, and then release. However, if you find that memory use on your Web server is
increasing without ever releasing, look in the application log for database-related activity. If you
find many errors (and especially if you see entire queries in the application log with associated
errors), examine your database queries and see how you can tighten them up. Other issues can
create what appear to be memory leaks, from threads never releasing, to synchronization
issues. One of your best resources for solving these sorts of problems is the collection of log
files described here.The Exception.log is one of the more useful ColdFusion logs and probably
the first place you should look if you are seeing ColdFusion application errors. Many ColdFusion
developers are uncomfortable with the exception log because it shows Java stack traces, which
are very detailed and full of seemingly undecipherable Java messages. When properly
understood, however, the stack traces offer detailed information on exactly what was happening
when the system experienced the problem that created the exception. A full discussion of Java
stack traces is beyond the scope of this book, but you’ll find an excellent introduction to this topic
at . Once you understand these exception messages, you can quickly determine hung threads,
failed requests, memory problems, and much more. Even without a full grasp of the stack traces,
you will be able to see which file threw the exception, at what time, and what part of ColdFusion
experienced an issue.Though not as useful at first glance as the exception log, the Server.log
also provides information related to the stability of your Web servers that might further
substantiate your application log findings. Search this log for “ColdFusion started,” which
indicates how often your Web server has been started and stopped.NoteColdFusion
Administrator allows you to review all your logs, but in general you will want the capability to
search for specific events, errors, and time ranges to get useful information from your log files. To
get this capability, you want something like Microsoft Log Parser 2.2 (), which lets you parse log
files using SQL-like commands.NoteColdFusion Administrator allows you to review all your logs,
but in general you will want the capability to search for specific events, errors, and time ranges to



get useful information from your log files. To get this capability, you want something like Microsoft
Log Parser 2.2 (), which lets you parse log files using SQL-like commands.Other
LogsColdFusion 9 provides for tracking long-running requests. In the Debugging & Logging >
Logging Settings section of the ColdFusion Administrator, you can set a benchmark (in seconds)
and display any requests that take longer than the setting. Additionally, you can log all pages that
run longer than a given number of seconds to your Server.log. See Figure 47.1 for setting
logging of long-running pages.Figure 47.1 Log pages that are running too long.Periodically
reviewing all of your logs will create a clear picture of how your ColdFusion applications are
functioning and provide information for resolving issues that may arise during the normal course
of operation.JRun MetricsIf you are using the standard version of ColdFusion, or ColdFusion for
J2EE deployed on JRun, you can take advantage of yet another set of log files, as well as the
enhanced logging capability in JRun. Look in the ColdFusion 9 install directory and go to \runtime
\logs. You will see the logs listed in Table 47.2.Table 47.2 JRun Logs for ColdFusionEach of
these logs supplies additional information about ColdFusion, although the data is usually not
particularly helpful in that much of it is duplicated in the standard ColdFusion logs.Enhanced
ColdFusion logging is another tool that can provide extremely detailed and specific information
about a variety of ColdFusion metrics. These metrics are listed in Table 47.3.Table 47.3 JRun
MetricsAs you can see, this is an extensive list of very detailed information! Using JRun metrics,
you can see when threads are hanging, when specific requests are not responding, the amount
of free memory, and more. The only disadvantage to using JRun metrics is that when they are
turned on, they have an impact on system performance. In addition, this feature creates some
very large log files, so it’s best to enable it only when you are troubleshooting.To enable JRun
metrics, first find your JRun.XML file, usually found in the ColdFusion root. The path (in
Windows) will look something like this:C:\CFusion\runtime\servers\coldfusion\SERVER-INF
\jrun.xmlAfter you have found this file you should make a back up since we are going to change
this file and if you make any mistakes ColdFusion server may not restart. Usually it is easy
enough just make a copy of jrun.xml and call it jrun_original.xml or whatever is easy for you to
remember. Now that you have made a backup copy, open jrun.xml with any text editor. Look for
this entry and uncomment it:Then find this entry:<service class="jrunx.logger.LoggerService"
name="LoggerService">and edit its attributes. You want to change metricsEnabled to True, and
metricsLogFrequency (the interval, in seconds, to log metrics) to somewhere between 5 and 10
seconds. So you should have something that looks like this:The information that will be recorded
to the logs will look something like this:Next, split the logged information into its own log file. Do
this by editing the lineso that it reads like this:Once you have changed the jrun.xml file, you will
need to save the file and restart ColdFusion for these settings to take effect. Once you restart
ColdFusion you will see that all the metrics data you record while troubleshooting will go to a
separate log, coldfusion-metrics.log.NoteDo not forget that turning on JRun metrics has a
performance impact on your server and rapidly creates very large log files. Make sure that once
you have resolved your issues or captured all the information you need, turn off the JRun



metrics.NoteDo not forget that turning on JRun metrics has a performance impact on your server
and rapidly creates very large log files. Make sure that once you have resolved your issues or
captured all the information you need, turn off the JRun metrics.Analyzing Web Server Log
FilesSherlock Holmes often said “Eliminate all other factors, and the one which remains must be
the truth.” Trying to debug and troubleshoot your application can sometimes seem an impossible
task when the problem is not apparent or obvious. In these cases you need to look methodically
at everything that may be affecting your system. One of the major components in a ColdFusion
application is the Web server, and careful monitoring and analysis of its logs are crucial to
maintaining system performance. Additionally, the Web server logs often provide clues to other
issues, such as gaps that might allow security breaches or attacks, as well as information on
how real users are experiencing the application.For all these reasons, good log-analysis
software is essential in analyzing your Web server’s log files. Since Web server log analysis isn’t
specific to ColdFusion we will not delve deeply into it. You should know, however, that without a
good log-analysis tool, you’d be severely handicapped in all your other performance-analyzing
ventures. If you don’t have a log-analysis tool right now, you might like to look at Analog (), which
is one of the most popular free Web log parses. Another excellent open source tool is AWstats ().
If you need more powerful analytic tools, consider WebTrends’ Enterprise Suite (), one of the
most popular commercial Web log-analysis tools. It offers ad hoc reporting and graphical
representations of logged data.Analyzing Web server logs will tell you about visits, users
dropping off in the middle of a transaction, and general user activity. You can set up your Web
server to store valuable statistics about your site. These can be very beneficial for tracking
information about your site and then comparing the data to your load testing data. You can find
how many users are visiting, peak loads, page-load times, and most-visited site sections,
among other information. This analysis can also show where visitors are leaving your site,
maybe due to problems such as errors or slow page-load times. Understanding how your users
interact with your site can be very beneficial in creating a high-performance Web site.Active
MonitoringIn addition to reviewing the ColdFusion logs and Web server logs, it’s helpful to have
a good picture of how your Web server looks from outside the network (especially if you think
you might have a network bottleneck). If you are managing your own Web server and it is located
offsite, a good network-monitoring package will give you some perspective on server uptime, as
well as any network latency coming to and going from your Web site. If you don’t have a
monitoring package yet, take a look at HP SiteScope (). When you run SiteScope on a machine
connected to a network other than the one hosting your server, SiteScope will check the health
of your site at specific intervals. It provides a graphical dashboard of server activity, viewable
through a Web browser. Besides SiteScope, a number of great open source monitoring tools are
available that will run on Linux.If your server is managed by someone else or hosted at a co-
location facility, the management company should have a monitoring tool in place. It’s good
practice to ask routinely for the server’s uptime percentage, as well as time frames and
explanations for any outages. Not only will you be checking up on the efficiency of your



management company, but you might also get an idea of how traffic and usage affect site
downtime.Server ProbesColdFusion applications are often used for serious enterprise
applications that rely on a variety of things beyond just databases, including LDAP, SMTP, POP,
Web Services, ERP systems, and others. Knowing what is happening with all these disparate
systems can be crucial to successful troubleshooting in a timely manner. ColdFusion offers a
method to do just that—through server probes. These not only monitor parts of your application,
but recognize failure conditions, send alerts, and even resolve the situation (for example,
restarting a service by running a batch file). The results of your probes are also logged to the
Scheduler.log.Setting Up a Probe to Verify ContentThe first type of server probe you should set
up is a simple content match. This probe loads the Web page at an interval you set. ColdFusion
Application Server (CFAS) then attempts to match your specified content with the Web page
content (provided that CFAS can view the content as part of the source). If your Web server is
delivering the content as expected, the System Probes page displays the status as success.
However, if the Web server is displaying anything other than the expected content (such as a
ColdFusion error page), the System Probes page displays a status of Failed. ColdFusion gives
you the option of sending an email notification, executing a program, and logging the error.For
example you could create a simple ColdFusion template called probe.cfm and put the word Alive
in it. Then you would set up a probe that would call this page, for example every hour, and have it
look for the word Alive. If Alive is not returned it will email you.To set up a content match probe,
follow these steps:1. Create a file called Probe.cfm that just contains the word Alive. Place that
file your Web root.2. In ColdFusion Administrator, select Debugging & Logging and choose
System Probes in the Debugging and Logging category. If you haven’t set up any probes yet,
your System Probes menu will be similar to that in Figure 47.2.Figure 47.2 The System Probes
screen before you’ve configured any probes.3. Click the Define New Probe button to create a
new probe.4. In the Probe Name box, enter the name of the probe as in Figure 47.3.Figure 47.3
The configured content-match probe.5. Enter the frequency with which you want ColdFusion to
load the page. Set it to at least 60 seconds. Also make sure to set the start time that is required.
Optionally you can set up an end time, which defines when your probe will stop running, much
like a scheduled task, but usually you will not use this setting.6. In the Probe URL box, enter the
URL you want ColdFusion to verify. In the example in Figure 47.3, the URL is http://localhost/
probe.cfm, indicating that ColdFusion should check a page called probe.cfm. In some situations
you may want to probe parts of your site that are behind some sort of secure area. In this case
you can also pass a username and password in the user name and password fields.7. In the
Timeout box, enter a timeout value of at least 30 seconds. If you have set ColdFusion in Server
settings to time out requests after a certain number of seconds, you should use the same value
here.8. Choose the Probe Failure settings. In this example, the probe will fail if the response
does not contain the Alive string. What do you want ColdFusion to do if the probe indicates that it
can’t verify your content? You can choose to send an email notification, execute a program, or
log the error to a specific log file. If the content you want to match contains spaces, make sure to



surround the text with quotation marks in your ColdFusion Administrator.9. Click the Submit
button.After you have set up the content match probe, when you click Submit and return to the
System Probes page, it displays your content match with a status of Unknown. Test the probe by
clicking its URL. If the probe succeeds, the status will be OK; if the probe fails, you’ll get a Failed
status. If ColdFusion displays a Failed status but you can verify that the site is functioning
properly (in other words, you have set up a content match and the page is rendering correctly),
edit the probe and verify all the settings (especially the search string). Often a simple typo will
make the difference between success and failure statuses on a functioning site. However, if
ColdFusion displays a Failed status, and the page does not render correctly or at all when you
browse it, you know you have set up a successful content-match probe.You have just set up a
basic content-match probe, but you might want to monitor other components of your Web
application, such as database connectivity, SMTP connectivity, and availability of external
programs and processes.Other ProbesThere are several other probes to help you verify that all
areas of your application are working properly. By writing a simple ColdFusion page, you can
connect to a database and run a query, then return a specific record set. If the record set can be
retrieved, you know the database server is working properly. Or you can write an extensive
ColdFusion page that performs a complete check on your application’s components. ColdFusion
server probes offer you another great tool to monitor, inform, and even resolve issues as they
happen.Setting Up a System Probe to Verify External ConnectivityLet’s look at how we can set
up a system probe to check for database connectivity. The easiest way to do this is to just create
a simple query; it does not even have to return anything, inside a CFTRY block. If the page
cannot connect to the database for any reason, it will throw an exception and return “Error”;
otherwise, it will return “Success.” Listing 47.1 shows an example of a simple database
probe.Listing 47.1 probe.database.cfm—Simple Database Connectivity ProbeSave this probe
somewhere in your Web root. You will need to make sure the data source ows is configured and
set up in your ColdFusion Administrator. Now just follow the same steps as you would to
configure the content probe. Here is a short summary again:1. Click the Define New Probe
button to create a new probe.2. Enter the frequency with which you want ColdFusion to load the
page. For this example an hour is sufficient. Then add a start time and, if you want, a finish
time.3. In the Probe Name box, select a unique name for this probe that describes what you are
testing: for example, owsdatabaseprobe. In the URL box, select the path to the
probe.database.cfm file.4. Set the Probe Failure settings to fail if the result does not contain the
string Success; then select the email notification.5. Click Submit Changes. You have now set up
the probe.You should now see your probe under the list of System Probes in the ColdFusion
Administrator. You should also see four icons next to the name of your system probe. The
second icon allows you to immediately run the probe so you can test it and when you move your
mouse pointer over it you should see Run Task. Select this icon to run the probe. If you have
configured everything correctly you should not get a notification. If there’s anything wrong with
the database connection, then you will be notified.You can configure all system probes to send



emails when a probe fails. Monitoring the System Probes page in the ColdFusion Administrator
at all times is virtually impossible. Setting up email alarms is an essential way to remain up-to-
date regarding the availability of your Web servers. It also helps you gather trend information to
make educated choices on strengthening site availability. In the System Probes page, enter a list
of email recipients to receive probe notifications, separating each email using a semicolon, and
then click Submit Changes.By combining different kinds of probes with email alarm notification,
you can get a pretty good idea of your Web application’s availability in real time. After you start to
notice performance trends, you are ready to start looking for server bottlenecks.NoteAll probes
run as scheduled tasks, so creating too many probes or setting them with high frequencies
(such as every second) will adversely affect the system’s performance.NoteAll probes run as
scheduled tasks, so creating too many probes or setting them with high frequencies (such as
every second) will adversely affect the system’s performance.The ColdFusion Server
MonitorPrior to ColdFusion 8, monitoring the state of your ColdFusion server and
troubleshooting required the use of specialized tools such as SNMP, JVM profilers, and
specialized log parsers. The ColdFusion Server Monitor is a Flex-based application that lets you
see in, real time, server requests, thread usage, queries, memory usage, errors, and much
more.The ColdFusion Server Monitor allows you to set intervals for gathering information, filter
out information you are not interested in, take snapshots of a period in time, and generate
reports. The Server Monitor also allows you to create a variety of alerts to specific events, such
as hung threads and JVM’s reaching a memory threshold, and to perform specific actions on
events, such as sending an email or killing a thread.To start using the ColdFusion Monitor, follow
these steps:1. Go to the ColdFusion Administrator and select the Server Monitoring tab.2. Select
Server Monitor. When you are asked to select either the normal Server Monitor or the Multiple
Server Monitor, select Launch Server Monitor.From here you should see something like Figure
47.4, which is the default monitor view called the Overview; it shows a dashboard summary of a
variety of metrics and reports. Select Start Monitoring, Start Profiling, and Start Memory
Tracking; the monitor will now start collecting data and providing information to the graphs in the
Overview.Figure 47.4 The ColdFusion Server Monitor Overview.Each of the buttons in the
Overview allows you to monitor specific parts of your ColdFusion Server, as described in Table
47.4.Table 47.4 ColdFusion Server Monitoring OptionsTipBecause the Server Monitor is a
separate application, you can call it by going to http://[your server name or ip]/CFIDE/
administrator/monitor/launch-monitor.cfm.TipBecause the Server Monitor is a separate
application, you can call it by going to http://[your server name or ip]/CFIDE/administrator/
monitor/launch-monitor.cfm.You also, using the Settings button in the Overview, define how
often data is collected, whether to include the ColdFusion Administrator in monitoring, what data
to exclude, and specific paths to exclude or include in monitoring. This capability is extremely
helpful when you want to focus on just a specific application or area within an application that is
causing problems.As you can see, the monitor allows access to a large amount of server
information that in previous versions of ColdFusion was hard to access. With the Server Monitor,



you can use the monitor dashboard or Overview screen to drill down into a number of reports;
select any report item and double-click it to go to the Statistics detail view for that item. For
example, double-clicking Request with Errors under Reports in the Overview takes you to the
Statistics > Errors > Requests with Errors view. From there, you can see the entire request with
errors listed by template path, error count, and last occurrence. By double-clicking the error
template, you can see a detail view of the error, as shown in Figure 47.5.Figure 47.5 Example of
the detail of a specific request error.Now that you have seen a little of how the monitor works,
let’s look at it in more detail.NoteA number of other tools, such as SeeFusion and
FusionReactor, provide functionality and benefits that the built-in Server Monitor does not
provide.NoteA number of other tools, such as SeeFusion and FusionReactor, provide
functionality and benefits that the built-in Server Monitor does not provide.Starting MonitorsYou
will note that some items in reports show no information. This is in part because monitoring is
not enabled for these items, or collectors (we will now refer to all discrete items in the report that
generate statistics as collectors). If you look at the Server Monitor, you see three green buttons,
each of which starts a specific type of monitoring. Even if you do not enable any of them, some
of the reports and charts still track data. These reports are always active by default and generate
essentially no overhead. They reflect data to which ColdFusion inherently has access. The rest
of the reports and collectors will not generate data unless you start that monitor, profiler, or
tracker by selecting Start.Although the default reports generate almost no overhead on the
targeted the basic Server Monitor, activated by selecting Start Monitoring, and the profiler,
activated by selecting Start Profiler, do generate some overhead on the ColdFusion server. The
memory tracker, activated by selecting Start Memory Tracking, will generate serious overhead
and can, under certain conditions, cause problems with the targeted server, so make sure not to
turn on your various monitors (especially the memory tracker) when you are doing performance
testing or on production machines that you are not actively trying to troubleshoot.Now let’s us
look at how you can use the ColdFusion Monitor to help with common ColdFusion
issues.Tracking Memory UseAlmost all ColdFusion developers have at one time or another
wondered how variables such as session and application are affecting their applications and the
system memory. You can get a lot of information simply by going to the Statistics > Request
Statistics > Active Sessions report. You can view application and server variables in use by
choosing Statistics > Memory Usage > Application Scope Memory Usage and Server Scope
Memory Usage, respectively. If you do this on a server that is not under load, you can see that
each of variables shows a size value of 0 KB, but simply double-clicking a variable allows you to
drill down and see a detail view, which shows the variable name, value, and size in bytes.You
can drill down into both application and session variables, but session variables also have
another optional report: a chart of active sessions over time. This report can be immensely
helpful in debugging strange session behavior.You have even more insight into how your
application is using memory when you enable the memory monitor by selecting Start Memory
Tracking. When you enable this monitor, you can see each request’s memory usage and even



how a specific scope (var, session, application, and so on) and type are using that
memory.Under Statistics > Memory Usage are a number of useful reports:• Memory Usage
Summary. This report shows a graph of estimated memory usage by memory scopes on the
server, including the server scope, application scope, and session scope. This report can give
you a general idea of how much memory the JVM is using (see Chapter 49, “Scaling with J2EE,”
for more information on the JVM) as well as which scopes are using the most memory.•
Requests by Memory Usage. This report lists requests using the most memory. You can view a
list or a detailed view.• CF Threads by Memory Usage. This report lists the threads using the
most memory.• Queries by Memory Usage. This report lists the queries using the most memory.
This report provides great insight into what is generally the greatest bottleneck in any
ColdFusion application: the database. This report allows you to quickly identify queries that may
need tuning or caching.• Sessions by Memory Usage. This report lists the sessions that use the
most memory.Application Scope Memory Usage. This report lists the application scopes that
use the most memory. The detail list shows application scope variables that use the most
memory.Server Scope Memory Usage. This report shows server scope variables using the most
memory.Through careful use of these reports, you can measure the impact of code changes and
find bugs that are creating memory leaks or causing other problems. You can also use the
Memory Usage Summary report to help tune your JVM.Monitoring the DatabaseAs stated
before, one of the biggest bottlenecks in any ColdFusion application is the database, and it is
often particularly hard to troubleshoot, monitor, and debug ColdFusion interactions with the
database. The ColdFusion Server Monitor, though, provides a number of reports to assist you;
choose Statistics > Database. These reports are as follows:• Active Queries. This report shows
all active queries that take longer to load than the threshold specified on the Slowest Queries
report. You can view a list or a detailed view.• Slowest Queries. This report provides the Slowest
Queries report and the Slowest Queries by Average report (as different tabs). Before you use
this report, you need to select Start Monitoring and Start Profiling. Each report shows queries
along with the template name and line number. The Slowest Queries report shows specific
instances of a query that is slow, along with the SQL statement for the query. The detail view
includes the SQL statement.• Slowest Queries by Average. This report shows, by average,
which queries are slow. This report and the Slowest Queries report can be invaluable in
identifying performance issues.• Cached Queries. This report lists cached queries as a list or
detailed view for an individual query.• Query Cache Status. This report shows a graph of the
cached queries, the estimated memory that the query cache consumes, and the query cache-to-
hit ratio. Performance increases as the query cache-to-hit ratio increases.• Pool Status. This
report lists ColdFusion’s data sources, whether an application on the server is using a data
source, and the number of connections.• Most Frequently Run Queries. This report shows which
queries were executed the most. This report provides a great way to see which queries are the
best candidates for tuning.A common way to use database reports is to find the slowest, largest,
and most commonly run queries in your application. Starting from a performance baseline in



your testing environment, you should run your load tests while using the ColdFusion Server
Monitor to look at each of these reports; then identify which queries you may want to tune.
Always try to correlate your most frequently run queries with your slowest queries and tune the
queries that are both slow and constantly run to get the most impact from your tuning
efforts.Monitoring ColdFusion ErrorsTo create a high-performance application, you want to
remove as many application errors as possible. In the past, ColdFusion developers have had a
hard time debugging ColdFusion applications as errors are generated under production usage
because you usually have to either turn on debugging in the ColdFusion Administrator (which
has a huge impact on performance) or mine the log files on the ColdFusion server. Worse is
when you have users reporting problems with your server and you cannot easily correlate their
problems with your error logs. The ColdFusion Server Monitor can assist here as well. By
selecting Start Profiling and then choosing Statistics > Errors, you can get access to two reports
that will help you track down problems in requests:• Requests with Errors. This report lists
requests generating errors by template path and last occurrence. Double-clicking the error
allows you to drill down to see the most recent error, time of the error, error message, CFML
stack trace, and Java stack trace.• Requests Timed Out. This report shows which requests have
timed out by template path and last occurrence. Double-clicking the request allows you to see a
detail view that shows the path of the template, number of times the request timed out, most
recent response time, last time of request, last estimated request size, and CFML stack
trace.Using the ColdFusion Server Monitor to monitor your errors as they happen on the server
can save you an immense amount of time trying to correlate log files. Combining the error
reports with your other reporting options can help you more quickly understand the nature of a
problem. For instance, if you are seeing a large number of timed-out requests along with Java
out-of-memory errors, you can turn on your memory tracking monitor to see if your Java heap is
full. You then can look at your memory usage summary to see whether your application scope is
taking an abnormal amount of memory and, if so, by clicking Application Scope Memory Usage,
exactly which application variable is causing the problem.Using Server Statistics for
TuningColdFusion Server Monitor also allows you to see a large number of common
performance metrics and statistics that usually would require you to use a more traditional
performance monitor. You can see these statistics reports by choosing Statistics > Request
Statistics. The reports are as follows:• Active Requests. This report shows all active requests that
take longer to load than the request interval specified in the ColdFusion Server Monitor settings
(the icon near the help question mark at the upper right of the application). Requests include all
browser requests, Web Services, gateways, and Flash Remoting. You can double-click a request
or select a detail view or click the icon for a detail view and see the template path, request type,
thread name, time, client IP, memory used by the request, CFML stack trace, and all the scope
variables. To see all request graphs in one view, click Chart. The graph shows requests the
server is currently processing and queued requests.• Active ColdFusion Threads. This report
lists all currently active threads launched by CFTHREAD. You can double-click the thread to see



a detailed view or click the graph icon to see a graph of active threads.• Slowest Requests. This
report lists the slowest requests by template path and response time in seconds specified by the
Request Slower Than threshold in this report, which allows you to define the number of seconds.
You can control the list size using the List Up To field to set the number of requests to view in this
report. You can double-click a request and see a detailed view including the template path, time
executed, request size in kilobytes, response time for the request, average response time for
that template, minimum response time, and maximum response time, as well as request scope
variables, the top-10 slowest tags and functions in that request, and the CFML stack trace.•
Slowest ColdFusion Threads. This report lists the slowest ColdFusion threads by spawned
template path and average response time specified exactly as in the Slowest Requests report.•
Active Sessions. This report shows all the active sessions by session ID, client IP, application
name, and session size in kilobytes. You can view the report as a list, detailed view, or graph of
active sessions. The graph displays the active sessions and the number of users logged in to the
server.• Cumulative Server Usage. This report summarizes the requests that have cumulatively
used the most CPU time as determined by the average response time for the request and its
total number of hits. Very fast templates may be listed at the top of this report if they are the most
commonly called templates, or if you use Fusebox you may see only index.cfm files listed here.
The detailed view of this report provides the template path of the request, total CPU time used
as a percentage, number of hits, last time of the request, last response time, average execution
time, minimum execution time, maximum execution time, last request size in kilobytes, and
average request size in kilobytes. You can also see a graph of request-versus-CPU usage.•
Highest Hit Counts. This report shows the requests that have the highest hit count by template
path, hit count, average execution time in seconds, and average request time in kilobytes. You
can also view this report as a graph.• Template Cache Status. This report presents two graphs
showing information about the ColdFusion Template cache (the template cache is where the
ColdFusion server stores compiled CFM and CFC templates in memory). The first graph shows
the number of cache hits over time and the cache-to-hit ratio, which is the number of cache hits
in relation to the number of cache misses. Cache hits refers to the templates retrieved from the
cache. Cache misses refers to the templates that must be compiled before being placed in the
cache. A server that is performing well should have a high cache-to-hit ration. The second graph
shows whether the template total cache-to-hit ratio is low; if your template cache is close to the
same size as the cache size set in the server settings in the ColdFusion Administrator, you
should consider increasing the size of the cache by going to Server Settings > Caching in the
ColdFusion Administrator.• Request Throttle Data. This report lists all requests that the
ColdFusion server throttles because not enough memory is available to handle them as defined
in Server Settings > Settings in the ColdFusion Administrator. These requests are then pushed
into the ColdFusion server queue.As you can see, the ColdFusion Server Monitor request
statistics provide a very granular and detailed view of how the application is performing at any
time and over time. The capability to use reports such as Slowest Requests to monitor which



requests and templates might be bottlenecks and then dive into the request and see exactly
which tags and functions along the request execution path are taking the most time is an
incredibly powerful tool.The Server Monitor also allows you to see over time which parts of your
site are consuming the most resources or are the most active in receiving hits, helping you make
decisions about whether you need to increase your cache size, whether you may need to
change the number of threads for a particular service, and more. As you will see in the next
section, you can use the ColdFusion Server Monitor not only to obtain information when you
actively use the monitor but also to receive notification when the ColdFusion server has some
sort of problem—for example, when response times start exceeding 20 seconds—and even to
take action, such as killing threads or running code you have defined.ColdFusion Monitor Alerts
and SnapshotsOne of the most powerful features of the ColdFusion Server Monitor is the
capability to create alerts that essentially allow you define specific events or thresholds that
occur on the ColdFusion server and an action to be taken when the event or threshold is
reached. The ColdFusion Server Monitor alerts can be reached by going to the monitor and
selecting the Alerts tab. The Alerts view simply shows you all the alerts that have happened by
alert type, alert status, time, and alert message. To define new alert conditions, select Alert
Configuration.You can enable and configure four types of alerts:• Unresponsive Server. When
enabled, this alert is triggered when threads do not respond within a time defined by you in the
Busy Thread Time field. The Hung Thread Count is the number of threads executing that
exceeded the Busy Thread Time threshold before the event triggered. All four alerts allow you to
select the same five actions: send email, dump a snapshot, kill threads running longer than an
interval defined by you in seconds, reject any new requests, and execute a custom CFC.• Slow
Server. When enabled, this alert is triggered when the response time threshold is below the
average response time of requests on the server. You can define the response time in seconds
in the Response Time Threshold field. You can trigger the same actions for this alert as you can
with the Unresponsive Server alert.• JVM Memory. When enabled, this alert is triggered when
the ColdFusion JVM uses more memory that the threshold defined by you in megabytes in the
JVM Memory Threshold field. Unlike with the other alerts, you can perform an additional action:
garbage collection (see Chapter 49 for more information on the JVM and garbage collection).•
Timeouts. When enabled, this alert is triggered when the request timeout count defined in the
Timeouts Count field is within the time internal in seconds defined in the Time Interval field. You
can perform the same actions on this alert as for the Unresponsive Server alert.For all of these
alerts, you can define the email address for alerts to be sent to on the Email Settings tab. Alerts
are especially powerful in that they allow you to create custom event handlers in the form of
CFCs; such an event handler, for instance, might email multiple people, or not send an email
notice until the specific alert has been raised more than once (for example, 10 times in an hour
for a slow server). If you want to use your own CFCs, all you need to do is add the path to the
CFC in the Processing CFC field of the alert. Furthermore, when creating custom CFCs for
alerts, you need to use two functions, onAlertStart() and onAlertEnd(), which accept a structure



as an argument and do not return anything. They are defined like this:• onAlertStart(). This
function is called when the alert is triggered and is passed a structure that contains all the
information about the settings for the alert that was activated.• onAlertEnd(). This function is
called when the alert is not valid any more, and a structure is passed to this function that
contains the alert settings when the alert was disabled.Another option you can perform in an
alert or by choosing Snapshots > Trigger Snapshot is to take a snapshot. A snapshot is literally a
snapshot in time of your ColdFusion server’s health in regard to:• Number and type of requests•
JVM memory use• Server, application, and session scope memory use• Throttle queue size and
memory use• Information about cached queries• Status of the database pool• Java stack
traceAll of this information is critical in understanding what may have caused an alert and in
helping you with your debugging.Although the ColdFusion Server Monitor provides a number of
ways to check the health of your server, monitor your server, and manage your server and stay
aware of possible worrisome events, the ColdFusion developers at Adobe realize that there may
be other things that you, as the ColdFusion server administrator, want that the ColdFusion
Server Monitor does not provide. For these cases, you can use the Server Monitor API.Server
Monitor APIAdobe has, as with other parts of the ColdFusion Administrator, opened an API for
the ColdFusion Server Monitor, allowing server administrators to programmatically perform
server monitor tasks using servermonitor.cfc. There are too many methods for servermonitor.cfc
to cover in this book, but you can easily view the API by opening your browser and going to http://
localhost/CFIDE/adminapi/servermonitoring.cfc. Using the API is just like working with any other
CFC except that you have to pass your ColdFusion Administrator login password to the CFC, as
shown in Listing 47.2.Listing 47.2 getApplicationScopeMemory.cfm—Viewing Application
Scope Memory UsageAs you can see in Listing 47.2, all we did is create an instance of the
ColdFusion Administrator CFC, call the login method, create an instance of the Server Monitor
CFC, call the getAllApplicationScopesMemoryUsed() function, which returns a structure, and
then use CFDUMP to display the data. While this example is somewhat trivial, you are
constrained in no way other than your specific requirements and creativity since the full API is
exposed to you.The ColdFusion Server ManagerIn prior versions of ColdFusion, managing large
numbers of servers often involved having to remotely log into each individual server to make
changes to settings such as data sources, mappings, and scheduled tasks. Depending on the
complexity and security setup of your environment, making even simple changes across your
entire network could take hours. ColdFusion 9 introduces a new tool aimed at simplifying these
tasks: the ColdFusion Server Manager.The Server Manager is an Adobe AIR application that
you install on your local workstation to get quick access to many of the most common tasks you
would normally accomplish within the ColdFusion Administrator: updating settings, managing
data sources, viewing log files, installing patches, and clearing the template
cache.InstallationThe ColdFusion Server Manager installer ships with every copy of ColdFusion
9, including the Developer edition. To install the application, log into the ColdFusion
Administrator and choose Server Monitoring and then Server Monitor from the left navigation



pane. At the bottom of the page is the Server Manager section. Click the Launch Server
Manager button, and you will be prompted to open or save the file. Run the installer, and the
Adobe AIR Framework will guide you through the installation process.NoteThe ColdFusion
Server Manager is an Adobe AIR application and requires the Adobe AIR runtime. Get the latest
installer here: .NoteThe ColdFusion Server Manager is an Adobe AIR application and requires
the Adobe AIR runtime. Get the latest installer here: .Duplicating Server SettingsIn its simplest
form, the ColdFusion Server Manager (Figure 47.6) works just like the ColdFusion Administrator.
(Chapter 2, “Accessing the ColdFusion Administrator,” in Adobe ColdFusion 9 Web Application
Construction Kit, Volume 1: Getting Started, provides detailed information about how to set
options in the ColdFusion Administrator.) It enables you to configure the most common server
settings on any one server:• Data sources• Mappings• Scheduled tasks• Charting• JVM•
Logging• Mail• Memory variables• Server• Request tuningFigure 47.6 The ColdFusion Server
Manager.Configuring settings on one server is nice, but the real power of the Server Manager
comes from its ability to manage multiple servers at the same time. Imagine having a large
cluster of application servers running a single application. You’ve just spent the better part of the
weekend fine-tuning every setting, from the JVM configuration to the memory variables to even
the data-source connections. Now you just have to exactly reproduce every single setting, one at
a time, across 30 separate ColdFusion instances. Sounds like fun, doesn’t it? With the
ColdFusion Server Manager, you can duplicate your settings from one server to any number of
additional servers.1. Log into the ColdFusion Server Manager and verify that all of the servers
you need to change are configured.2. In the upper-left corner, select the server that has the
settings you want to duplicate and click the refresh icon.3. After the source server has fully
loaded in the settings menu on the left side, select the servers to which you want to copy your
settings from the pane on the right side of the screen.4. From the source server, select
whichever settings you want to duplicate. You can choose any combination of options by
selecting each section or individual items.5. Right-click the selected menu items and choose
Apply to Selected Servers.6. The ColdFusion Server Manager will verify your request. This is
your only opportunity to cancel this operation. To proceed, select Yes, and the Server Manager
will begin copying your settings to all of the destination servers.CautionThere is no rollback or
undo function in the Server Manager. Any changes you duplicate from one server to another are
final. It’s recommended that you back up your ColdFusion settings prior to
duplication.CautionThere is no rollback or undo function in the Server Manager. Any changes
you duplicate from one server to another are final. It’s recommended that you back up your
ColdFusion settings prior to duplication.NoteSome changes require you to restart the
ColdFusion Server to make them take effect, just as in the ColdFusion Administrator.NoteSome
changes require you to restart the ColdFusion Server to make them take effect, just as in the
ColdFusion Administrator.Running Differential Comparisons Between ServersOne of the most
tedious tasks in troubleshooting problems on servers in a cluster is isolating the differences
between the individual servers. Typically, this process would involve a very long day of logging



into one ColdFusion Administrator after another, making detailed notes about the settings for
each instance and then comparing them manually. Using the ColdFusion Server Manager, you
can select a baseline comparison server and run a comparison against any other server to see
what differences exist between them.To run a comparison between two servers, follow these
steps:1. Right-click any server in the main display pane.2. Choose Diff With and then select any
other server on the list.3. Select or deselect any options you want included or excluded from the
comparison and then click Next.The Server Manager will run the comparison and return the
results in a tree view (Figure 47.7). Items that do not match will appear in a lighter color.Figure
47.7 An example of a differential report generated by the ColdFusion Server Manager.Deciding
What to Do NextAfter you have a good grasp of your site’s current performance, you can start
looking for bottlenecks and performance issues. Every ColdFusion site is unique in one way or
another, so it is hard to generalize about specific symptoms and their relationships to
performance problems. One site may have a custom integration routine that downloads Web
orders to an order processing system. Another site may have integrated ColdFusion with an
Open Market transaction server. Many sites need to interface with a legacy mainframe database
or with third-party applications. If you have examined all the non-ColdFusion bottleneck
possibilities and still need to improve your ColdFusion server’s performance, you have two
options: optimizing the code, or adding more servers.Issues to Consider When Looking for
Performance ProblemsA typical ColdFusion-driven site is fairly complex. Many factors, such as
databases and network layout, contribute to performance. Given the possible number of these
factors, your bottleneck is likely to lie outside ColdFusion or to indirectly depend on
ColdFusion.A good step, if you are experiencing performance problems, is to examine closely
using the Server Monitoring tool the pages that users were requesting at the time of the problem.
If you use the Server Monitoring tool and cannot find any issues with your application code,
queries, and so on, then perhaps the issue is outside the ColdFusion server. There are a number
of issues that can cause performance problems for your application outside of ColdFusion itself.
Let’s look at a list of possible bottleneck points on a typical ColdFusion server that you should
examine before you consider scaling.Typical BottlenecksYou should consider several possible
sources of bottlenecks:• Web-server bandwidth. Check to see how much bandwidth your
network provider allocates for your site. If you have substantial traffic, a bottleneck might be
caused if the provider institutes a cap on bandwidth (called bandwidth throttling), or if the
networking equipment in place poses physical limitations on bandwidth.• Web-server
performance. Preset limits to simultaneous HTTP requests can create a bottleneck.• Other
processes running on the same server. Each additional process uses critical CPU and memory,
even if it is just a small amount. These tiny amounts can accumulate quickly and impact
performance. Conduct an audit of your server: If you are running Windows, use the Task
Manager to determine how many processes are running and how they are affecting your
resources. If you are running Unix operating systems, run the appropriate command to view
open processes (for example, ps ax on Linux).• Hard-drive speed. This is not just for <cffile>;



ColdFusion must pull templates off the disk if they are not in cache. Don’t forget your
application.cfm files and <cfinclude> files. Even if you are caching templates, ColdFusion still
checks the file on disk to see whether it has been modified, unless you specifically tell
ColdFusion to trust cache files.• Network latency. If you are communicating with other machines
on the local network, latency generally should not be an issue. However, if you are
communicating with machines on remote networks, or if communications travel through
switches or routers—especially at varying speeds—check the response time of each machine
with which you are communicating. You can do this with a simple ping command to get the
response time of a particular machine or by using the traceroute command (tracert in Windows)
to determine whether any slow hops exist between you and the target machine.• Database
server performance. While using the Server Monitor to check for long--running or poorly
executing queries is important, often to get the best performance from a ColdFusion application
using a database, you will need to optimize the database itself using indexes, views, and so on.•
JDBC configuration. Your Server Monitor can point to issues with your database performance,
but often you will need to tune your database connection pool. Tune your maximum
simultaneous connections and cached queries settings. Sometimes using different JDBC drivers
will result in improved performance, or even just upgrading to the latest version of a driver will
help.• <cfmail>, <cfftp>, <cfhttp>. The performance of other servers (SMTP, FTP, HTTP, and
such) may affect the performance of your application. The Internet latency to get there and back
may be a bottleneck. Create a system probe to determine whether one of these servers is timing
out, or you can write a .cfm page to report each server’s response times.Understanding all the
bottlenecks in your application is crucial to understanding what you need to monitor so that you
can figure out what is wrong with your application. Although the ColdFusion Server Monitor
provides the capability to gain deep insight into how your ColdFusion Server is performing, there
are a number of other things that may be affecting your application that the monitor cannot
provide information for. In these cases, you need to use other tools to understand what might be
affecting your system as a whole. Furthermore, sometimes you have to dig through log files to
find the real culprit, which may be faulty drivers, bugs in the JVM, or a host of other issues that
cannot be resolved by better coding, selecting a few options, or making some minor changes.
The good news is that most important bottlenecks in a ColdFusion application end up being
physical limitations of hardware, your network, and so on, and at that point you can look to
methods of scaling your application to overcome these bottlenecks.→ For more about how to do
this, look at Chapter 48, “Scaling with ColdFusion,” and Chapter 49.Chapter 48. Scaling with
ColdFusionIN THIS CHAPTERThe Importance of Scaling 43Scaling Considerations 44How to
Write ColdFusion 9 Applications That Scale 52Keeping Web Site Servers in Sync 57Multiple
ColdFusion 9 Instances 59Hardware versus Software Load-Balancing Options 62Scaling with
ColdFusion 9 Load Balancing 65Hardware Load-Balancing Options 68Finishing Up 70In the first
two chapters of this volume, you learned about high availability and about monitoring system
performance. In the two chapters following this one, you’ll learn about scaling with Java and



managing session state in a cluster. Here in this chapter we’ll concentrate on what you need to
know about scaling with ColdFusion 9.We’ll cover scaling considerations, writing ColdFusion 9
applications that will scale, keeping server data in sync, the differences between hardware and
software load balancing options, scaling with ColdFusion Load Balancing, and scaling with
hardware-based load-balancing devices. When looking at scaling options and strategies with
ColdFusion 9, we’ll focus on your (the developer’s) point of view. This chapter highlights what
you can do to build highly scalable ColdFusion 9 applications that can be deployed on one, two,
or many ColdFusion 9 servers.The Importance of ScalingOne way to define scaling is as “the
ability to enlarge or reduce a design.” In the computer science world, scaling applies generally to
growing an application to handle more traffic, tasks, and transactions—but that is not the only
definition. For this reason, we’re going to focus on the issue of scaling as the ability to grow your
ColdFusion application to handle a larger load, process more transactions, and work more easily
overall.Generally, when you look at scaling ColdFusion applications, there are several distinct
areas to consider. These areas are• Hardware (your application server, database server, etc.)•
Software (how you design and build and deploy your application)• Infrastructure (the network,
switches, routers, and hardware load balancing systems)• Special scaling systems (third-party
caching tools, proxy servers, and other methods of scaling an application that stand apart from
the main system)Since scaling is such a substantial topic, this chapter addresses only the most
common aspects of scaling. This chapter’s purpose is to give you a working understanding of
some of the major factors and considerations involved in scaling a application. Before you
embark on developing a large-scale, high-availability system yourself, you need to be thoroughly
comfortable with all the subject material in this chapter or consult someone who is.Almost all
accepted best practices and approaches to scaling ColdFusion, and Web applications in
general, involve clustering, which we touched on in Chapter 46, “Understanding High
Availability.” Clustering does not only offer the possibility for failover but is generally the easiest
method for scaling an application horizontally. In this case horizontally means the addition of
servers while vertically means the increasing of servers resources through the addition of things
like CPUs and more memory.Clustering allows you to create a group of servers that act like a
single system. Most modern clustering approaches take advantage of hardware, software, and
networking strategies that allow you to easily add or remove servers to an existing cluster
without having to experience any downtime.Running one Web site on one server is relatively
straightforward: You know that every Web request goes to the same Web server software and
ColdFusion 9 service, with the same settings and environment. But as soon as you add a
second server, you are faced with a host of technical challenges. The following sections examine
some of the implications. Later in this chapter, we’ll review some of the principal technologies
that enable you to effectively distribute your traffic across multiple servers, and how such
technologies are implemented.Scaling ConsiderationsThere are many issues to consider when
you’re building a clustered environment. Proper planning of your application architecture is
important as well. Many factors are involved, and laying out a plan before purchasing and



building your clustered environment can save you many headaches later. Questions you may
want to ask include the following:• How many servers do you need? The number of servers will
depend on how much traffic you expect and how Web site functionality is distributed in your
server farm.• What types of servers and operating systems do you want to deploy? Choosing
servers and operating systems depends on many factors, including your team’s skill sets and
experience in these areas.• How do you balance traffic between the servers? The methods that
you select for load balancing may affect your choice of load balancer. You may want users to
stay on one machine for the length of their session. Failover and server monitoring are other
considerations when balancing traffic in a cluster.• How will you keep the Web site content in
sync among all the servers, and how will you deploy the Web site? This is potentially one of the
most troublesome areas in Web site maintenance. Not only do you need to keep Web site
content in sync, but each server requires periodic configuration changes, patches, and hot fixes
to be deployed as well.We’ll try to answer some of these questions by breaking the Web site
infrastructure into major elements and then discussing their implementation. These major
elements include tiered application architecture, server and hardware components, and cluster
load balancing.What do you have when you have a Web site? You have a server or servers with
operating systems, files, directories, configurations, hardware, and software. Your environment
may be tiered, consisting of the Web server, application server, and a separate database server.
Let’s discuss this tiered application architecture first.Tiered Application ArchitectureOne of the
most common approaches to scaling a system is tiering. What tiering means is to logically or
physically separate and encapsulate a set of processes or functionality. Generally when you are
looking to scale a system, you want to consider physical tiering where you separate specific
system functions physically, by putting them on their own machines or clusters. For example,
most simple ColdFusion applications are three-tiered applications, where the browser is the
client tier, the Web server and ColdFusion are the application tiers, and a database is the data
tier. Complex applications can have any number of tiers, and it’s not uncommon see
authentication tiers, business object tiers, and others. This sort of architecture is usually called a
physical architecture, in that the actual physical separation of software systems is represented
on specific groups of servers or hardware.Figure 48.1 shows a three-tiered Web site architecture
where ColdFusion 9 is installed in the application server tier. This configuration can be
accomplished by installing ColdFusion 9 on a supported J2EE application server platform. For
more about deploying ColdFusion 9 on J2EE, see Chapter 49, “Scaling with J2EE.”Figure 48.1
Three-tiered server farm with ColdFusion 9.Front-End Servers versus Back-End ServersWhen
creating your system infrastructure, it’s important to design with security in mind. One of the best
ways to do this is to limit public exposure to only those systems that absolutely need to be
exposed, such as Web servers, and nothing else. This public set of servers and the network are
often referred to as the front end; servers on the private network are referred to as the back
end.The front end is the network segment between the public Internet and your Web cluster. The
front end should be optimized for speed. Place a switched segment with lots of bandwidth in



front of your Web servers. Your two primary goals on the front end are to avoid collisions and to
minimize the number of hops (intervening network devices) between your Web servers and the
public Internet. If you are using hardware-based load balancing, you could have a hardware load
balancer in front of your front-end network.The back end is the network segment between your
Web cluster and your supporting servers. Because your support servers need to talk only to your
Web servers and your LAN, you don’t need to make this segment directly accessible to the
public Internet. In fact, you might do better to deliberately prevent any access to these machines
from the public Internet by using private IP addresses or a firewall. Doing so enables you to take
advantage of useful network protocols that would be a security risk if they were made available
to the public Internet. In addition, be sure to spend some time trying to minimize collisions on
your back-end network. You have either a single firewall that separates the public from the
private system or—better yet—a firewall in front of your Web servers and another one in front of
your back-end servers, which are connected to the public server via a trusted connection.To
protect the back-end servers from unwanted traffic, you can implement dual-homed servers.
This strategy employs two network interface cards (NICs) in a Web server: one that speaks to
the front end and one that speak to the back end. This approach improves your Web server’s
network performance by preventing collisions between front-end and back-end packets.In a
dual-homed configuration, depending on which type of load balancing you are using, you can
use private, nonroutable IP addresses to address machines on the back-end server farm. Using
private non-routable addresses introduces another layer of complexity to your setup but can be
a significant security advantage.Server and Hardware ComponentsSeveral considerations
regarding server and hardware configurations crop up when you attempt to scale your site.
These issues include the number of CPUs per box, the amount of RAM, and the hard drive
speed and server configuration in general.If your server is implemented with one CPU, turning it
into a two-CPU system does not double your performance, even if the two processors are
identical. Depending on the hardware, your operating systems, and your application, you should
expect only about a 60 percent performance increase. Adding a third CPU increases the
performance even less, and the fourth CPU gives an even smaller boost. This is true because
each additional CPU consumes operating system resources simply to keep itself in sync with the
others. Also, not every operating system or application can effectively and efficiently take
advantage of multiple CPUs. Generally, if a two-processor machine is running out of processor
resources, you’re better off adding a second two-processor machine than adding two
processors to your existing machine. To illustrate, see Figure 48.2, which shows performance
gains when adding up to four CPUs on one server. Notice that the performance gains are not
linear. Each additional CPU has less improvement than the preceding CPU.Figure 48.2
Performance gains by adding CPUs to a server are not linear.You might ask why you would want
a two-processor machine at all. Why not use four single-processor machines instead? In an
abstract measure of processor utilization, you might be right. But you also must deal with
problems of user experience. Even though you’re not using 100 percent of the second processor



on the server, you are getting a strong performance boost. With this increase, a page that takes
2 seconds to process on a one-processor box might take just over 1 second to process on a two-
processor box. This can be the difference between a site that feels slow and a site with happy
users. Another point in favor of two-processor machines: Many server-class machines, with
configurations that support other advanced hardware features necessary for a robust server,
support dual processors as part of their feature sets. If you’re investing in server-class machines,
adding a second processor before adding a second server can be cost effective.Adobe has
worked with Intel and Microsoft to greatly improve multiple processor performance in Windows.
If you are using Windows 2003, Windows 2008, Vista, or Windows 7, you will see a far better
performance improvement with additional processors than you would with Windows 2000
server. If you are developing a new site and you haven’t yet chosen a Windows-based operating
system, look into Windows 2008 for better performance.Unix environments, on the other hand,
are designed to take advantage of multiple processors and use them efficiently; ColdFusion
profits from the extra processing power Unix environments provide. To determine how to scale a
Unix environment (that is, whether to add processing power or another server), make your best
judgment using your performance-testing data. Bear in mind, however, that although adding a
few more processors will definitely increase your Unix site’s performance, if you have only one
Web server and that server goes down, no amount of processors will beat having an additional
machine for redundancy.Linux has become especially popular among ColdFusion 9 developers
and hosting companies. ColdFusion 9 performs extremely well on Red Hat Linux, as well as
some other, but unsupported, distributions.RAM is another hardware issue to consider. The
bottom line is that RAM is cheap, so put as much RAM in each machine as you can afford. I
recommend at least 4 GB of RAM (if you’re using a 64-bit operating system). Additional RAM
allows for more cached database queries, templates, and memory-resident data. The more
RAM you have, the more information you will be able to cache in memory rather than on disk,
and the faster your site will run.Another memory consideration is that Java and thus ColdFusion
9 tend to be more memory intensive due to the nature of Java Virtual Machines. With plenty of
memory that you can assign to your JVM heap, you can have a dramatic performance impact on
systems that you expect to experience high usage. For more on this, read Chapter 49.Hard-disk
drive speed is an often-overlooked aspect of server performance. Traditionally, SCSI drives have
offered better performance and stability than IDE drives and are usually recommended.
Recently, however, speeds on IDE and Serial Advanced Technology Attachment (SATA) drives
have greatly improved. Both SCSI and IDE offer good performance, as well as high availability in
the case of drive failure; the same is true of serial ATA drives in a Redundant Array of
Independent Drives (RAID) on a dedicated drive controller. Most production-level RAID
controllers enable you to add RAM to the controller itself. This memory, called the first-in, first-
out (FIFO) cache, allows recently accessed data to be stored and processed directly from the
RAM on the controller. You get a pronounced speed increase from this type of system because
data never has to be sought out and read from the drive.NoteIf you use virtualization (virtual



machine software such as VMware—), it is especially important to have fast hard drives since
virtual machines perform significant drive input and output. For optimal performance, get the
fastest possible hard drives you can.If you use a RAID controller with a lot of RAM on board, you
also should invest in redundant power supplies and a good uninterruptible power system (UPS).
The RAM on the RAID controller is written back to the hard disk only if the system is shut down
in an orderly fashion. If your system loses power, all the data in RAM on the controller is lost. If
you don’t understand why this is bad, imagine that the record of your last 50 orders for your
product were in the RAM cache, instead of written to the disk, when the power failed. The more
RAM you have on the controller, the greater the magnitude of your problem in the event of a
power outage.Many people believe that all servers should make use of RAID, but it often makes
more sense to use RAID only on systems that are actually doing substantial data storage and
file I/O, such as database servers. Often, a whole application layer is actually designed to run in
an application server cluster’s RAM; thus, minimal RAID or even mirrored drives might make
sense. This decision will in large part be dictated by your application design, architecture, and
available budget.The type of load-balancing technology you use has a big impact on the way
you build your system. If you are using load-balancing technology that distributes traffic equally
to all servers, you want each of your systems to be configured identically, depending on that tier.
(Your Web servers will likely have much different hardware requirements than your database
servers.) Most dedicated load-balancing hardware can detect a failed server and stop sending
traffic to it. If your system works this way, and you have some extra capacity in your cluster, it’s
acceptable for each box to be somewhat less reliable because the others can pick up the slack if
it goes down. But if you’re using a simple load-balancing approach such as round-robin DNS
(RRDNS), which can’t detect a down server, you need each box to be as reliable as possible
because a single failure means some of your users cannot use your site.Because you want your
users to have a uniform experience on your site, regardless of which server responds to their
requests, keep your system configurations as close to identical as possible. Unfortunately,
because of the advanced complexity of today’s operating systems and applications, this
consistency is a lot harder to accomplish than it sounds. Identical configurations also help to
alleviate quality assurance issues for your Web site. If your servers are not identical, your Web
site may not function the same way on the different servers. This condition makes managing
your Web site unnecessarily complex. If you must have different servers in your configuration,
plan to spend extra time performing quality assurance on your Web applications to ensure that
they will run as expected on all servers in the cluster.Considerations for Choosing a Load-
Balancing OptionBefore deploying your clustered server farm, consider how you want your
servers to handle and distribute load, as well as what your budget is. Also take into account how
much traffic you expect to handle and how much that traffic will grow. There are a variety of
approaches for handling and distributing load, including dedicated load-balancing hardware,
load-balancing software, and RRDNS. Software and hardware load-balancing systems employ
user-request distribution algorithms, which can distribute user requests to a pre-specified



server, to a server with the least load, or through other methods. A round-robin configuration
passes each user request to the next available server. This is sometimes performed regardless
of the selected server’s current load. Round-robin configurations may involve DNS changes.
Consult with your network administrator when discussing this option.Round-Robin DNSThe
RRDNS method of load balancing takes advantage of some capabilities that are the result of the
way the Internet’s domain name system handles multiple IP addresses with the same domain
name. To configure RRDNS, you should be comfortable with making changes to your DNS
server.CautionBe careful when making DNS server changes. Making an incorrect DNS change
is roughly equivalent to sending out change-of-address and change-of-phone-number forms to
incorrect destinations for every one of your customers and vendors, and having no way to tell the
people at the incorrect postal destination or the incorrect phone number to forward the errant
mail back to you. If you broadcast incorrect DNS information, you could cut off all traffic to your
site for days or weeks.Simply put, RRDNS centers around the concept of giving your public
domain name () more than one IP address. You should give each machine in your cluster two
domain names: one for the public domain, and one that lets you address each machine uniquely.
See Table 48.1 for some examples.Table 48.1 Examples of IP AddressesWhen a remote
domain-name server queries your domain-name server for information about (because a user
has requested a Web page and needs to know the address of your server), your DNS server
returns one of the multiple IP addresses you’ve listed for . The remote DNS server then uses that
IP address until its DNS cache expires, upon which it queries your DNS server again, possibly
getting a different IP address. Each sequential request from a remote DNS server receives a
different IP address as a response.Round-robin DNS is a crude way to balance load. When a
remote DNS gets one of your IP addresses in its cache, it uses that same IP address until the
cache expires, no matter how many requests originate from the remote domain and regardless
of whether the target IP address is responding. This type of load balancing is extremely
vulnerable to what is known as the mega-proxy problem.Chapter 48. Scaling with ColdFusionIN
THIS CHAPTERThe Importance of Scaling 43Scaling Considerations 44How to Write
ColdFusion 9 Applications That Scale 52Keeping Web Site Servers in Sync 57Multiple
ColdFusion 9 Instances 59Hardware versus Software Load-Balancing Options 62Scaling with
ColdFusion 9 Load Balancing 65Hardware Load-Balancing Options 68Finishing Up 70IN THIS
CHAPTERThe Importance of Scaling 43Scaling Considerations 44How to Write ColdFusion 9
Applications That Scale 52Keeping Web Site Servers in Sync 57Multiple ColdFusion 9
Instances 59Hardware versus Software Load-Balancing Options 62Scaling with ColdFusion 9
Load Balancing 65Hardware Load-Balancing Options 68Finishing Up 70In the first two chapters
of this volume, you learned about high availability and about monitoring system performance. In
the two chapters following this one, you’ll learn about scaling with Java and managing session
state in a cluster. Here in this chapter we’ll concentrate on what you need to know about scaling
with ColdFusion 9.We’ll cover scaling considerations, writing ColdFusion 9 applications that will
scale, keeping server data in sync, the differences between hardware and software load



balancing options, scaling with ColdFusion Load Balancing, and scaling with hardware-based
load-balancing devices. When looking at scaling options and strategies with ColdFusion 9, we’ll
focus on your (the developer’s) point of view. This chapter highlights what you can do to build
highly scalable ColdFusion 9 applications that can be deployed on one, two, or many
ColdFusion 9 servers.The Importance of ScalingOne way to define scaling is as “the ability to
enlarge or reduce a design.” In the computer science world, scaling applies generally to growing
an application to handle more traffic, tasks, and transactions—but that is not the only definition.
For this reason, we’re going to focus on the issue of scaling as the ability to grow your
ColdFusion application to handle a larger load, process more transactions, and work more easily
overall.Generally, when you look at scaling ColdFusion applications, there are several distinct
areas to consider. These areas are• Hardware (your application server, database server, etc.)•
Software (how you design and build and deploy your application)• Infrastructure (the network,
switches, routers, and hardware load balancing systems)• Special scaling systems (third-party
caching tools, proxy servers, and other methods of scaling an application that stand apart from
the main system)Since scaling is such a substantial topic, this chapter addresses only the most
common aspects of scaling. This chapter’s purpose is to give you a working understanding of
some of the major factors and considerations involved in scaling a application. Before you
embark on developing a large-scale, high-availability system yourself, you need to be thoroughly
comfortable with all the subject material in this chapter or consult someone who is.Almost all
accepted best practices and approaches to scaling ColdFusion, and Web applications in
general, involve clustering, which we touched on in Chapter 46, “Understanding High
Availability.” Clustering does not only offer the possibility for failover but is generally the easiest
method for scaling an application horizontally. In this case horizontally means the addition of
servers while vertically means the increasing of servers resources through the addition of things
like CPUs and more memory.Clustering allows you to create a group of servers that act like a
single system. Most modern clustering approaches take advantage of hardware, software, and
networking strategies that allow you to easily add or remove servers to an existing cluster
without having to experience any downtime.Running one Web site on one server is relatively
straightforward: You know that every Web request goes to the same Web server software and
ColdFusion 9 service, with the same settings and environment. But as soon as you add a
second server, you are faced with a host of technical challenges. The following sections examine
some of the implications. Later in this chapter, we’ll review some of the principal technologies
that enable you to effectively distribute your traffic across multiple servers, and how such
technologies are implemented.Scaling ConsiderationsThere are many issues to consider when
you’re building a clustered environment. Proper planning of your application architecture is
important as well. Many factors are involved, and laying out a plan before purchasing and
building your clustered environment can save you many headaches later. Questions you may
want to ask include the following:• How many servers do you need? The number of servers will
depend on how much traffic you expect and how Web site functionality is distributed in your



server farm.• What types of servers and operating systems do you want to deploy? Choosing
servers and operating systems depends on many factors, including your team’s skill sets and
experience in these areas.• How do you balance traffic between the servers? The methods that
you select for load balancing may affect your choice of load balancer. You may want users to
stay on one machine for the length of their session. Failover and server monitoring are other
considerations when balancing traffic in a cluster.• How will you keep the Web site content in
sync among all the servers, and how will you deploy the Web site? This is potentially one of the
most troublesome areas in Web site maintenance. Not only do you need to keep Web site
content in sync, but each server requires periodic configuration changes, patches, and hot fixes
to be deployed as well.We’ll try to answer some of these questions by breaking the Web site
infrastructure into major elements and then discussing their implementation. These major
elements include tiered application architecture, server and hardware components, and cluster
load balancing.What do you have when you have a Web site? You have a server or servers with
operating systems, files, directories, configurations, hardware, and software. Your environment
may be tiered, consisting of the Web server, application server, and a separate database server.
Let’s discuss this tiered application architecture first.Tiered Application ArchitectureOne of the
most common approaches to scaling a system is tiering. What tiering means is to logically or
physically separate and encapsulate a set of processes or functionality. Generally when you are
looking to scale a system, you want to consider physical tiering where you separate specific
system functions physically, by putting them on their own machines or clusters. For example,
most simple ColdFusion applications are three-tiered applications, where the browser is the
client tier, the Web server and ColdFusion are the application tiers, and a database is the data
tier. Complex applications can have any number of tiers, and it’s not uncommon see
authentication tiers, business object tiers, and others. This sort of architecture is usually called a
physical architecture, in that the actual physical separation of software systems is represented
on specific groups of servers or hardware.Figure 48.1 shows a three-tiered Web site architecture
where ColdFusion 9 is installed in the application server tier. This configuration can be
accomplished by installing ColdFusion 9 on a supported J2EE application server platform. For
more about deploying ColdFusion 9 on J2EE, see Chapter 49, “Scaling with J2EE.”Figure 48.1
Three-tiered server farm with ColdFusion 9.Front-End Servers versus Back-End ServersWhen
creating your system infrastructure, it’s important to design with security in mind. One of the best
ways to do this is to limit public exposure to only those systems that absolutely need to be
exposed, such as Web servers, and nothing else. This public set of servers and the network are
often referred to as the front end; servers on the private network are referred to as the back
end.The front end is the network segment between the public Internet and your Web cluster. The
front end should be optimized for speed. Place a switched segment with lots of bandwidth in
front of your Web servers. Your two primary goals on the front end are to avoid collisions and to
minimize the number of hops (intervening network devices) between your Web servers and the
public Internet. If you are using hardware-based load balancing, you could have a hardware load



balancer in front of your front-end network.The back end is the network segment between your
Web cluster and your supporting servers. Because your support servers need to talk only to your
Web servers and your LAN, you don’t need to make this segment directly accessible to the
public Internet. In fact, you might do better to deliberately prevent any access to these machines
from the public Internet by using private IP addresses or a firewall. Doing so enables you to take
advantage of useful network protocols that would be a security risk if they were made available
to the public Internet. In addition, be sure to spend some time trying to minimize collisions on
your back-end network. You have either a single firewall that separates the public from the
private system or—better yet—a firewall in front of your Web servers and another one in front of
your back-end servers, which are connected to the public server via a trusted connection.To
protect the back-end servers from unwanted traffic, you can implement dual-homed servers.
This strategy employs two network interface cards (NICs) in a Web server: one that speaks to
the front end and one that speak to the back end. This approach improves your Web server’s
network performance by preventing collisions between front-end and back-end packets.In a
dual-homed configuration, depending on which type of load balancing you are using, you can
use private, nonroutable IP addresses to address machines on the back-end server farm. Using
private non-routable addresses introduces another layer of complexity to your setup but can be
a significant security advantage.Server and Hardware ComponentsSeveral considerations
regarding server and hardware configurations crop up when you attempt to scale your site.
These issues include the number of CPUs per box, the amount of RAM, and the hard drive
speed and server configuration in general.If your server is implemented with one CPU, turning it
into a two-CPU system does not double your performance, even if the two processors are
identical. Depending on the hardware, your operating systems, and your application, you should
expect only about a 60 percent performance increase. Adding a third CPU increases the
performance even less, and the fourth CPU gives an even smaller boost. This is true because
each additional CPU consumes operating system resources simply to keep itself in sync with the
others. Also, not every operating system or application can effectively and efficiently take
advantage of multiple CPUs. Generally, if a two-processor machine is running out of processor
resources, you’re better off adding a second two-processor machine than adding two
processors to your existing machine. To illustrate, see Figure 48.2, which shows performance
gains when adding up to four CPUs on one server. Notice that the performance gains are not
linear. Each additional CPU has less improvement than the preceding CPU.Figure 48.2
Performance gains by adding CPUs to a server are not linear.You might ask why you would want
a two-processor machine at all. Why not use four single-processor machines instead? In an
abstract measure of processor utilization, you might be right. But you also must deal with
problems of user experience. Even though you’re not using 100 percent of the second processor
on the server, you are getting a strong performance boost. With this increase, a page that takes
2 seconds to process on a one-processor box might take just over 1 second to process on a two-
processor box. This can be the difference between a site that feels slow and a site with happy



users. Another point in favor of two-processor machines: Many server-class machines, with
configurations that support other advanced hardware features necessary for a robust server,
support dual processors as part of their feature sets. If you’re investing in server-class machines,
adding a second processor before adding a second server can be cost effective.Adobe has
worked with Intel and Microsoft to greatly improve multiple processor performance in Windows.
If you are using Windows 2003, Windows 2008, Vista, or Windows 7, you will see a far better
performance improvement with additional processors than you would with Windows 2000
server. If you are developing a new site and you haven’t yet chosen a Windows-based operating
system, look into Windows 2008 for better performance.Unix environments, on the other hand,
are designed to take advantage of multiple processors and use them efficiently; ColdFusion
profits from the extra processing power Unix environments provide. To determine how to scale a
Unix environment (that is, whether to add processing power or another server), make your best
judgment using your performance-testing data. Bear in mind, however, that although adding a
few more processors will definitely increase your Unix site’s performance, if you have only one
Web server and that server goes down, no amount of processors will beat having an additional
machine for redundancy.Linux has become especially popular among ColdFusion 9 developers
and hosting companies. ColdFusion 9 performs extremely well on Red Hat Linux, as well as
some other, but unsupported, distributions.RAM is another hardware issue to consider. The
bottom line is that RAM is cheap, so put as much RAM in each machine as you can afford. I
recommend at least 4 GB of RAM (if you’re using a 64-bit operating system). Additional RAM
allows for more cached database queries, templates, and memory-resident data. The more
RAM you have, the more information you will be able to cache in memory rather than on disk,
and the faster your site will run.Another memory consideration is that Java and thus ColdFusion
9 tend to be more memory intensive due to the nature of Java Virtual Machines. With plenty of
memory that you can assign to your JVM heap, you can have a dramatic performance impact on
systems that you expect to experience high usage. For more on this, read Chapter 49.Hard-disk
drive speed is an often-overlooked aspect of server performance. Traditionally, SCSI drives have
offered better performance and stability than IDE drives and are usually recommended.
Recently, however, speeds on IDE and Serial Advanced Technology Attachment (SATA) drives
have greatly improved. Both SCSI and IDE offer good performance, as well as high availability in
the case of drive failure; the same is true of serial ATA drives in a Redundant Array of
Independent Drives (RAID) on a dedicated drive controller. Most production-level RAID
controllers enable you to add RAM to the controller itself. This memory, called the first-in, first-
out (FIFO) cache, allows recently accessed data to be stored and processed directly from the
RAM on the controller. You get a pronounced speed increase from this type of system because
data never has to be sought out and read from the drive.NoteIf you use virtualization (virtual
machine software such as VMware—), it is especially important to have fast hard drives since
virtual machines perform significant drive input and output. For optimal performance, get the
fastest possible hard drives you can.NoteIf you use virtualization (virtual machine software such



as VMware—), it is especially important to have fast hard drives since virtual machines perform
significant drive input and output. For optimal performance, get the fastest possible hard drives
you can.If you use a RAID controller with a lot of RAM on board, you also should invest in
redundant power supplies and a good uninterruptible power system (UPS). The RAM on the
RAID controller is written back to the hard disk only if the system is shut down in an orderly
fashion. If your system loses power, all the data in RAM on the controller is lost. If you don’t
understand why this is bad, imagine that the record of your last 50 orders for your product were
in the RAM cache, instead of written to the disk, when the power failed. The more RAM you have
on the controller, the greater the magnitude of your problem in the event of a power outage.Many
people believe that all servers should make use of RAID, but it often makes more sense to use
RAID only on systems that are actually doing substantial data storage and file I/O, such as
database servers. Often, a whole application layer is actually designed to run in an application
server cluster’s RAM; thus, minimal RAID or even mirrored drives might make sense. This
decision will in large part be dictated by your application design, architecture, and available
budget.The type of load-balancing technology you use has a big impact on the way you build
your system. If you are using load-balancing technology that distributes traffic equally to all
servers, you want each of your systems to be configured identically, depending on that tier. (Your
Web servers will likely have much different hardware requirements than your database servers.)
Most dedicated load-balancing hardware can detect a failed server and stop sending traffic to it.
If your system works this way, and you have some extra capacity in your cluster, it’s acceptable
for each box to be somewhat less reliable because the others can pick up the slack if it goes
down. But if you’re using a simple load-balancing approach such as round-robin DNS (RRDNS),
which can’t detect a down server, you need each box to be as reliable as possible because a
single failure means some of your users cannot use your site.Because you want your users to
have a uniform experience on your site, regardless of which server responds to their requests,
keep your system configurations as close to identical as possible. Unfortunately, because of the
advanced complexity of today’s operating systems and applications, this consistency is a lot
harder to accomplish than it sounds. Identical configurations also help to alleviate quality
assurance issues for your Web site. If your servers are not identical, your Web site may not
function the same way on the different servers. This condition makes managing your Web site
unnecessarily complex. If you must have different servers in your configuration, plan to spend
extra time performing quality assurance on your Web applications to ensure that they will run as
expected on all servers in the cluster.Considerations for Choosing a Load-Balancing
OptionBefore deploying your clustered server farm, consider how you want your servers to
handle and distribute load, as well as what your budget is. Also take into account how much
traffic you expect to handle and how much that traffic will grow. There are a variety of
approaches for handling and distributing load, including dedicated load-balancing hardware,
load-balancing software, and RRDNS. Software and hardware load-balancing systems employ
user-request distribution algorithms, which can distribute user requests to a pre-specified



server, to a server with the least load, or through other methods. A round-robin configuration
passes each user request to the next available server. This is sometimes performed regardless
of the selected server’s current load. Round-robin configurations may involve DNS changes.
Consult with your network administrator when discussing this option.Round-Robin DNSThe
RRDNS method of load balancing takes advantage of some capabilities that are the result of the
way the Internet’s domain name system handles multiple IP addresses with the same domain
name. To configure RRDNS, you should be comfortable with making changes to your DNS
server.CautionBe careful when making DNS server changes. Making an incorrect DNS change
is roughly equivalent to sending out change-of-address and change-of-phone-number forms to
incorrect destinations for every one of your customers and vendors, and having no way to tell the
people at the incorrect postal destination or the incorrect phone number to forward the errant
mail back to you. If you broadcast incorrect DNS information, you could cut off all traffic to your
site for days or weeks.CautionBe careful when making DNS server changes. Making an
incorrect DNS change is roughly equivalent to sending out change-of-address and change-of-
phone-number forms to incorrect destinations for every one of your customers and vendors, and
having no way to tell the people at the incorrect postal destination or the incorrect phone number
to forward the errant mail back to you. If you broadcast incorrect DNS information, you could cut
off all traffic to your site for days or weeks.Simply put, RRDNS centers around the concept of
giving your public domain name () more than one IP address. You should give each machine in
your cluster two domain names: one for the public domain, and one that lets you address each
machine uniquely. See Table 48.1 for some examples.Table 48.1 Examples of IP
AddressesWhen a remote domain-name server queries your domain-name server for
information about (because a user has requested a Web page and needs to know the address
of your server), your DNS server returns one of the multiple IP addresses you’ve listed for . The
remote DNS server then uses that IP address until its DNS cache expires, upon which it queries
your DNS server again, possibly getting a different IP address. Each sequential request from a
remote DNS server receives a different IP address as a response.Round-robin DNS is a crude
way to balance load. When a remote DNS gets one of your IP addresses in its cache, it uses that
same IP address until the cache expires, no matter how many requests originate from the
remote domain and regardless of whether the target IP address is responding. This type of load
balancing is extremely vulnerable to what is known as the mega-proxy problem.
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